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Enclosed please find the minutes of the April 26 and 27 Board of Trustees 
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To: All Trustees 
H. Woolf 
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Sincerely yours, 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

THE DIRECTOR July 21, 1975 

To the Board of Trustees 

Dr. Kaysen has only recently come across the 

enclosed article on the Institute, and asked that 

I pass it on to you for your information. 

Enclosure 

QL1. !~ 
Aida L. La Brutte 

Secretary to the Director 

v / ~ / / 
Messrs. Petersen, Di~orth, Doob, ~11, Forrestal,._--

.v1fansmann, ~hschi ~' Hou~ton, Lin~, Roth, 
vS'egal, Simon, Solow, Straus, Tapli'r(.' Watson~ 

Mesdames Gr~, Whitehe'ad' 
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Trouble in 
paradise ·. · 

New York 

The Institute for Advanced ·study, 
which occupies a sylvan setting in 
Princeton, New Jersey, ranks among I 
the world's most renowned research 
institutions. But despite its exalted -i 
r~putation and serene appearancC,- i( 
is far from· a scholarly paradise. Re~ 
cently it has been more of a cockpit. ' 
. Hostility burst into open warfare two 
years ago when Mr Carl Kaysen, who 
succeeded Robert Oppenheimer as its 
director in 1966, chose to override a 
majority of the academic staff in a ran
corous dispute over an appointment. 
Mr Kaysen's defi3.11ce led to demands 
for his dismissal, which the trustees 

- retusecl, though they made other con:. 
cessions to the staff: Now Mr Kaysen 
has announced his resignation to take 
effect next year. He described himself . 
as satisfied with his achievements, which 
include a new school of social' sciences 
and the raising of aln1ost $6m. 

- His opponents consider his.departure 
a victory for them, while his supporters, 
particularly the · 15 trustees,- are- con- · 
vinced that the ennlityr-he encountered 
requires a thorough re-evaluation: of the 
nature of the institution before they can 
hope to attract a first-rate replacement. · 
Given Mr Kaysen's stormy · s~eward
ship and the troubles of his predecessors 
(Oppenheimer retreated to study 
Sanskrit), a re-examination is in order. 
. Ever since it started in 1930 as a 
studentless centre for pure research, -
it has had a small (now 26) permanent 
staff and a larger num~r (around 150) 
of visiting scholars. ·It was an early 
beneficiary of Hitler's policies, attract
ing Albert Einstein, John von Neumann 
and other refugee lwninaries. To· this 
glory other schools-history and natural 
scienc:;:es-were gradually added. Its 
trustees, who are responsible for manag
ing its endowment-now $48m, down 
from a peak of $60m-have delegated 
administration to the director, who must 
cope with the · staff · single-handed. 
Because they are so few, the permanent 
fellows are inclined to get involved in 
every detail of operations and because 
they are so privileged (lifetime tenure, 
salaries of $40,000 a year and complete 
freedom to conduct their own research), 
they are-a powerful and contentious lot. 

But if conflict was unavoidable 
betWeen the director and the ,staff, 
-some informed observers believe that the 
intensity and outcome of the struggle 
were not necessarily inevitable: To be 
sure, Mr Kaysen, a respectedeconomist 
who was among the most· brilliant and 
effective "new frontiersmen" of the 
Kennedy Administration. assumed his 
position with a mandate for · change--
in the form of establishing a school for 
the social sciences. This . objective was 
taken as a threat by the mathematicians, 
who are proud of their special status I 
and sceptical about "soft" disciplines. · . 
· Conservative and united, the mathem
aticiani; ~Ice 11n thP. l o:i ra-1" o:inti m.-t I 

(. 
l 

. \ THE ECONOMJS'r'JUNE "/, 1975 ., 
AMERICAN SURVEY 

eminent faculty ·at· the institute. In con- one of them characterises as "the 
trast, natural sciences, which contains Bourbons", and they will not yield on 
theoretical physicists, can probably be their commitment to the social sciences. 
matched t:lsewhere, and ~e history To do so, they point out, wouJd encour
fa~ulty, which favours classical scholar- age either stagnation, or increasing dom
ship. and.fro~:. on more contemporary • ination by the matbem&ticians . . 
studies, IS widely regarded as the least Some of the extremists among the 
di~tinguis.hed. Alarmed at ~~at change staff would prefer IAS to have no , 
rrught bnng, the mathematici~s (~om director. Instead, they have suggested a 
stren~) and some of the histon~s rotating deanship. It is unlikely that the j' 
(from . ~eakn~ss) banded together m trustees will acquiesce. Some of them 
opposltlon. ,StLll, they ;vent along with think IAS should have a fotmal attach- I 
Mr Kaysen s fir~ chmce. for the new mrnt to nearby Princeton university; 
faculty, mustenng resistance only this would have the merit of diffusina 
against bis second, Mr Robert Bellah, the powers of the staff. There is mar: 1 
an able but.controversial sociologist. ~ · ·, ·prospect th~t the tru~ees will choose to 1 

Academic warfare, as Mr:<;· P. Snow. enlarge the staff by ·granting younger-1 
has attested, can be surpnsm~y tern- scholars five-to-ten-year ·appointments, 1 
pestuous. But seldom have men 1ll a lofty ¥.a measure that would increase diversity ~ 
ivory tower stooped so- low as they did . and openness. Whatever is done, the re
after_ Mr Kaysen, irate~ _at ' what he or~anisation . promises. ~~ _be a Ion~ 
considered to be an . unfair attack on -delicateexerctse. · -'· 1 • ·.-• • • • ~ ~ ·j 
Mr Bellah's qualifications, stubbornly , · ,. · ·: »--=-~· -: · · - ;,-l 
refused to accept the vote against him. 
There is no question that Mr ..Bellah was ~ 
judged on what amolinted to unattain- ' 
able standards and that the opposition 
tactics, which involved a lobbying 
campaign among outside scholars, leaks 
to the press and charges of dishonesty, 
were vicious:· But once Mr Kaysen went 
against the majority· he lost the support 
of some more reasonable and disinter...: 
ested members of the staff. In the event, 
Mr Bellah resigned after the suicide of 
his daughter, and the staff then accepted 
an elderly political scientist in his place. 
But the situation remains tense. 
. In the wake of .tvtr Kaysen's resigna

bon the trustees have set up a special 
review committee that has been invited 
to consider " major innovations". . 
Innovations. are - obviously needed, if I 
only because no worthwhile candidates 
would consider the directorship under 
present conditions. But other· develop
ments also argue for reform. The insti
tute is no longer unique. Many universi
ties now offer similar research oppor
tunities to eminent scholars, and a 
number of insti tutions have built up 
centres · of learning in one discipline 
or another. There iS a feeling among the 
trustees that IAS is in danger of be
coming too isolated and unresponsive. 

They may be too optimistic in their 
view that reform can be introduced 
gradually and painlessly. For one thing, 
IAS does not lack fo'r idiot savants. For· I 
another it has dissidents skilled in ) 
academic infighting. The trustees have I 
invited the active participation of the· I 
staff in order to avoid a resumption of I 
the battle. But they run the risk that the 
staff, having demonstrated its power, . , 
may attempt its own reorganisation. The ! 
trustees are prepared to. negotiate; but 
they insist they will not abdicate to what 
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TUITION ASSISTANCE 

The Institute's tuition assistance program currently provides for one-half 
tuition up to $3,000 for Faculty and senior administrative staff and up to 
$1,500 for all other staff. Princeton's plan provides one-half tuition up to 
$3,400 and $1,125 respectively. This is increasing to $3,700 and $1,225 on July 
1, 1984. We would not reduce the staff assistance at this time, but rather 
allow Princeton's to catch up over the next several years. 

It is recommended that the following resolution concerning tuition 
assistance be adopted by the Board of Trustees: 

.. 
RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, the Insti t .ute for Advanced Study changed its tuition 
assistance program at the April 24, 1982, meeting of the 
Board of Trustees to be consistent with the program at 
Princeton University; and 

WHEREAS, Princeton University has improved their program 
several times in the interim, now, therefore be it 

RESOLVED, that the Director bas the authority to adjust the 
tuition assistance program at the Institute on an annual 
basis, within budget constraints, to a level not to exceed 
Princeton University's program. 
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THE INSTITUTE FORADVANCED STUDY 

). RICHARDSON DILWORTH 

Chairman of the Board 

Professor George Kennan 
School of Historical Studies 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear George, 

May 16 , 1984 

This comes to you with the heartfelt hurrahs of your friends, colleagues, 
and admirers on the Board of Trustees. 

With warmest regards and best wishes, 

ever, 

J. Richardson Dilworth 

Princeron, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8200 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

May 16, 1984 

RESOLUTION VOTED ON APRIL 28, 1984 

The Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced 
Study extends its congratulations to Professor George Kennan 

on the occasion of his receiving the Gold Medal for History 
from the American Academy and Institute for Arts and Letters 

and wishes to express to him its admiration and appreciation 

for the honor and distinction he brings to the Institute 

through bis work as both scholar and statesman. 

Princecon, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8000 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

P ATRICIA H . L ABALME 
Associate Director 

Dear Colleague, 

April 13, 1984 

The enclosed resolution is proposed for action at the Board meeting on 
April 28, 1984 . 

It was previously considered but deferred since the number of Board 
members had dropped t o nineteen (in addit ion t o the Director), due to Mr. 
Houghton's resignation and Mrs. Whitehead's death. With the planned election 
of two new members at this meeting, we can proceed now to bring this article 
into conformity with the Certificate of Incorporation (a document separate 
from the By-Laws) which reads that "the business of the Corporation shall be 
conducted by Trustees not less than twenty and not more than twenty- five . " 

Sincerely yours, 

Patricia H. Labalme 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8201 Telex 837 680 
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(RESOLUTION TO BE ACTED ON APRIL 28, 1984) 

IAS Board Resolution 

Article III, Section of the By- Laws, now reads: 

"The business of the Corporation shall be conducted by a Board of 
Trustees, of at least fifteen in number, in addition to the Director, 
and Honorary Trustees." 

It is proposed that the following resolution be passed: 

RESOLVED: That Article III, Section 1 of the By- Laws of the Corporation 
be amended to read as follows: 

"The business of the Corporation shall be conducted by a Board of 
Trustees, of not less than twenty and not more than twenty-five in 
number, in addition t o the Director and Honorary Trustees . " 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PATRICIA H. LABALME 
Associate Direetor 

Dear Colleague, 

December 17, 1984 

Enclosed please find the minutes of the Board of Trustees Meeting in 
November. 

If you have not already done so, would you kindly send us a picture and 
resume for our files? Thank you very much. 

Sincerely yours, 

Patric ia H. Labalme 

Princecon, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8201 Telex 837 680 

Board of Trustees records: Board-General: Box 1: Memoranda to Board 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PA TRICIA H . LABALME 
Associace Director 

Dear Colleague, 

June 22, 1984 

Enclosed are the minutes from the April Board of Trustees meeting , as well 
as a number of resolutions adopted by the Board. 

We are also including the list of Board meeting dates for the next two 
years. 

The enclosed set of emended By- Laws and Certificate of Incorpora:ion 3hould 
now replace the ones that you have previously had . 

Sincerely yours, 

Patricia H. Labalme 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8201 Telex 837 680 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

May 12, 1976 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

I am enclosing a copy of a resolution unanimously adopted 

at a Faculty meeting on Wednesday, May 12. The Faculty further 

wish to express their gratitude to the Trustees for their valuable 

and extensive efforts on behalf of the Institute. 

Stephen L. Adler 
Faculty Secretary 

Messrs. Petersen, Dilworth, Doob, Drell, Forrestal, Hansmann, Houghton, 
Opel, Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Straus, Taplin 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

May 12, 1976 

RESOLUTION OF THE FACULTY 

The New York Times of Sunday, May 2 carried an article on the 
Institute reporting the offer of the directorship to Dr. Harry Woolf, 
the names of others who had been considered, and related information. 
While we regard the publication of this article as mischievous, it 
must be recognized that the information can only hav e originated with
in the Institute community . The Faculty deeply deplores this breach 
of confidentiality which is both disgraceful and damaging to the entire 
Institute. In particular, it regrets any embarrassment ·this may have 

caused the distinguished scholars who allowed their names to be considered 
for the position. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

T HE DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

T clephonc-609-924-4400 

Memorandum to the Members of t he Board 

November 10, 1975 

The School of Historical Studies has decided to withdraw the 
candidacy of Glen Bowersock for a professorship, which they advanced 
in March 1975. As you will remember, there was a good deal of 
discussion within the Faculty and a divided vote. When it was pre
sented to me I refused to forward it and returned it to the School 
for further consideration. As a result of this action it is almost 
certain that the historians will make no appointment this year. 

The situation in the School of Mathematics remains as it was 
at the time of the fall Board meeting; namely, the School has been 
convinced through the Review Connnittee of the wisdom of avoiding an 
urgent process of proposing an appointment simply because a vacancy 
exists. On the other hand, it is the understanding of the School 
that should they have an appointment that they believe is highly 
desirable, that they continue to have a claim to the vacancy that 
was allocated to them last year. 

CK--
Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Petersen, Dilworth, Doob, Drell, Forrestal, Hansmann, Houghton, 
Roth, Seg~l, Simon, Solow, Straus, Taplin 

Mesdames Gray , Whitehead 
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July 9, 1975 

Memorandum to Messrs. Petersen, Dilworth, and Segal 

Apropos of the remarks on fund raising that were made yesterday 
I attach a specimen of my latest effort. I am pursuing this through 
several channels. The most important one is the new President of the 
American Council on Germany , and others I know who are particularly 
friendly with Alex MCSeller, former Finance Minister and an influential 
figure in SPD party circles who has been the force behind most of the 
recent German gifts to the u.s ., including the German Marshall Fund . 
The other is through one of my personal contacts in Germany with Hans 
Leussink, former Minister of Science and Research, and again an 
influential figure in such matters in Germany. 

If any of you have suggestions as to other ways to get at this 
I would appreciate them greatly. 

Carl Kaysen 

Enclosure 
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May 30. 1975 

Dear Howard and Martin: 

Attached is a copy of a memorandum from John Harper• the gentleman 
whom Frank Taplin reeomnanded as fund raising counsel. I have now seen 
him twice, once with Frank and once in a fairly long lunch session 
alone . I have a favorable impression of him, and I think he might be 
more able than was Bob Barnes to talk with people in t he corporate 
world. Harper's major rec ommendation is that we hire a full-time 
serious fund raiser, paying him something in the order of $20 ,000 
to $30,000 a year. From my own experience, I believe that if we 
wish to try to do more than we have we need such a person. The two 
questions that I am less clear on is whether Harper can find us a 
suitable person, and whether we should try now or let the whole thing 
wait on my successor. As you aee 1 Harper recommends that we start 
looking now and get a man in place in the fall. I would appreciate 
your reactions to this at your early convenience. 

Mr. Howard c. Petersen 
Mr. Martin B. Segal 

Enclosure (se~: HARPER, J ohn - Fund Raising) 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 
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April 21 1 1975 

To the BoaYd of Trustees of The Institute 
for Advanced Study 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Attached for your infoYmation are 
The Schedule of Event• and Agenda for 
the meeting of the Board of Trustees on 
Friday, April 25 and Saturday. April 26 9 

1975. 

We all look forward to seeing you 
then. 

Cordially, 

Minot C. Morgan, Jr. 
Secretary 

Attachments 

' 
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March 3, 1975 

Memorandum to the Board of Truatees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

You will find enclosed minutes of the Executive Committee 
Meeting of the Board of Trustees held on February 15, 1975 at 
the Institute. Your comments and queatione are welcome. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to remind you 
that the Spring Board meeting will be held on April 25th and 
26th. I hope all of you can attend. More detailed information 
will be sent shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl Kaysen 

Attachments 

Mmes. Gray and Whitehead 

Messrs . Doob, Hansmann, Petersen, Solow;,Straus, Taplin, 

Messrs . Dilworth, Drell, Forrestal, Hochschild, Houghton, Linder, 
Roth, Segal, Simon, Watson 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

T HE DIRECTOR 

February 11, 1975 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Correction: Correspondence of February 7, 1975 

Table IV, under Members (IAS Funds), Academic 
year 1974-75, under NS and SS, respectively, 
numbers should be 20 and 21, not 24 and 26. 

a--
Carl Kaysen 
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February 7, 1975 

To the Meubers of _the Board 

Attached are 4 tables which will be useful background for the 
discussion at the meeting of the Executive Committee on Saturday, 
FebTuary 15, 1975. l am providing them to the Faculty as well. 

TbQy •U1Dlll8rize the m.aj~r features of the Institute's accounts 
and personnel over the last dozen years, which is as far back as we 
have figures in the form that allows the presentation shown. l have, 
of course, more detailed figures available, but I think these show the 
major features. I will. of course, be glad to answer any questions 
that they rais•. 

A further point that you should bear in mi.nd is the past 
coDIDittaents I have mada to the Faculty about Faculty size. In 
Janua-ry of 1970, when the appointment of Geertz, the first Professor 
in the School of Social Science, was under discussion, I said in 
Faculty meeting that I thought the target size that the Schools 
should bear iu mind was 10 profeasora each in M.atheinatics nnd Historyt 
and 6 or 7 in Natural Sciences. As far as Social Science went, that 
would depend on the available funds, and that it would probably grow 
slowly, as indeed it hae. 

Carl ICaysen 

Meens. Petersen, Doob, Hansmann, Solow, Straus, Taplib 

Mrs. Gray, Mrs. Whitehead 

FOR. INFORMATION: 
Mes•ra. DilwoTth, Drell, Forreatal, HDughton, Linder, Roth 1 Segal, 

Simon, Watson 

Attachments 
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SUMMARY OF IAS OPERATIONS 
1962- 3 - 1974-5 

TABLE I 

Academic Activities 

Assets & Expenditures Academic ExEenditures Academic Personnel 
($millions) ($thousands) 

(1) (2) (3) (8) (9) 
Acad. Port- Oprtng. Ratio (4) (7) Mmbrs.& Secret . . _ 
Year folio 1 Expnses. 2:1 Faclty. Faclty Assts. Libran · 

62-3 39. 72 1.56 3.92 657 205 298 20 105 22 

63- 4 44.94 1.63 3 . 63 666 244 358 19 112 22 

64-5 48.08 1. 92 3 . 98 812 348 345 21 108 22 

65-6 47 .89 2.09 4.37 903 331 386 23 lOS 23 

66-7 45.02 2 . 28 5.06 885 404 395 21 117 25 

67-8 51 . 15 2.34 4.68 927 389 464 20 121 27 

68-9. 56.03' 2.40 4.28 996 389 608 20 126 27 

69-70 49.75 2.86 5.75 1093 515 540 22 132 26 

70-l 50.21 2 . 96 5 . 90 1219 304 875 25 131 38 

71-2 52.65 3.40 6.46 1374 422 810 26 136 42 

72-3 56.48 3 . 53 6 . 25 1441 472 ff40 27 133 42 

73-¢ 51. 79 3.94 7. 61 1546 511 870 28 155 45 

.74-5 4t. 862 ~3 ~? ~;t ~J 865 ~ 26 163 42 
'-/J-. 7).. y' i.lfl /1' ' qq tSbv t'1>-- 'f 01 

lAverage of month- end values 

2Average of 1 monthly values 

~Forecast 
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,J , 

Acad. 
Year 

62-3 

63-4 

64-5 

65-6 

66-7 

67-8 

68-9 

69-70 

70-1 

71-2 

72-3 

73-4 

74-5 

Princeton Services 

SUMMARY OF !AS OPERATIONS 
.1962-3 - 1974-5 

TABLE II 

Supporting Services 

E!!Eenditures & ReceiEts S p a c e 
($1,000) Srvces. Numbers 

Earned Mntnce.& Academ. Bldgs. Hsng. 
E!!Endtrs. Ovrhd. Bus. Prsnnl. 1000 Sq.Ft . Offcs. Units 

503 · 40 49 35 163 106 

493 53 53 35 163 II 

564 47 49 761 176 " 
634 49 57 76 176 II 

723 52 56 76 176 II 

729 70 57 76 176 106 

854 69 63 76 176 1384 

908 129 65 76 176 138 

1078 126 71 88
2 176 138 

1206 97 75 1033 244 138 

1397 131 78 103 244 138 

1527 134 80 103 248 1465 

~ .:wr 78 103 248 146 
I ~i'S gs 

1Add new library 
2Add cafeteria 
3Add West Building 

·4Add Von Neumann Drive 

5Add modified C Bui lding 
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SUMMARY OF IAS OPERATIONS 
1962- 3 - 1974-5 · 

TABLE III 

IAS Academic Personnel by Schools 

FACULTY MEMBERS 
{Assistants underneath2 

Acad. 
Year Math HS NS SS Tot. Math HS NS SS Tot. 

62- 3 7 8 6 20 40 25 33 98 
(3) (4) (3) (7) 

<f3- 4 8 7 4 19 52 28 25 105 
(3) (3) ·( 1) (7) 

64- 5 9 8 4 21 53 25 24 102 
(3) (3) (0) (6) 

65-6 9 9 5 23 51 27 21 99 
(3) (6) (O) (9) 

66-7 9 8 4 21 52 31 21 104 
(5) (8) (0) (13) 

67 - 8 9 8 3 20 55 30 29 109 
(4) (6) (2) (12) 

68-9 8 9 3 20 55 29 26 4 114 
(4) (6) (2) (12) 

69-70 9 8 5 22 58 30 28 6 122 
(4) (5) (1) ( 10) 

70-1 10 9 5 1 25 60 27 26 10 123 
(3) (5) (0) (8) 

71-2 10 9 6 1 26 57 28 27 14 126 
(4) (5) (0) (1) (10) 

72-3 11 / 10 9 6 1 27/26 48 31 28 12 119 
(8) (5) (0) (1) (14) 

73-4 9 12 6 1 28 56 34 32 18 140 
(5) (8) (1) (1) (15) 

74-5 9 9 6 2 26 55 37 37 19 148 
(8) (8) (0) (16) 
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SUMMARY OF IAS OPERATIONS 
1962-3 - 1974-5 

TABLE J:V 

% Distribution of direct E~enditures 

By Schoo l s 
(IAS Funds Only) 

Facult y 
y 

Acad. 
Members (IAS Funds) 

Year M HS NS SS M HS . NS SS 

62-3 37 46 17 . 4 53 43 

63-4 40 45 15 13 55 32 

•64-5 44 46 1-0 33 42 25 

65-6 37 46 17 17 54 29 

66-7 40 44 16 15 49 36 

67-8 38 45 16 22 47 31 

68-9 35 50 14 18 45 37 

69-70 33 44 22 27 42 31 

70-1 37 43 16 4 30 49 21 

71-2 36 40 20 4 33 40 27 

72-3 38 38 20 ·4 32 32 22 13 

73-4 29 47 20 4 31 23 26 20 

74-5 31 43 19 8 30 ...2~ ~ ~ 

)0 ":)I 
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January 17, 1975 

Mr. let.er•• baj ••Md .. to call • epecial meetiua of the 
Executive eo.ittft of tta. Board on rebrMry 15, 1975, at lOtOO •.m. 
la PT!Qcet.Oa. Itt f'IJ'P08• u to receive the report of the J'inaoc.• 
Colaitt .. , Wld.c:Jl .S,ll N ... tilag OD,...,,,.~ JTd1 and ill Ue l~ Of 
tba.t r.,ort '° •ecaaaider the propoaed •tl.)led.lle of appoh1tMnt1 a"fatl
abl• co tba SclllDOla Of Btacortcal St...SW and MtU..tica. A• you will 
r~ ftoll tba aiJlutu of the laat lacutive Colmdtt .. ••tin&, we 
told ucb of dwa• Scboola tbat it could meke oae appointment thh year 
aad we wold review tbe forthc acbedule in tbe light of the fitunacial 
aituattOD llat y•r. n.ttwo Sclloot. wo~d lib tlMa opportwlity to 
present their vielia oa ttie•• reapectiv• ueeds for • more definite schedule 
of eppoiD.t:981lt1 thma tlM\J have j\lat be• 1-iven. Accordlngl,., the1 would 
U.ka u opporwalt7 for w Llai80ll Comd.tt~ to meet with the Executive 
eo-it~ .. tor -.ch • di.-.aioa.. 

I vt.11 ~tly .M •e'041Aa 10M ~ Ncqrou.nd .-terial for 
tbia dlaeuuioa. !M ...tlq will hiijlD at 10:00 a.m. and laat •• long 
•• oec .. ear,. Ve plaD to have tba fir•~ hour for bur own discuaaion, 
aDd ••It the Lt•tMn o;..•ctee to Jot.a ua at 1lt00- •·•· Pl .. •• let • 
know ta ~ .-rcio..d, dlf ... add1'•••ed eavelopa vbetlier you plan to attend. 

laiclo•ur• 

Meaara l>ilWOTth, DOoh, Dnll, Potteetal, Ban9t••• Bo~hac:bt.ld, Ho~on, 
Limter, 1U81'••• Jotb,. S ... 1, SJJiou, Solow, Strau•, Taplin• - -
W•t90D 
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January 14, 1975 

To the Members of the Board of 'frmteea 

Ladies and Gentleaeu: 

Attac:bed are the -:final adllatea of the Executive 
eo..itl:ee meeting together :vitb tbe atatement of 
"The Proc:eduru for the Ac:ad..tc Governance of tbe 
Iutibite11 which now '-• been approved by the Executive 
Cadalttee for the Board and the l'eculty. 

Carl r.,'.•en 

Attaclmenta 

ns: Gray and Whit~he d 

l1cssrs: Dilworth, Doob, Drell, Forre tel, !1S:lU1nn 
Bochschi.ld, F..onglttcm, I. inde?:, Petersen, 
Roth, Segal , Simon, Solou, Str us , T plin, 
liatson 

' 
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January 1. 1975 

Metnorandum to the Truata.ea 

Fer yovr infonnatton, tbe spring tet'lll Fat:ulty dinners will be 

held oo tba following dates: 

F~ry 3 - 7:00 p.ni. 

Mareh 17 .. 7: oo p.._m. 

The dinnar of Mll"""l'Ch 17th will inalude spouses, apd you are most 

welcome to c:ome. to any one. I can alwaya arrange for you to spend 

the ewning if this is more couvenient for you. Please let Ms. LYIUie 

Lambe~ Jcnaw whenever you ftnd you can corue. 

Carl ICaysen 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED ST UDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Tdcphonc-609-924-4400 

April 3.0 , 1974 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced 
Study 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The date for the fall meeting has been fixed for September 28, 
1974 in Princeton, beginning at 10:00 a.m. and las ting through lunch. 
In the afternoon, the opening reception for the Faculty members will 
be held . All members of the Board who can remain for the reception 
are urged to come and all spouses who are able to are more than 
welcome. A reminder will be sent to you early in the Fall. 

The Executive Committee meeting to which all members of the 
Board are invited is scheduled for Saturday, 14 December, also 
in Princeton, from 10:00 a.m. through lunch. 

The next spring meeting will be as usual at the end of April, 
namely, Friday, 25th and Saturday 26th, 1975 . 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl Kaysen 

p;~t;.vd/ 
Messrs: Dilworth, Forrestal, Hansmann, Hochschild, Houghton, Linder, 

Petersen, Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Straus, Taplin, Watson 

Mmes : Gray and Whitehead 
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T HE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Tdephonc-609-924-4400 

November 26, 1974 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees, The Institute for Advanced 
Study 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This is a reminder that the Executive Committee o f the 
Board will meet at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, December 14, in 
the Board Room, and will continue through lunch. All members 
of the Board are welcome to attend. 

Please let us know if you plan to attend and whether you 
will be staY-ing for lunch. I am enclosing a stamped, sel f 
addressed envelope for your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl Kaysen 

Mmes: Gray and Whitehead 

Messrs: Dilworth, Doob, Drell, Forrestal, Hansmann, Hochschild, 
Houghton, Linder, Petersen, Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, 
Straus, Taplin, Watson 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

THE DIRECTOR 

1. I can attend the meeting of the Executive 
Committee on Saturday, December 14, 1974 at 
10:00 a.m. in the Board Room. 

2. I cannot attend the meeting of the Executive 
Committee. 

3. I plan to attend lunch after the meeting. 

4. I do not plan to attend lunch. 

5 . Tr ans portation arrangements neeoed 
~~~~~~~~~ 

Signature.~~~~~~~~-
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September 9, 1974 

Memorandu.!!, to the Bond of Trustees : Re Board of Trustees 
Meeting, Saturday, September 28, 1974 

Ladiea and Gentlemen : 

The September 28th meeting of the BoaTd of Trustees 
will begin at 10: 30 a.m. in the Board Room and will 
h•t until shortly after lunch. Fl:om 3 : 00 to 6 : 00 p. m. 
you and your spouses are wll welcome to attend the 
Membera' Reception at Olden Farm. 

Will you kindly return the attached Questionnaire 
in the enclosed, self-addressed envelope at your 
earliest: conv«lience. We shall be glad to arrange any 
tranaport.ttion or accommodation arrangements for Friday 
night and Saturday. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely youra, 

Lynne N. Lambert 
Secretary to Dr. Kaysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

THE DIRECTOR 

September 6, 1974 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

Here is the 1974-75 version of the 
Institute calendar which, as you know, is 
given each year to the incoming members as 
a souvenir of their stay. I thought you 
might enjoy having a copy. 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 
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July 23, 1974 

Memorandmn to the Board of Trustees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I at~ach for your information a list of 
the Faculty members, sbawing their special fields, 
aduc11tional in.ckgrounda, length of service at the 
Institute, etc., whicil some of you had expressed 
a desire to have. 

Si.acerely yours, 

Carl K.aysen 

!De.a: Gray and Wldtehead 

Messrs: Dilwort~ Doob, DTell, Forrestal, Rsnsmann, 
BocbschUd , J . B.. Boughton, Linder, 
Pe.tersen, Roth, Segal, SiJDon, Solow, Straus, 
Taplin, Watson 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

THE DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

To the Members of the Board 

May 20, 1974 

By now you have received a copy of a letter from Marston Morse 
concerning an article in the Philadelphia Inquirer of May 5, on the 
Institute. Here is a xerox copy of the article in question; it was 
apparently written on the principle of being equally unpleasant to 
everybody. Much of the detail is highly inaccurate. Geertz assures 
me that he is not accurately quoted, and I might note that there are 
no chairs in my office that are bolted to the floor. In one such 
matter after another, the article is filled with error. 

Nonetheless, it seems to me hardly worthwhile to respond, 
although I would be receptive to your advice to the contrary . 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Petersen , Dilworth, Forrestal, Hansmann, Houghton, Linder, 
Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Straus , Taplin, Watson 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 

Enclosure 
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May 20, 1974 

Dear Marston: 

Thank you for sending your letter on Oswald Veblen around to the 
Board members and also to the editor of the Philadelphia Inquirer. 
I cannot illl8gine what past Trustee is the source of Mr . Conaway's 
remarks; few, if any present or still living former members of the 
Bo•rd knew Profe11sor Veblen. In llllY event, I am glad to see the 
falsehoods corrected. Many other statements in Conaway'& story 
are without foundation in fact; I assume that whatever content there 
is in the story on Veblen arises from a confusion between Oswald 
and his Uncle Thorstein. The statements macle would accurately 
describe the conduct of the latter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl Kaysen 

cc: Members of the loerd of Trustees 

Professor Marston Morse 
School of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
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February 15> 1974 

Memorandum to the Tnls~ 

This letter is a little different from 

som of tbos:e you were recei'ri.ug last year. 

Carl ~ya.en 

Enclosure (Letter from George R. Barse re Atlantic article) 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY o8s+o 

THE DIRECTOR 

January 21, 1974 

Memorandum to the Members of the Board of 
Trustees: 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

In case you haven't seen it, attached 
is a Xerox of the article on the Institute 
in the February issue of Atlantic Monthly. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Carl Kaysen 

Attaclunent 

.,/ 
Mmes: Gray and Whitehead v v 
Messrs: D~ilw h, Fo~stal,,~smann,.Jloch~jjiifild, 

Ho ton,,Ljlflder,_j!,e~r~, R~h,)3~gal, 
S mon, Sotbw, St~s, Taplin, Wa~on 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

THE. DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

November 13, 1973 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Attached is a copy of two recent samples of the Institute 1 s 
accomplishments which I think you might find interesting. 

One, The Interpretation of Cultures, is a collection of essays 
by Clifford Geertz, Professor of Social Sciences at the Institute. 
It covers a wide range of topics and I particularly counnend to 
your attention ~he last essay on a ~alinese cockfight. 

The second is the first volume of a biography of Stalin by 
Dr. Robert Tucker. He is Professor of politics at Princeton and 
has spent several periods as a v isitor at the Institute, during 
which he did much of the work on this book. In this book, Dr. 
Tucker seeks to answer the question: What was there in Stalin ' s 
background, early history, and education that led him successfully 
to seek to become the iron dictator of Soviet Russia? 

I s ent these ·around to all the Associates by way of a report, 
and so far have had a gratifying response. 

Car{~ysen 
Attachments 

Mmes: Gray and Whitehead 

Messrs: Dilworth, Forrestal, _.., Hansmann, Hochschild, Houghton, 
Linder, Petersen, Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Straus, Taplin, 
Watson 
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THE IN STITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

THE DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

T elephonc-609-924-4400 

November 13, 1973 

Correction to Address List of Trustees 

HOUGHTON , JAMES R. 

Home Address Changed: The Field 
Spencer Hill Road 
R. D. :/12 
Corning, New York 14830 

Miss Vivian I. Dedric~ - secretary 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telcphonc-609-924-4400 

October 23, 1973 

Memorandum to the Trustees: 

For your information, the Faculty Dinners will be held 
on the following dates: 

October 29, 1973 
November 19, 1973 
December 17, 197.3 

You are most we l come to come to any one, and I can 
always arrange for you to spend the evening if this is more 
convenient for you. Please let Lynne Lambert know whenever 
you find you can come. 

Sincerely, 

y::__ 
Carl Kaysen 

Sent to: Taplin, Dilworth, Petersen, Gray, Solow, Hochschild, 
Hansmann, Houghton, Linder, Segal, Straus, Whitehead 
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September 21, 1973 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees : Re 
~ Meeting, aeptember 29, 1973 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I enclose copiee of the Miautes of the 
Ammal Meeting of the Corporation and the 
Regular Meeting of the Board of '?Nateea, 
held in Princeton on April 27 and 28, 1973. 
Copies of the documents th.at were under 
di.acussiou at the time are attached to the 
official Minutes and will be available to 
the members of the Board at the meeting on 
September 29. I enclose alao the Agenda for 
the Regular Meeting of the :Board on September 
29, 1973 . 

Enclosures 

Cordially yours, 

Minot c. Morgan, Jr. 
Secretary 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY o8s.o 

THE DIRECTOR 

September 19, 1973 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

Here is the 1973-74 version of the 
Institute calendar which, as you know, is given 
each year to the incoming members as a souveni r 
of their s tay. The pictures haye all been taken 
on the Institute grounds. I thought you might 
enjoy having a copy. 

Cordially, 

Wd ·~ 
Carl Kaysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

THE DIRECTOR 

June 26, 1973 

Memorandum to the Ad Hoc Collllllittee on Governance 
of the Board of Trustees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Attached is a copy of a history of the 
Institute, from its founding to 1950, which 
I am enclosing for your information. This 
was prepared by Mrs. Beatrice Stern under the 
direction of my predecessor. Not all the 
documents to which the history refers remain 
in the files of the Institute and therefore 
I am unable to connnent on the accuracy of the 
history in detail. Nonetheless, I think it 
offers a valuable perspective from which to 
approach our current problems. I am sending 
copies of this document to all the members 
of the Executive Con:nnittee as well as to the 
members of the Ad Hoc Collllllittee on Governance. 

I will also make available copies to the 
members of the Faculty so that they may consult. 

Sinc~ours, 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. H. C. Petersen, Chairman; Solow, Straus; 
Mrs. H. H. Gray 

Enclosure 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY o8Ho 

THE DIRECTOR 

May 22, 1973 

. 
Memorandum to the Board of Trustees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are two articles concerning 
the Bella~ controversy which may be of 
interest to you; one article is from 
Connnonweal, and the other from The Chronicle 
of Higher Education. 

Sincerely, 
~ 

. ·~ii~u.--
v :: 7/ wnne N. Lambert 

Secretary 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 

rlessrs . Forrestal, Hansmann, J . Houghton, 
Linder, Petersen, Taplin, Roth, 
Segal, Simon, Solow, Wa t son; 
Hochschild 
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6 THE 7HRONICLE OF ll!GI-IER EDUCATION 
May 7, 1973 

Director Stays, Battle Goes On at Study Center 
By Landon Y. J ones 

PRINCETON, N.J . 

The ba11le at the Institute for Ad
vanced S1m1y goes on. 

Altl;ou~·h the institu1e's trustees and 
a Ji,,cnting group comprising 17 of its 
27 pcrnrnm:nt faculty members have 
reached agn•cment on SC\ era I proce
dural questions, they remain billerly 
divided on one crucial point: a de
manJ by the faculty majority for the 
dismissal of Carl Kaysen, the institutc's 
di rct:tC•r. 

The in,t itute i~ not connected with 
nearhy Princeton University. 

!'he tru,tccs rejected the demand 
for :\ i r. Kayscn\ ouster and instead 
;i,kcd him to stay on the job for 
another lhc yc;1rs. Mr. Kaysen, who 
succeeded J. Robert Oppenheimer in 
1'>66 as director of the renowned 
center for pure scholarship, indicated 
that he planm:cl "to serve as long as 
T can usefully Jo so:· 

Dissenting faculty members. how
ever. who include severa l o f the 
world's most eminent mathematicians 
anJ historia11s, said the instit ute "can
not continue to function" under Mr. 
Kayscn's directorship. Several profes
sors arc said to b.: considering tender
ing th~ir resigna tions. 

Charged with Violating Procedures 

The present dispute began when 
f\lr. Kay~en nominated Robert N . 
Bellah. a professor of sociology at the 
Univcr~ity of California at Berkeley, 
to a permanent chair in the institute's 
new program in social sciences. T he 
facult y, which qu.:~t1oncd Mr. Be llah's 
in! l'ih:d1,.d stature, rejected the nomi
nation. l\lr. Kaysen nevertheless for
warded the nomination to the lrnMccs, 
who appro' eel it. 

f\lr. K ·~":n's dedsion to overru le 
the :· :ult' vot.: then became the 
center of 1he cuntrove rsy. Outraged 
fac11lh p1~ 11bc r-, in two of the insti
tut~·~ tl11~c traditional cli~ciplines-

mathematics and historical studies
said that Mr. Kaysen had violated 
generally accepted academic proce
dures. They encouraged lellers of pro
test from colleagues in other univer
sities and released to the press con
fidential let ters apprn ising Mr. Bellah"s 
scholarship. 

l\lr. Kaysen's defenders, who in
cluded every member of the insti
tute's third discipline-natu ral sciences 
(physics)-said the appointment of 
Mr. Oellah was necessary to guarantee 
the institute's entry into a n important 
new area of study. 

Ironically, Mr. Bellah withdrew his 
acceptance of the professorsh ip in so
cial sciences in April because o f the 
death of his oldest daug hter. 

An Agreement Reached 

A special committee o f six trustees 
met wi th the group of unhappy fac
ulty members for a month in a n e ffo rt 
to sett le their differences. O n April 27 , 
q1e trustees a nnounced that they had 
agreed with the faculty dissiden ts on 
six resolutions: 

.,.. To reaffirm the dedication of the 
institute to "the pursuit of excellence 
in f unda mental research." 

.,_To u pgrad e the "program in so
cia l sciences," mak ing it the institute's 
fourth school. 

.,.. To establish procedures for the 
next two appointments in the social 
sciences and to guarantee that the 
trustees would ·not overrule a majority 
vote of the faculty . 

.,.. To set up a facult y-trustee com
mittee "to exami ne the rules of gov
ernance of the insti tu te." 

... To prohibit the director fro m sit
ting or voting as a professor. 

... To appoint to the board o f trust
ees four academic members from out 
side the institute, one f1 om each of 
the institute's four disciplines. 

However, the trustees a lso sa id they 
refused to dism iss Mr. Kayse n, a rgu-

ing that llh "record of substantial ac
complisl11 n1 nt" o utweighed the a llega
tions m:1cle against him. 

The next day a dozen of the facu lty 
dissident! held a h urried ly called 
meeting ! r J reaffirmed their opposi
tion to Mr. Kayse n. 'Tm convinced 
that if the director stays, the institu te 

' will go down," said Armand Borel, a 
mathematician . "It is impossible 11ow 
to con<.lu.:t current business. Next fa ll 
will be very unpleasant."' 

" We tried to give them a chance to 
save face." agreed A ndre Weil , a lso a 
mathematic ian. "But they didn' t take 
it. If anything, our opposition to 
Kaysen t.as intensified." 

Several of the trustees were visib ly 
upset by wha t they considered a n un
reasonable recalcitrance on the part 
of some faculty members. "T hey 
wo n't be satisfied until they have the 
d irector's head on a silver platter," 
said one tr.istce. "They seem to want 
their <.J in Cl )r to be something like a 
g lorified ;anitor who cleans the build-

ings and takes care o f the vacuum 
cleaners.'' 

Many insti tute officials now believe 
that both sides have so hardened t heir 
positions that fur l her compromise is 
impossible. "We've not heard the last 
of this.'" said one. "We're just fortu
nate that visiting members haven't got 
caught in the cro~sfire and are still 
gett ing their work done." 

The institute's permanent facu lty of 
27 serves as a nucleus for more than 
150 visiting scho lars. 

"There's nothing new about con
troversy here," said another institute 
official. "Oppenheimer had a hell of 
a ball le to gel the school of natu ra l 
sciences set u p. By the en<.l of his 
tenu1 e, hal f the facu lty were not 
speaking to h im . What concerns me 
about this particu lar academ ic cat
fight is that rea l <.lamage is being do ne 
and the: end is not yet in sight." 

Tire amlror is editor of tir e Princeton 
A /11111 11i Weekly. 
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TALCOTT PARSONS 

Also at issue: . the place of the social sciences-religious studies 
in particular-in the academic community 

I was glad to respond to the invitation of the editors 
of Commonweal to comment on the "Bellah case" at 
the /institute of Advanced Study in Princetozi'lwhere the 
faculty, by a vote of 14 to 7, rebelled against the 
appointment, by its director Carl Kaysen and by its 
trustees, of religious sc1dologist Rohert Rell:ih to the 
Institute faculty. In the judgment vf h.;;, u}'pviiClil.3, .u:..wy 
of whom are scientists and mathematicians, Bellah's 
work is not up to their standards. 

The case has stirred up a great deal of controversy 
and bas received considerable attention in the press 
(e.g., Time and Newsweek, March 19; New York Times, 
March 2, 4, 13, 25; and Science, March 23) and I 
feel obliged to write because this case has wider im
plications. Immediately it concerns the reputation, ca
reer and person of one man, Robert Bellah. But, in a 
broader sense, it concerns the place of the social sciences 
-religious studies in particular- in the academic com
munity, the ability or inability of scholars trained in 
different disciplines to understand and respect one 
another, and-above all- the professional ethics that 
should guide faculty members and administrators when 
they disagree. 

I first came to know Bellah as one of bis teachers 
when he was an undergraduate at Harvard, class of 
1950. He enrolled in the rather wide-ranging Depart
ment of Social Relations, and decided to concentrate 
in its anthropological wing. Under the direction of his 
tutor, Professor David Aberle, himself an anthropologist, 
Bellah wrote his senior honors thesis on the kinship of 

TALCOTT PARSONS, a religious sociologist on the faculty of 
Harvard University, is the author of The Structures of Social 
Action. 

the Apache Indians and it was rewarded with the Phi 
Beta Kappa prize. 

By that time I had come to know him rather well 
and was one of his principal advisors in working out his 
plan for graduate study. He had become very interested 
in Max Weber's comparative studies in religion. Rather 
:!;.:;.;; ;:::;-:oll i= o:;:: o! t!::e traditb~~ ~e~~~e~t'.tl Ph.D. 
programs be set up an ad hoc program involving two 
different departments. He chose Sociology as part of 
the Social Relations Department's program, and Far 
Eastern Languages. He had to learn both the Chinese 
and Japanese languages and do serious work in the 
history of those two civilizations. His was a Ph.D. pro
gram in its demandingness well beyond the usual one 
which is confined to one department. 

Bellah was certainly influenced on the side of Japanese 
studies by John C. Pelzel, a professor of anthropology, 
who was a specialist in Japan, and Edwin 0 . Reiscbauer, 
a professor of Japanese history before he became am
bassador. On the side of sociological theory I think he 
was particularly influenced by me. He developed, how
ever, an entirely original and autonomous plan for a 
dissertation which, with some but not drastic revision, 
was published as the book Tokugawa Religion, which, 
as the most distinguished work about Japanese social 
history written by a Western scholar for a very long 
ti.me, very quickly gave him a wide international repu
tation. Bellah was particularly impressed by the strong 
thrust to economic development, and he was also con
cerned with Weber's analysis of the possible role of the 
ethic of ascetic Protestantism as one of the major stimu
lating factors in the development of "capitalism," or 
more generally, the Industrial Revolution in the Western 
world; and he explored the factors in Japanese religious 
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culture which might provide some kind of an analog to 
the role of the Protestant Ethic in the West. 

After two years at the Institute of Islamic Studies at 
McGill University in the study of the Arabic language 
and Islamic history and culture, be came back to a 
teaching appointment at Harvard, jointly in the De
partment of Social Relations and the qenter for Middle 
Eastern Studies. Bellah climbed to the rather early 
status of appointment as a full professor. He was much 
in demand for appointments outside Harvard and re
ceived important offers from the Harvard Divinity School, 
the University of Chicago, the University of Michigan, 
:l.Ild the University of California at Berkeley. Finally 
in 1967 he decided to leave Harvard for Berkeley, 
where he remained until his visiting appointment at 
the Princeton Institute started in the Fall of 1972. 

From the time of his Harvard dissertation, Bellah 
became particularly interested in the study of religion 
as a social and cultural phenomenon. His historical 
study of Japanese religion in the pre-Meiji age remains 
the only connected fully monographic work he has yet 
published. He has continued to develop his concern with . 
Japanese religion, society and culture in a now longish 
series of articles which have appeared subsequently to 
Tokugawa Religion. He has also written, though not 
very extensively, on Islam, notably with respect to de
velopments in Turkey, and on China, comparing the 
role of the symbol father in Confucianism and Chris
tianity. He bas an unusual l-nowledge in thP hidnrv of 
Judaism and Christianity, auJ has alsv c.:.;-.c.:.uLI."Ci~.:..:! 0;:;. 

the contemporary religious situation in the United States 
particularly in his well-known article, "The American 
Civil Religion," first published in 1967. In an as yet un
published work he has broadened bis conception of 
civil religion out onto a comparative basis which in
cludes a study of what he holds to be a five-fold set 
of religious concerns which have figured in modem Italy, 
some in the traditional sense "religious," some, like the 
Communist Party, ostensibly secular. 

In addition to a number of theologians and specialists 
in the study of religion as such, such as Paul Tillich and 
Arthur Darby Nock, both of whom Bellah knew at 
Harvard, Bellah's theoretical thinking about religion has 
above all been influenced by three great agnostic figures: 
Max Weber, Emile Durkheim, and Sigmund Freud; and 
be has written most extensively about Durkheim- his 
study "Durkheim and History'' which was presented to 
the American Sociological Association at a special meet
ing honoring the centenary of Durkheim's birth (1958), 
and the soon-to-be-published Introduction to a selection 
from Durkheim's writing, part of the Heritage of Soci
ology Series published by the University of Chicago 
Press. 

As Bellah's former teacher and a friend for more 
than twenty years, I should say without the slightest 
hesitation that he is one of a rather small number of the 

most intellectually distinguished men I have known. 
Few men in his field have a comparable recotd of very 
high equally scholarly output. This output is not as 
yet quantitatively extremely large, but its quality is to 
my mind beyond serious doubt. In addition to this, 
Bellah is clearly an outstandingly effective teacher, per
haps particularly of graduate students. One recognition 
of this was that two years ago be was given the Dan
forth Foundation Award for excellence in teaching. 

The Princeton Institute "Affair'' 

Since Robert Bellah's academic and scholarly career 
has been so smooth and since he has stimulated so 
widely such high expressions of esteem for his intel
lectual quality, it seems something of a mystery that 
at the Princeton Institute he should have become so 
suddenly such a highly controversial figure. One par
ticularly anomalous aspect lies in his relation to social 
anthropologist Clifford Geertz, the first scholar appointed 
to a professorship in a social science field at the In
stitute, (if we except the Director, economist Carl 
Kaysen). Geertz also was a graduate student in Social 
Relations at Harvard with Bellah. Both were interested 
in the study of religion, and they became very close 
friends. Thus Geertz's dissertation, the counterpart of 
Bellah's Tokugawa Religion, was entitled, "The Re
ligion of Java." When Geertz's appointment as the first 
Social Science Professor at the Institute was nrooosed, 
:! ·.·:=.: ::=.:..=:::nc:.::!y :.y;;::::·:ed by the !:::.:!t:; ~= !.!:~ In
stitute, after also having been passed on by an ad hoc 
committee of ourside people. 

There is every reason to believe that Bellah was 
Geertz's personal choice as candidate for the second 
professorial appointment in the social science area, 
looking toward the development of a semi-autonomous 
school of the social sciences at the Institute. Since both 
are unquestionably among the small number of truly 
unusually brilliant and productive social scientists of 
their age group in anything like their area, it is very 
striking that whereas Geertz was accepted as a Pro
fessor at the Institute only a few years ago, without any 
opposition, there should suddenly be the hue and cry 
to the effect that Bellah is a very doubtful candidate, 
some of the members of the faculty rating him from a 
level of intellectual mediocrity down to phrases which 
sound like the imputation of almost sheer incompetence. 
This anomalous comparative judgment of two scholars 
with such closely related interests, records, and types of 
competence, clearly indicates that it is not primarily the 
objective characteristics of the two men which explains 
the difference of attitude toward them within the In
stitute faculty. 

I have not at all been involved in the internal afiairs 
of the Institute and have not attempted to sample opin
ions of those who have been so involved. Essentially I 
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have to rely on the necessarily fragmentary published 
accounts. But, in the light of my knowledge of the two 
men in question, which I can claim to be in the profes
sional sense intimate, and my much less intimate glean
ings about the constitution of and situation at the 
Princeton Institute, I may venture the following partly 
conjectural reflections. · 

First there is the question of the attitude of a certain 
proportion of the members of the Institute faculty 
toward religion. For example, in the Time article it is 
stated, "His interest in religion, in fact, may be one 
reason he is held in low esteem by some scientists. As 
Institute physicist Freeman Dyson notes, 'There are a 
lot of scientists who consider religion as a childhood 
disease.' " 

My conjecture is that in an atmosphere where there 
was already considerable tension between Dr. Kaysen 
as the Director and at least certain elements in his facul
ty, the nomination after Geertz's appointment of a sec
ond social scientist whose primary interest was in the 
study of religion was perhaps just too much-a kind of 
straw that broke the camel's back. I should, of course, 
consider the view of religion as "a childhood disease" 
as entirely primitive from a socio-psychological and 
scholarly point of view, but we must be aware that 
even among intellectually very bright people, there are 
those who consider that a subject matter which they 
disapprove of ano .:erogate st ::: .. 1-;! ""t ..... thP. subiect 
for study by serious scholars. Thougi1 i uu uv~ ~~~·: 
any more about the opinions of the distinguished 
math~matician, Andre Weil, then appears in the pub
lished statements, I would think it not an unfair infer
ence that his apparently very negative judgment of the 
quality of Bellah's scholarly work probably reflected 
this type of attitude. 

The rapidity with which the affair seems to have esca
lated or become generalized from a controversy over 
the evaluation of Bellah's academic qualifications to an 
issue or set of issues involving the status of Kaysen as 
Director and the relations of faculty, Director, and 
trustees provides another strong argument that the pri
mary sources of the difficulty did not lie in a simple 
difference of opinion over Bellah's qualifications, but 
that predispositions to such diff erenee activated under
lying sentiments, the origins of which. were to be found 
in quite different quarters, for the most part having 
nothing to do with Bellah. 

Indeed it ·seems that the dissident majority of the 
faculty, whose admittedly "advisory" vote against th_e 
Bellah appointment was overridden by the Director and 
the Board of Trustees, has become engaged in making 
a very far-reaching claim for something like faculty 
sovereignty in the governance of the Institute in general 
and with respect to faculty appointments in particular. 

From what little history of the Institute I have been 
able, without "research," to glean, it seems that the 

issue of faculty prerogatives has been left in a some
what uncertain state for a long time. It is stated at one 
point that the dissident faculty members did not conte~t 
that they had an advisory rather than a determinative 
role in recommendations for faculty appointments, but 
they considered it to be a breach of trust that the Di
rector should forward his recommendation to the ·Board 
of Trustees over the negative majority of the faculty 

-vote. This seems to indicate a rather dangerous indeter
minancy in the division of authority between faculty and . 
Director. 

Ethics of Procedure 

Another notable issue concerns the ·ethics of prof es
sional procedure in the process of recommendations for 
and action upon academic appointments. It seems clear 
that certain members of the dissident group on the Insti
tute faculty took the liberty of giving excerpts from the 
confidential statements and letters of people who had 
been consulted about the Bellah appointment to the 
press, notably as was published in the articles in the 
New York Times: On this matter I happen to agree 
wholeheartedly with the statement of the eminent histo
rian, C. Vann Woodward of Yale, in his letter to the 
March 13 New York Times. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Prince
ton Institute story is the publication by members 
0f thP. faculty of priviitgc~ ~u.·. c. .. t'~-Jents about 
the qualifications of a candidate for appointment. 

Our whole academic procedure of appointment 
and promotion depen~s on the frankness of such 

· letters and therefore upon their privileged charac
ter. The publication of such letters recalls the pub
lication of documents taken from the office of a 
Harvard administrator a few years ago. That . was 
the deed of enraged student activists, not of senior 
professors. I wonder where the Institute will tum 
for advice on its next appointment. 

It would seem that tempers must have been running 
very high if sdch egregious violations of professional 
ethics are to be accounted for. Generally speaking, 
Robert Bellah is a mild and exceedingly inoff.!nsive 
man. Clearly nothing he could have done would have 
aroused such passions. 

Finally, a word should be said about another im
portant issue. It certainly seems that the most vocal 
derogators of the quality of Bellah's professional work 
were in considerable majority people altogether outside 
his personal field. Those particularly quoted are an 
eminent pure mathematician, that is, Professor Weil, 
and "a specialist in Greek philosophy," Professor Chcr
niss. One of the more sensible points made by a mem
ber of the faculty in connection with the controversy 
was that of the same Freeman Dyson, the physicist, 
who is quoted in Science: "It is a question of whether 
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a majority of the faculty which is not expert has the 
right to outweigh a minority of the faculty which is 
expert. It seemed to me the action of the Trustees was 
to establish the principle that the minorities have rights." 

I have considerable personal experience with the prac
tice of leading universities in making appointments at 
high level, especially those carrying permanent tenure. 
It is slirely not the predominant practice that the faculty 
as a whole has the prerogative of explicitly voting for 
or against the candidacy of particular persons for such 
appointments. In a faculty which is inevitably made up 
of specialists in a wide variety of fields, it is simply out 
of the question that more than a small minority should 
be truly technically qualified to be judges of the quality 
of a candidate's work in any given field. The usual pro
cedure, as is pretty well known, is for some agency of 
the department in which the appointment is to be made, 
usually the senior tenured members, to make a recom
mendation to the administration. At Harvard, at any 
rate, these recommendations are referred by the admin
istration to an ad hoc committee of persons presumed 
to be competent in the candidate's area, including per
sons from outside the university. On the basis of the 
combination of the department's and the ad hoc com
mittee's recommendation, then the decision belongs to 
the President, subject to review by the governing boards. 
In my many years as a tenured Professor of Sociology, 
I have never been called on to pass on the qualifica
tions of a physicist, a biologist, a professor of romance 
lan~rn_ee~ :inct hterature, an ancient histonan. or any 
of many other important fields represented in the faculty. 

One may infer from the statements about and by 
the Director and Trustees of the Princeton Institute 
that they plan to set up an independent faculty of Social 
Science which will have recommending power in the 
same way that many university departments have had 
it, and which will exclude from voting power members 
of other faculties of the Institute which are specialized 
in quite different subject matters from social science. I 
cannot but regard this as a healthy development. 

The Director of the Institute did follow a common 
university precedent in calling in an outside committee 
to review Professor Bellah's qualifications. He also did 
so in the case of Professor Geertz. There were five mem- · 
hers of the committee on Bellah, three of whom are 
reported to have been unequivocally favorable to the 
Bellah appointment, a fourth somewhat less unequiv
ocally favorable to the Bellah appointment, a fourth 
somewhat less unequivocally, and only one out of the 
five presumptively opposed. The majority of the faculty 
clearly chose to override the recommendation of this 
distinguished outside committee, the opinion of which 
the printed evidence suggests was well known to the 
faculty as a whole at the time that they voted. 

This whole episode represents a very serious tragedy 
for one man and for certain of those who have been 

closely associated with him. It seems to me entirely 
clear that the aspersions on the quality of his scholarly 
contributions which have been given such wide pub
licity did not derive to any serious degree from the ob
jective judgments of competent and unbiased people, 
but were "indirect products of a state of organizational 
tension in the Institute for which Bellah himself could 
not reasonably be said to bear any responsibility what
ever. It seems to me to be one of the major goals of 
good academic organization to arrange matters so that 
this kind of thing cannot happen. 

A further concluding reflection is that important as 
faculties should be, not only in setting the intellectual 
tone of academic institutions, but at certain points in 
their · governance, the Institute story has revealed a 
striking case of the dangers which may result from ex
tending faculty power too far. On Saturday, March 
24, there was reported to _be a meeting of a subcom
mittee of the Board of Trustees under its Vice Chair
man, Mr. J. Richardson Dilworth, to bear the case of 
the dissident faculty members against the Director of 
the Institute, and on the other side, to hear the case of 
those who have supported the Director in the whole 
matter of the Bellah appointment. No report of the 

. findings or decisions of this subcommittee has to my 
knowledge yet been published. My personal hopes for 
the character of such a report should however be evi
dent from the above discussion. 

(A climax of sorts was reached April 27, when it 
was maw:: known that Dr. Bellah had withdra .. ..,. ac
ceptance of his appointment as a professor of the Insti
tute for Advanced Study, because of "the tragic, sud
den death" of his eldest daughter. That same day, 
Institute tritstees rejected a demand of some faculty 
members for the early resignation of Dr. Kaysen and 
asked him to stay on for at least five more years. 
Kaysen the next day indicated his intention "to stay 
and serve as long~ I can usefully do so." At the same 
time, dissident faculty members renewed demands that 
he leave.-The Editors.) 

COMRADES IN HARM 

o eooooeoooeoo 
Trallt S«'.:l:j~llm 

One curious quality of Jerry Schatzberg's new film, 
Scarecrow, is that it might be taken as an oblique parody 
of John Schlesinger's The Midnight Cowboy. This is so 
even though Scbatzberg's central characters, Lion (Al 
Pacino) and Max (Gene Hackman), aren't the sort of 
urbanized, hustling bums that Schlesinger's Ratso and 
Joe Buck were. Lion and Max are more salt-of-the
eartb types than scum-of-the-earth, and they belong to 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINC ETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

April 19, 1973 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Attached is the Report of the Committee which the Chair
man constituted to discuss with the Faculty the problems 
arising out of the appointment of Professor Bellah. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Richardson Dilworth 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 

Messrs. Forrestal, Hansmann, J. Houghton, Linder, Petersen, Taplin 
Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Straus, Watson; Hochschild 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

THE DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08;+0 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

April 17, 1973 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

At the suggestion of Mr . Linder, I am sending you two 
f urther letters he has received about Bellah; one from Stanley 
Hoffmann, Professor of Government at Hervard, the other from 
Marius Jansen, Professor of Far Eastern History at Princeton . 

The Jansen letter illustrates the complexi ties of the 
problem of judgment we all face. Jansen thinks Dore is more 
inter estin£ than Bellah . Geertz and I, who have considered 
Dore carefully, think quite differently and find Bellah's work 
much more imaginative and wide- ranging . These differenc es in 
taste are not necessarily judg;:nents of differences i n ."quality11

• 

Their existence underlines the i mportance of the dec i sion as to 
whose intellectual tastes should be determining in building the 
new program . 

The l etter you received from William Bowen was a Xerox of 
a carbon and failed to show letterhead, etc . He is President 
of Princeton University . David Riesman 1 s letter is simi larly 
lacking and as most of you know, he is Ford Professor of Socia l 
Sciences at Harvard. 

Sitt- yours , 

Carl Kaysen 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 
Messrs . Dilworth, For restal, Hansmann, Hochschil d, Houghton, 

Li nder , Pe tersen, Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Strau s , 
Taplin, Watson 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
WEST EUROPEAN STUDIES 

April 10 , 1973 

Mr. Harold Linder 
1901 24th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

Dear Mr. Linder£ 

5 B.WANT STREET 

CAMBRIDCE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138 

I hope you will forgive me fm.~ writing -·to you somewhat out of 
the blue , but I h a ve been follow~ng with dismay the controversy 
over the appointment of Professor Robe rt Bellah to the Institute 
of Adv anced Study at Princeton and I feel that, as a social 
scie ntist who kn~ws seve r a l o f the Inst itute 's faculty as well 
as the director, I should be allowed to make some comments . 

It is difficult to imagine that any scholarly institutions will 
be able to functio n properl y i n the future if membe~s of comple tely 
different dis c iplines a~e assumed to ~1ave univ ersa l competence. 
No institute, however distinguished, ca~ be composed of only Renaissanc< 

~·.':: :..::...:. .:_ t ;_.:, .:.~; ;_c,·i,,;.S thA L u1v:::. ~ ouCial SC ient is ts and hnn1a.nists 
are quite i ncapab l e o f pass i ng judgment on mathematicians, the 
rathe r widespread view according to which any sophisticated scholar 
can e valuate a social scientist is ut ter l y absurd. The social 
scientists,in the past fif ty years, have b e come so professional, 
so specialized, a nd ofte n so theoretical pr e lse sn complex in 
their methods that humanists and mathematici ans are most likely 
to approve only those works which are close st t o pure humanism 
or history. Ev e n within a single depa rtment of political scie nce, 
specialization and diversifica tion have r eache d such a point t hat 
its life de p ends on the exercise of a modi cum of mutual courtesy 
between, say>spe cialists of political philosophy at one end of 
the spectrum and specialists of survey rese arc h or of mathemat i cal 
mode ls at the ot her extreme. 

Moreover, it strikes me as partic ularly appalling that the man 
whom the majority of the Institute 's faculty decide d to reject 
should be prec ise l y one of those social scientists who apply the i r 
profound scholarly competence to the kinds of subj ects which · 
educa ted people everywhere have a l ways found e ssent i al. Professor 
Bellah is a specialis t of relig ions , myths and belief s ystems. 
He is interested in comparing culture s and his exp8rtise in Japane se 
affairs is undisputed . Far from be l onging to those h~rdes of 
socia l s cient ists who seem , through complicated techniques, to tell 

... I . . . 
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us more and more about less and less, Professor Bellah belon~s 
to that very distinguished group of social scientists who try to 
k~ep alive the traditions of Tocqueville, Marx , Weber and Durkheim, 
while mak ing them more rigorous and more empirical. 

I h~ve r ecently taken part, in Italy, in a conference about 
contemporary I tali an politics and society. The non- Itali~n 
scholars, not trai ned as specialists of Ital y> had been asked to 
present papers in which they wou ld apply their knowledge of other 
societies to the I talia~ case. Professor Bellah's p aper , which 
dealt with the various rel~ gious and ideological beliefs of It a lia ns 
throughout their modern history, was certainly the most cha llenging 
paper p~esen~ed at that meeting ~s wel l as ~he richest ~nd the most 
illuminating . It provoked the very distinguished Italian commen
tators and participants into a debate whose quality was a tribu~e 

to Professor Bellah's insight and originality . 

Sincerely yours,. 

J!t"l~v~ !L){' ~~~i~~ 
Stanley Hoffmann 
Professor of Government 
Chairman West Europ ean Studies 
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Princeton UniYcrsity EAST ASIAN sTuo1Es 

Mr. Harold Linder 
in care of 
Director J 

209 JONES HALL 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton 

Dear Mr. Linder: 

April 11) 1973 

You have not) I am sure} lacked for unsolicited comment during 
t he unfortunate events of recent weeks at the I nstitute} and I have 
hesttated to add my own. I venture to add these paragraphs now because 
some of the judgments reported have been so widely at variance with my 
own . I shall say nothing of affairs or fields beyond my ownJ and write 
simply as a specialist in Japanese history at Princeton University . 

Robert Bellah's work in Japanese history has been of first-rank 
importance . His first and bes t·-known' work} on the values of the Toku-
gawa polity} has left its mar k on the field in a way that few books do. 
In a recent Tokyo publication John Hall of Yale credited it with inaugur
ating one of three main streams he discerned i n postwar American studies 
~~ !~~-- ~-~-; =~ :~ ~ ~ ~~= ~.~phaL: u : u a• · c~ted and familiarJ a nd it is 
easy to overlook the contribution that Bellah made in this_ persuasive and 
careful work. His intellec tual biographies of a nu~ber of major fi f ures 
of twentie th century Japan are also of major i mportance as Japanology . 
No one else has captured so well the dilemmas that figures like Ienaga, 
Watsuji, and Miki faced} and Bellah's sensitive ac r ounts have opened the 
way for proper treatment of an era that was t oo often seen in terms of 
stereotypes. Bellah has maintained an independent and median position 
in the discussions of Japanese modernization} and his approach and wor k 
have had particular i mportance for a number of able young intellectual 
historians like Najita (at Chicago), Harootunian (ot Ro chester), and 
Scheiner (at Berkeley) who are anxious to ge t away from what seem to t hem 
the stock chracterizations of muc h writing of modern Japanese politi cal 
history. For these reasons I was very pleased when Bellah a greed to take 
part in a modernization symposium I organized more than a de cade a go, and 
his essay on lenaga in the volume that resulted was one of the contributions 
selected by the editor of the Japanese translation for inclusion in the 
Japanese edition. 

Two years a go , when I was serving as chairman of the Department of 
East Asian studies here} I was a gain pleased to be able to cooperate with 
Dr. Kaysen in arrangements to bring Professor Bellah to Princeton this year. 
His range and depth} I felt} would make him a valued addition to the campus 
Japan and East Asian com~uni ty. Indeed} I should think that among so c iologists 
with a Japan focus only R. P. Dore of Sussex surpasses him in his i mportance 
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for Japanese historians. Consequently I welcomed the news of his becoming 
a permanent membe r of the Institute faculty. For us this will mean not 
only a s ensitive and informed colleague, but also a flow of vi sitors from 
Japan who will contribute mi htily to all our work . It is sipnificant 
that when we discussed such vis itors recentl.y Professor Bellah revealed 
to me in confidence that he had received tentative ac r eptance of an 
i nvitation from Professor Masao Maruyama, perhaps the single most 
presti~ious and respected social s cientisttintel lectua l historian of 
postwar Japan . 

Sincerely yours, 

J)1,l ~·~ L( Q~.~ 
Marius B.Onsen 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

T elephonc-609-9z+-HOO 

November 9, 1972 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees: 

Ladi es and Gentlemen: 

The following are the dates of the Faculty 
Dinners for the Spring term. You are all welcome to 
come to any one that you can. Please let Mrs. Bartell 
know a few days in advance if you are able to come . 

22nd January 

26th February 

19th March (with spouses) 

Cordially, 

(.f--
Carl Kaysen 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 

Messrs. Dilworth, Forrestal, Hansmann, J. Houghton, 
Linder, Petersen, Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, 
Straus, Watson; Hochschild 
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October 31, 1972 

To the Members of the Board of Trusteeo 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

As I told you at the October meeting, the Faculty of the 
School of Hi storical Studies have made two nominations for professor
ships to fi ll vacancies created by the impending retirements of 
Professors Meiss and Kennan . The c andidates are Irving Lavin, now 
Professor at t he Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, and 
John El l io tt, Professor of modern history, King ' s Col l ege, 
University of London . The vote of the History Faculty <:1n Lavin 
was unanimous . On Elliott it was a lso unanioous with one member 
of the facu lty absent from the meeting . No questions or co~ients 
had been raised by other professor s . 

Attached is the usual material. For Lavin there is an 
appreciation of his work by Mil l ard Meiss , a curriculum vitae and 
bibliography, and letters from Professors R. W. Janson of the Insti
tute of Fine Arts, Ernst Kitzinger of Harvard University , and Ludtlig 
Heydenreich of Munich. For Elliott there is an appreciation of his 
work by Felix Gilbert Dnd George Kennan, a curriculum vitae and 
bibliography, and letters of recolllllendation from Professors Hugh 
Trevor-Roper of Oxford, L3wrence Stone of Princeton, Antonio 
Dominguez Ortiz, Emeritus of Seville, and Sir Herbert Butterfield 
of Cambridge . Please indicate at your earliest convenience whether 
you approve of these nomi na tions by responding on the attached 
ballots . 

Cordially , 

Carl K.sysen 

Attachments as indicated (inc luding ballot) 

Mesdames Gr ay, Whit i ng 

Messrs . Di l worth, Forrest al, Hansmann , J. Houghton, Linder, Petersen, 
Roth , Segal, Simon, Sol ow, Strauo , Taplin, Watson 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

October 12, 1972 

Reminder to the Members of the Board of Trustees 

The dates that I mentioned at the Board Meeting are as 
follows: 

1. Executive Cormnittee, December 2. Meeting for lunch 
here at the Institute at 12:30 p.m. with the Faculty Advisory 
Cormnittee. All Board members who can come are most welcome. The 
meeting will probably last well into the afternoon. For those of 
you who plan to stay for the opening of the Norton Simon Show at 
the Princeton University Museum, there will be places for you to 
rest, change, etc. 

2. The Faculty Dinners - Dates for the Fall are: 

23rd October 
13th November 
14th December (with spouses) 

3. Concerts: 

18th October The Laredo Piano Trio 
15th November The Red Onion Jazz Band 
10th January Benita Valente, soprano; 

Lee Luvisi, piano 
14th February Frances Cole, Harpsichord 
21st March The Galimir String Quartet 

All of you are most welcome to the Dinners or the Concerts. 
If you plan to come it would be helpful if you could let Mrs. Bortell 
or Miss Wakeham know a day or two beforehand. 

4 . The next full meeting of the Board will be held on 
April 27 and 28, 1973 in Princeton. 

Ct-
car1 Kaysen 

Mesdames Gray, Whitehead 
Messrs Dilworth, Forrestal, Galpin, Garrison, Hansmann, Hochschild, 

A. Houghton, J. Houghton, Lewis, Linder, Petersen, Rosenwald, 
Roth, Schur, Segal, Shanks, Simon, Solow, Straus, Taplin, 
Watson, Jr. 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRI NCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

T clcphonc-609-9 24-4400 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

May 30, 1972 

The attached regretfully speaks for itself. 
As far as I can tell there is no judgment of the 
Institute involved but only a personal and family 
choice between England and the United States . 

The discussion of the arrangement about 
the date of r esignation in the second paragraph is 
a matter of courtesy . Professor Atiyah and I have 
already agreed to the arrangements he proposes. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Kaysen 

Mrs. Gray 
Messrs. Dilworth, Forrestal, Hansmann, Houghton, Linder, 

Petersen , Roth, Segal, Simon, Solow, Straus, 
Taplin 
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Telephone Oxford (0365) 54295 

MFA/AP 

Dear CoZZ eague s, 

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 

Maflicm;:tical fns1ih!te 

24-29 St Giies 

Oxford OX1 3LB 

1 5 May 1 972 

I am u)ri ting to Ze t you knotJJ tha·t, after much d e Zibe1•ation; I I 
have decided to return pcl'MO.nen.tiu i:o England. .r have been offe1·,ed, • 
and have accepted~ a Royal- Society Re:;earch P1•ofessornlzip which I shaZZ 
hoZd at Oxfor.d U11.1:1Je1?sity. There ewe sti Z i sor.1e formal-it1: es to be gone 
through , but I thought I shoul-d let you know now to anticipate the 
rumours which will inevitably start cirauZatina through the mathematical 
grape-v ine . 

Be cause t his is Zate in the academic year and I have a number of 
moraZ commitments to the Institute fo r next year , including my acsistant 
Nigel JJi·t;cl11:n., I feel bou;1d t o po sf;pone 'this appointn;ent for a ·Zif;tZ.c 
while. lloweve11

, my family, for scho 'Lwt.ic and o-t;her 1•easons, tJiZZ i'etu1•n 
to England permanently this su~mer. As a comp~omise therefore I hope it 
?Uill be acceptab1.;;. 1'.f Ircs1'.gn as from 1 Jan.ua.1?y, 1 973 allowing me to 
spend the Fall Term in Princeton. 

I ?Uant to make it clear that my reasons for r eturning to England arc 
en tire Z y pe:r>sona Z ones, im>o 7. v1'.ng con s iderat:ion r; of my j'ami ly. llhi Z.e my 
new appointment offers me .freedom f!.1 o:n t each·in g a11d admini::;t1?a·tion I 
reaiize that, in other matters, it iD unlikely to repvoducc the great 
mathemat1:cal advantages and atmosphc2' e of · i;he Ins.titu.te . 

My years at the In stitute , though short in number, have been active 
and frui tful matlzamaticaZZy. I hope that, in r e turn , I have contributed 
aomet:h·fr;.g to the mathema·tico..Z Zife of -t;he Institute during my stay. 

Eve1"11body connected i,;ith the In c·!;·i t;ute has been most helpful and 
cooperative to us these pat>t few ye o.11 0 and uJe slw7.Z. in many ways be 
sorry to leave Princeton. I hope th at, from ti~e to time in the futureJ 
it wiZZ be possible for me to visi t P1•inceton and rien.ew my con tacte with 
the mathematical community there • 

Inetitu te for Advanced Study, 
Prince ton , 
New J erDey 08540 , 
U.S.A . 

.Youro sincerely, 

l-e!.uu~ tdi7Q 4-
Uichaei F. Atiyah . 
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December 17, 1971 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

Attached is a pair of communications relevant 
to the meeting of the Executive Coamittee of the Board 
with the Advisory Committee of the Faculty, which I 
thought might brighten the holiday season! 

With best wishes, 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs . Albert, Dilworth, Forrestal, Hansmann, J . Houghton, 
Linder, Petersen, Roth, Shanks, Simon, Solow, 
Straus, Taplin, Watson 

Attachments (2): Letter from F. Dyson 
and from A. Weil 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PlllNCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

December 14, 1971. 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Eacul.ty, I . A.S. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Freeman Dyson's Xmas broadcast, or broadside, reminding 

us of some eternal truths, is a timely o~e, and should give . 
us all. furiously to think. 

It is too true, alas, that too gr eat security is de
bilitating and fails to produce in the lives· of men the 
great creative periods which ar~, or ought to be , . the sole 
justificat ion of o~r presence at the Institute. 

I, for one, am utterly convincefr that Freeman Dyson is 
ri~ht, and that we should all rise as one man (or one Free
man) to abolish· tenure, which is th~ root of all evil at 
the Institute by giving us this exces~ive sense of security 

_righteously denounced by our friend. 

At intervals of not more than five years, everyone of 
us should offer himself up for a critical re- appraisal (by 
an Ad Hoc comrr.ittee of three , designated by the Faculty. for 

this purpose) of his intellectual capabilities. 
This should include all those with the professorial 

title at the Institute. In the mean~hile, I am authorized 
to mention confidentially that Freeman Dyson wishes to 
give the good example by submitt ing hir.!:Sel f to that proce
dure, even if we do not yet want it for ourse lves. Alter
natively , he will give a demonstration of Russian roulette 

' at the Xmas party of the Insti tute . His mot.to is "Live 

dangerously". 

WITH BE.ST \IT.SHES 

FOR 
E... ME~:y CH~ISTEAS: 

and a happy new year!: 

Andre Weil 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 HO 

'I'dcphonc-609-9z+-++oo 

School of Natural Sciences December 13, 1971 

To: My colleagues of the Institute Faculty 
From: Freeman Dyson 

Since we met on November 17 to discuss the financial basis of 
professorial appointm.ents, I have been regretting that I came to that 
meeting unprepared. I had expected to listen to a balanced discussion. 
Instead an issue of importance was decided without anyone raising his 
voice in dis sent. Two colleagues whom I had expected to stand close t o 
my own point of view were both absent, and the Director surrendered his 
position before I had a chance to defend it. Let me therefore place on the 
record this brief statement of my :views, in the hope that some of you may 
like to have second thoughts on the matter. 

I have frequent occasion to meet with friends who carry on scien
tific work in universities, in industry, or in government, under conditions 
of real financial insecurity. In comparison with their financial worries, 
ours seem absurdly remote and insubstantial. Nevertheless they do ex
cellent scholarly work and are not afraid to launch new proj ects. They 
know that if they were to wait until they had the money in hand before be
ginning they would never begin at all. Their willingness to take financial 
risks sometimes results in disaster, but much more often it results in a 
productive use of human talents that would otherwise stand idle. 

I hold these truths to be self-evident, that for institutions as for 
men there is a golden mean of financial security which is most conducive 
to excellence, that too great insecurity and too great security are alike de
bilitating, and that great creative periods in the lives of men and institutions 
are usually associated with a m oderate degree of turmoil and instability . 
Because of an undue concern for democratic, or rather oligarchic, proce
dures, we have allowed the desire of some members of the Faculty for ab
solute financial security to block new enterprises and to frustrate the Di
rector1 s efforts to make the Institute more responsive to the problems of 
modern society. Moreover, our timid policy doe s not even guarantee us 
the financial security that we are seeking ; the most likely cause of bankruptcy 
for the Institute w ould be a public economic or political catastrophe from which 
no degree of prudent hasbanding of our resources could save us. 
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I hope that this expression of my views may find some support 
from members of the Faculty who were silent at the November 17 meeting, 
and that it may encour a ge the Director and the Trustees to define a little 
more boldly the financial policies of the Institute which are fortunately 
their responsibility rather than ours. 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman Dyson 

FD:eg 

. ... . 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telcphonc-609-924- 4400 

September 27, 1971 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

I thought you might find the attached article 
by Freeman J. Dyson on the Physics Faculty of interest. 
It was the first piece in Scientific American's September 
issue devoted to Energy. While it might be a bit diffi
cult, I think you will find it rewards the effort of 
reading it. 

Cordially, 

~ ,l-
Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Albert, Dilworth, Forrestal, Galpin, Garrison, 
Hansmann, Hochschild, A. Houghton, J. Houghton, 
Lewis, Linder, Petersen, Rosenwald, Roth, Schur, 
Shanks, Simon, Solow, Straus, Taplin, Watson 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

September 14, 1971 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

The attached Engagement Calendar is based 
on a series of photographs of the Institute and its 
grounds taken by a young Princetonian. It was pre
pared to give each member a souvenir of his year at 
the Institute . 

I thought you would like to have one. 

tt-
Carl Kaysen 

Attachment 
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A. Adrian Albert 
University of Chicago 
Division of Physical Sciences 
Chicago, Illinois 60637 

J. Richardson Dilworth 
Room 5600 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, New York 10020 

Michael Forrestal 
Shearman and Sterling 
53 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

*Perrin c. Galpin 
975 Esplanade 
Pelham Manor 
New York 19803 

*Lloyd K. Garrison 
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton 

& Garrison 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York · 10022 

Ralph E. Hansmann 
Room 4201 
40 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

*Harold K. Hochschild 
American Metal Climax Company 
1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10020 

*Amory Houghtgn, Sr. 
Corning Glass Works 
717 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 

James R. Houghton 
Corning Glass Works 
Corning 
New York 14830 

*Wilmarth S. Lewis 
Farmington 
Connecticut 06032 

Harold F. Linder 
1901 24th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

June, 1971 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

*Truste~s Emeritus 

Howard C. Petersen 
135 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia 
Pennsylvania 19109 

*Lessing J. Rosenwald 
511 Meetinghouse Road 
Jenkintown 
Pennsylvania 19046 

William M. Roth 
215 Market Stree t 
San Francisco 
California 94105 

*Ira A. Schur 
Suite 2001 
125 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

Carrol M. Shanks 
Shanks, Davis & Remer 
280 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

Norton Simon 
3440 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles 
California ·90005 

Robert M. Solow 
Department of Economics - E52-383 
Massachusetts· Institute of 

'I'echnology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

Donald B. Straus 
American Arbitration Association 
140 West 5lst Street 
New York, New York 10020 

Frank E. Taplin 
70 Nassau Street 
Princeton . 
New Jersey 08540 

Thomas J. Watson, Jr. 
Old Orchard Road 
Armonk, New York 10504 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085+0 

Telephonc-609-92+-++oo 

July 28, 19 71 

Memorandum to the Members of the Board 
of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

At a meeting of the Executive Committee on 
June 29, it was decided to retain the firm of Gurin, 
Barnes, Roche and Carlson, Inc. to develop a long-range 
fund raising program for the Institute. Messrs. 
Robert D. Barnes and Robert P. Roche, of the Philadelphia 
office of the firm, will be responsible for the work. 
They have been charged with creating a long-run program 
for development, and, in particular, helping us to estab
lish a climate in which substantial sums can be raised 
for the Institute. They will be concerned both with 
addi tions to endowment and annual gi ving for the general 
support of the Institute, and more specifically for the 
support of the new Program in the Social Sciences . 

Pursuant to this program, one of Messrs. Barnes 
and Roche will be in touch with you in the near future 
and I hope you will find time to talk to them as they are 
looking forward to getting your thoughts on the develop
ment program of the Institute. 

Cordially, 

tJJ;w~ 
Carl Kaysen 

I 
( 

I 
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THE DIRECTOR 

. -, ;.:_ 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08;+0 

Telephonc-609-92+-HOO 

July 22, 1971 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

There will be a mee ting of the Executive . 
Committee of the Board with the Faculty Advisory 
Committee at 3 o'clock on Monday, December 13, 1971, 
in Princeton. It will be followed by a dinner. All 
members of the Board are welcome to come to this 
meeting and it will be helpful to have as large an 
attendance as possible. While a reminder will be 
s ent later, I am providing this early notice so that 
you can get the date on your calendar . 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Albert, Hansmann, Houghton, Petersen, Shanks, 
Simon, Solow, Taplin, Watson, Jr. 

: . 
cc: Members of the Executive Committee 

..... 

-~ • • "1!' 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

September 18, 1970 

Memorandum to the Members of the Board 
of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

Attached is the xerox of an article which appeared 

in the August issue of Encounter which you might find of 

interest. It was originally given as a paper at one of the 

Institute's seminars on the Social Sciences during the academic 

year 1968-1969, when Bernard Lewis was a visiting member. I 

regret that the article doesn't give credit to the Institute . 

G.(. 
Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Albert, Dilworth, Forrestal, Galpin, Garrison, Hansmann, 
Hochschild, Houghton, Lewis, Linder, Petersen, Rosenwald, 
Roth, Schur, Scranton, Shanks, Simo~, Straus, Watson, 
de Long 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY o8s+o 

THE DIRECTOR 

April 2, 1970 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

Gentlemen: 

In case you didn't see this. 

cc: Mr. Hansmann 
Mr. de Long 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Refers to NEWSWEEK article of April 6 on C.K. and I.A.S. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

THR DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

March 2, 1970 

Attached is a copy of the press release announcing the 
appointment of Professor Clifford Geertz as the first professor in 
the School of Social Sciences at the Institute. 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs . Albert, Dilworth, Forrestal, Galpin, Garrison, Greenbaum, 
Hochschild, Houghton, Lewis, Linder, Petersen, Rosenwald, 
Roth, Schur, Scranton, Shanks, Straus, Watson 

cc: Mr. Owen de Long 
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T H E DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED ST UDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephonc-609-924- 4400 

January 30, 1970 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

I am recommending the appointment of Professor Clifford Geertz 
as the first professor in the new School of Social Sciences. Sinc e the 
appointment was to be the first in the proposed new School and was made 
on my recommendation, the Faculty requested some special procedure to 
evaluate the candidate, as a substitute for the recommendation of the 
Faculty concerned in the case of an appointment in an existing School. 
The procedure agreed on was the convocation of an Ad Hoc Committee whose 
membership of distinguished outsiders was drawn from suggestions made by 
the Faculty . After that Committee sat with a representative group of 
faculty, the whole Faculty heard their report and discussed the appointment. 

Attached are a number of documents for your information. They 
include the usual documents put before you when you are asked to vote on 
an appointment : namely, a curriculum vitae, a bibliography, and my letter 
recommending Geertz's appointment to the Faculty. They also include the 
brief description of the new School that was put before the members of 
the Ad Hoc Committee; the report of the Ad Hoc Committee; letters from 
four of its members and from Professor Cora Du Bois who was invited to 
serve but declined; and the draft minutes of the Faculty Meeting at which 
the report was discussed. (The draft is attached to save time since it 
often takes some time before every member of the Faculty comments on the 
draft so that the final record version is produced . ) 

As the minutes show, the Faculty voted affirmatively on the 
motion that Geertz's academic qualifications merited an appointment at 
the Institute--16 in favor, one abstaining, five absent . (Of the absen
tees, five expressed themselves in favor of the appointment either in 
advance or at a later date . ) After a good deal of further discussion 
on the question of the financial basis for the Program in Social Sciences, 
and the degree of risk entailed by proceeding on it, the Faculty voted a 
further motion--namely, to express its concern that the financial conse
quences of Geertz's appointment and further appointments in Social Sciences 
not impair the work of the present Schools . Twelve favored this motion; 
three abstained; and two voted against it . Those who voted against it did 
so to indicate that they themselves did not feel great concern on this 
matter; the abstainers simply preferred not to express a view. (Of the 
absentees, four voted in favor and one abstained . ) 
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As you know, the financial basis for this appointment is the 
grant that the Ford Foundation has made to us of $1.5 million, conditional 
on our raising $2 million, the total representing 10 years' operating 
expenses for the part of the Program in the Social Sciences in which 
Geertz would work--namely, the study of social change . So far we have 
commitments of somewhat more than $600,000 toward a goal of $2 million. 
Receipts against these commitments are nearly $420,000, and the matching 
contribution which Ford is making against these receipts is $315,000. 
Thus the total already in hand is enough to fund a single professorship, 
although, by itself, it does not provide for the support of members. 
As I have explained to you at meetings of the Board, the Social Science 
Program can count on government funds for the major part of its support 
of visitors, as do the present Schools of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. 

Since the negotiations and discussions in this matter have 
gone on for a substantial period of time, it would be helpful if you 
could respond to the ballot attached at an early date. 

Attachments as indicated; 
ballot to be returned 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Albert, Dilworth, Forrestal, Garrison, Houghton, Lewis, Linder, 
Petersen, Rosenwald, Roth, Schur, Scranton, Shanks, Straus, Watson 
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T H E DIRECTOR 

THE IN STITUTE F OR ADV AN CED ST UDY 
PRINCET ON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

T elephonc-609-924-4400 

August 14, 1969 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

Hedley Donovan finally decided not to accept our invitation 
to join the Board, and in accordance with your instructions I asked 
Michael Forrestal and he has accepted. This means that our four new 
trustees are: 

A. Adrian Albert 
Michael V. Forrestal 
Howard C. Petersen 
William W. Scranton 

I thought it was appropriate to assign them to the terms roughly in 
accordance with age; that is, Messrs. Albert and Petersen to the full 
terms and Messrs. Forrestal and Scranton to the unexpired terms. 

Attached, is a copy of the press release and an up-to-date 
list of the Board membership. 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs . Dilworth, Galpin, Garrison, Greenbaum, Hochschild, Houghton, 
Lewis, Linder, Rosenwald, Roth, Schur, Shanks, Straus, Watson 
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To the Members of the 

Board of Trustees: 

June 9, 1969 

I am sure you will share my pleasure 
in learning that we have received a grant of 
$400,000 from the National Science Foundation 
toward the construction of a new academic 
office buildi.ng. 

Carl Kaysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
!'Rl NCCTON , NEW l&RSEY 

OfTICE OF TKE Cl:NDlAL MA..."UCEll 

May 26, 1969 

To the Members of the Board of Trus tees 

Gentlemen: 

I enclose the minutes of the 
Regular Meeting of the Members of the 
Board held on April 25 and 26, 1969. 
They have been approved by the Director 
in their present form, but if you have 
any suggestions, corrections or omissions, 
please let me know. 

The minutes of the Meeting of 
the Corporation will follow at such time 
as the matter of the-newly elected Trus
tees has been resolved. 

Cordially , 

Minot C. Morgan, Jr. 
Assistant Secretary 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

THE DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telcphone-609-924-4400 

To the Members of the Board of ~rustees 

Gentlemen : 

April 9, 1969 

In order to bring the By-laws in line with the present and 
proposed practice of the Board the following amendments are proposed 
by the Chairman, Committee on the Future, and the Director for action 
at the Annual Meeting on April' 25th and 26th. This constitutes a 
formal notice of the proposal for amendment in accordance with Article 
VII, Section 1. 

The amendments all refer to Article V on Committees. Attached 
is a text of the relevant articles as amended. New matters are under
lined and existing language to be deleted is lined through. The effect 
of these amendments is, first, to permit the naming of a suitable Exec
utive Committee which has not existed for some years but which is desir
able for the efficient conduct of the business of the Board and, second, 
to recognize that the Committee on Buildings and Grounds has not func
tioned for some years and that its functions are best handled as part 
of the general business of the Board . 

Cordially, 
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Sec. 1 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO BY-LAWS 

ARTICLE V 

There shall be !~~E iive Standing Committees: 

(a) An Executive Committee of 2~-±~!~~-~hf~~-~~g-~2~-~2f~ 
~h~m five members of the Board of Trustees, in ad
dition to the ex officio members. At any meeting of 
the Executive Committee four members of the Committee 
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of 
business. All members of the Board of Trustees shall 
be notified of the time and place of the meetings and 
may attend and vote at such meetings. 

~et--A-6emm:i:eeee-ea-Bl:!i:±diftge-ea8-Grettftde;-~-ehree-memeere 
ift-ed8~1S'J:e~ee~e-eM-e£i~eie-memoereT 

(SeeT-e---~e-6emmi:~ee-en-Btti~d~age-end-~ettade-eha±±-8eve-eherge-ef 
f:he-Sttpeff4=eieft-eee-eei:e-e£-ehe-etil=±~Hnge-aad-g~ettftde,.-aftd 

~±-~e-ee--eaefi-e~t:ed~meee~eg-ei--ehe-BeerdT) 

Sec . 6 (See.--~) The Chairman shall have the power to appoint special Com
mittees, comprised of any number of Trustees, from time 
to time, for special purposes. 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

January 14, 1969 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

Attached is a copy of the formal notification from the Ford 
Foundation of their offer of a grant to us for the support of work in 
the social sciences. The terms of the offer provide for a grant of 
1.5 million dollars, conditional on our raising, from non-governmental 
sources, a matching two million of new money within a period of four 
years. Ford money will be made available as soon as it can be matched. 
The 3.5 million dollar total involved is based on ten times the estimated 
annual cost at full scale operation of the first half of the proposed 
program in the social sciences. The grant explicitly provides that 
whatever funds are not spent on operating expenses may be capitalized 
for the purposes of the program. The sooner we raise matching money, 
the greater the capital element in the grant. My application, further, 
made no cormnitment as to the speed at which we would reach full scale 
operation, measured by four professors and 18 members in this field--
10 to be supported by outside funds and 8 by Institute funds. My appli
cation to the Foundation asked for the whole of the 10-year operating 
cost, The final terms of the grant were arrived at as a result of 
discussions with the Foundation staff. 

As you will remember, last year we received a $500,000 grant, 
half from the Carnegie Corporation and half from the Russell Sage Founda
tion, to run this part of the program in the social sciences on an experi
mental basis for three years. We will have expended about $100,000 of it 
this year. The balance will provide us with enough money to expand the 
program as fast as I think will prove feasible in terms of finding able 
people in the next two years. This means that we will not have to draw 
on the Ford money for operating expenses for some time, a fact which 
further emphasizes the advantage to us of raising the matching funds 
quickly. 

I am greatly encouraged by the receipt of this grant, which, 
I believe, gives us a basis for moving ahead on the new School of Social 
Sciences. Our first task now, of course, is to see that the matching 
funds are provided as soon as possible . We must remember, however, that 
this is not the measure of the financial problems that face us. The other 
half of the social sciences program will involve an effort of at least the 
same scale. The officials of the Foundation have indicated to me that in 
a year or so they will be receptive to another similar application for the 
support of that part of the program, and presumably they will respond to 
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it in a similar way. This, however, is a statement made by Foundation 
staff, and I think we would all be most unwise to discuss it in advance 
of an application which is placed before the Foundation's Trustees. 

If we succeed in matching both the present grant and the anti
cipated further in a maximum period of, say, two years for each, we will 
have provided about half the capital funds needed to ensure the long-run 
operations of the new School. 

We have, of course, to provide additional capital for existing 
activities as well; in particular we have just expended $1,350,000 on 
new housing facilities; we are about to expend nearly another $2,800,000 
on new academic office space and new cafeteria. As you remember, we are 
borrowing from the New Jersey Educational Facilities Authority $3,000,000 
towards these costs and meeting the balance by withdrawing money from our 
portfolio. In the next few years, some further office space will be re
quired. We should find the capital to cover these expenditures as well 
as the increase in operating costs that we can expect in the existing 
Schools. At the April meeting I think it will be appropriate for me once 
again to review the financial situation and prospects of the Institute. 

Also attached is a description of the proposed new School of 
Social Sciences, together with an estimate of its cost which was originally 
prepared for National Science Foundation-Ford Foundation use. While it 
contains much that you already know, I thought it would serve as a useful 
reminder of the nature of the new School program. The figures in it have 
been revised to reflect the current situation. 

Carl Kaysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

THE DIRECTOR 

September 30, 1968 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

Attached are two itemsx the revised 
booklet and the members' lists for this year. 
The booklet for the first time contains the 
list of the previous year's m~mbers which I 
think is a useful way of indicating to the 
world a little more of what goes on here. 

Cordially:.. 

Carl Kaysen 

Messrs. Boyd, Dilworth, Galpin, Garrison, 
Greenbaum~ Hochschild, Houghton, 
Lewis, Linder, Rosenwald, Schur~ 
Shanks, Strauss and Watson 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW J ERSEY 08 s+o 

T elephonc-609-924-4400 

February 23, 1968 

TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

The Faculty of . Historical Studies has unanimously proposed the 
appointment of Professor Kenneth M. Setton, of the University 
of Wisconsin, to a professorship in the School of Historical 
Studies. It has been notified to the professors in the other 
schools, in accordance with our current procedure. One 
question (by Professor Weil) was raised. Professor Weil did 
not consider the candidate to be of sufficient scholarly 
distinction to warrant the appointment. I reviewed the 
question of Professor Weil thoroughly with the Historical 
faculty, who maintained their recommendation with renewed 
enthusiasm, and I am convinced that this is a desirable 
appointment for- the Institute. Accordingly, I endorse the 
Faculty's recommendation. 

This nomination may or may not be viewed as one of the two 
additional professorships in the Historical faculty which we 
discussed at the Spring Board meeting last year. Professor 
Meritt will be retiring next year and, should we appoint no 
successor at that time, we will continue at our present 
strength. It is not clear now what the Faculty's disposition 
in respect to a successor to Professor Meritt will be. In 
any event, I do not expect action on this question during the 
following year, so that for the moment, we are not making a 
commitment to expansion by approving this appointment. 
However, it is clear that the question might be presented to 
us at an early date. 

Professor Setton has indicated his willingness to come to the 
Institute if invited and I think it desirable to proceed with 
dispatch. 

Cordially, 
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August 7 , 1967 

TO THE BOARD or TRUSTEES 

Gentlemen: 

We received today $25,000 f r om t he will of Sidney A. Mitchell. 

I signed a r eceipt on behalf of the Institute, assundug 
your consent to do so. 

Cordially , 

Carl .L{aysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE D.mECTOll 

February 17, 1967 

TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Gentlemen: 

I attach a copy of a press release on the appoint
ment of Marshall Rosenbluth which we will put out as soon as 
he gives me a signal. He still wishes to make certain 
explanations and arrangements in California before the public 
announcement. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

The Institute for Advanced Study announces the appointment of Marshall 
N. Rosenbluth as Professor in the School of Natural Sciences. Dr. Rosenbluth is 
one of the world's leading theorists in plasma physics, and h is appointment adds 
a new area to the fields of theoretical physics represented by the Institute 
faculty . He comes to the Institute from San Diego, where he has beeB professor 
of physics at the University of California since 1960 , and senior research advisor 
to the General Atomic Corporation. 

Rosenblut h was born in Albany, New York, in 1927 and educated in the New 
York public schools . lie received his B.S. degree from Harvard in 1946 and his 
doctorate from University of Chicago in 1959 where he was a student .of Edward 
Teller's. He is married to the former Arianna Wright, herself _a Ph.D. in physics 
and a collaborator in his early work . The couple has four children. 

Plasma is the characteristic state of matter at high temperatures, in 
which atoms are separated into positive and negative ions . As astronomical 
knowledge has increased, it has become clear that most of the matter .in the 
universe--perhaps 99%- -is i n the form of plasma. Our unfamiliarity with plasma 
is due to the fact that we live in an exceptionally cool and shelte~ed corner 
of the universe . Whi le plasma has been known and some of its properties . 
studied since the last decades of the nineteenth century, an upsurge of interest 
in plasma physics arose in connection with the attempt to learn how to get a 
controlled release of energy from thermonuclear reactions. This problem has not 
yet been solved, but its pursuit has led to a great increase in our understanding 
of plasma. 

Rosenbluth worked at the Los Alamos Laboratory from 1950-56. During the 
first part of this period he was concerned with the development of the hydrogen 
bomb, to which he made significant contributions. After 1952 his interest shifted 
to the problem of controlled release of thermonuclear energy, which led to his 
present activity in the theory of plasma. His great contribution to this theory 
has been to show that plasma cannot be understood without a detailed a.n.al.ysis of 
the behavior of the individual particles of which the~ are composed. Before 
Rosenbluth, most of the thinking in plasma Rhysics was based on the theory of 
Alfve'n, which was purely macroscopic in character. Alfven consid.e.red plasma as a 
continuous fluid, obey~ng the so-called magnetohydrodynamic equations . of 
motion, in which individual particle orbits are averaged in order to obtain a 
continuum approximation. Rosenbluth was among the first to g~ beyond the 
continuum approximation and study the detailed behavior of particles .on a microscopic 
scale without losing sight of their collective aspects. He discovered that the 
microscopic analysis gives not meniy a quantitatively better approximation but leads 
to many qualitatively new effects which are not seen at all in the continuum 
theory. For example, his paper on plasma diffusion was the first to include 
simultaneously the effects of strong magnetic fields (macroscopic) and of particle 
collisions (microscopic) in a calculation of transport coefficients . His paper on 
test particles started a trend in plasma physics concerned with finding kinetic 
equations for individual particles in the presence of cooperative effects. A 
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Professor Marshall Rosenbluth 
page 2 

succession of outstanding papers is concerned with instability- problems, that is to 
say, .with the elucidation of sophisticated ways in which. the ±n.tera.c~ion. between 
macroscopic and microscopic motions can redistribute the energy of a pLi.sma . The 
understanding of instabilities is the central problem in. bringing plasma theory 
into -contact with reality, reality being the diverse phenomena. seen in laboTatory 
experiments, in the atmosphere of the sun, in interstellar gas~cl.auds~ and in the 
quasi-stellar objects which are at present the most mysterious feature of the visible 
universe . 

In 1964, Dr. Rosenbluth received the Ernest O. Lawrence. Aw.a.rd for distirrguished 
contributions to theoretical physics, which is made annualLy by the AtoJ11ic. Energy 
Conunission. In 1965-6 he organized the first international st:ucly group of plasma 
physicists at the International Centre for Theoretical Phy"sii:s ax Trieste, which was 
attended by leading physicists from a dozen countries, including the USSR. 

Rosenbluth's presence at the Institute will lead to a further signif1cant 
area of intellectual cooperation between the Institute and Prince.ton Ui:d.versity which 
has, in Forrestal Research Center, one of the nation's most important laboratories 
for the experimental study of plasma. 

Professor Rosenbluth will come to Princeton to take up his duties at the 
opening of the 1967-68 academic year in September. 

-0-
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW J ERSEY 

OFFICJI OF THE DillECl'Oll 7 October 1966 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

Attached are the revised Institute booklet, which differs 
from i ts predecessor only in the names of the faculty, and lists of 
current members showing their interests, the institutions with which 
they are affiliated, or at which they have most recently been, and 
t heir ages. 

I thought you would like to have these as an indication 
of the current year's activities at the Institute. 

I look forward to seeing you shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl Kaysen 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW .JERSEY 

OFFJCB OF THB DIRBCTOJ. 

Memorandum to the Members of 
the Board of Trustees: 

6 May 1966 

I recommend your approval of Professor Meiss' request 
for a leave of absence without pay for the second term of 
the academic year 1966-1967 . A copy of his letter is 
enclosed. May I have your vote ? 

VOTE SHEET 

On the leave of absence for Professor Meiss 
for the second term of thea:::ademic year 
1966-1967, I 

Date 

Robert Oppenheimer 

approve __ _ 

disapprove __ 

--~~~~~~~~ 

Please return to 
Director's Office 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 
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SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

May 5, 1966 

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Robert, 

Harvard has asked me to serve as Acting Director of the Center 
for Italian Renaissance Studi~s at Villa I Tatti during the spring term 
of the coming academic year. I have jus t received a formal but not yet 
definitive letter from President Pusey; the appointment requires the usual 
approval of the Overseers. I hope that the Institute for Advanced Study 
will find it possible to grant me a leave of absence, because I should like 
to accept this invitation and I have informed President Pusey that I would 
request a leave. 

I should expect of course to relinquish my salary for the second half 
of the academic year; Harvard will take that on. I have also made clear 
that I would remain in Princeton to welcome the historians of art who arrive 
for the second semester. I shall not in other words leave before early 
February and possibly even a little later. 

I naturally would regret absence during the latter part of the first 
year of a new Director. Except for a couple of weeks in Europe, however, 
I shall be in continuous residence in Princeton from now until February '67, 
and back again in Princeton in the sununer of that year. The months at 
I Tatti would not only be extremely useful for my work, which is now centered 
on Florence7 but would serve to strengthen links between the Institute for 
Advanced Study and myself with European scholars and with Harvard, whose 
centers at the Fogg and in I Tatti compose an important segment of my discipline. 
You will recall that I expressed my interest in the new Harvard institute at 
I Tatti, and of the possibility that I might want to go there for limited 
periods of time, in my letter of acceptance of a professorship at the Institute. 

Faithfully yours, 

-'4tt~V 
Millard Meiss 

MM:ek 
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Office of the Director 
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THE I N.STITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Memorandum to the members of 
the Board of Trustees: 

6 December 1965 

At the faculty meeting of November 30, the Secretary 
suggested that the minutes of the meeting might be helpful 
to the Board. No objection was raised to this. The version 
of the minutes which is now available was drafted by the 
Secretary, Professor Kennan, in consultation with many but not 
all of the participants . It is possible, and in my view 
likely, that statements attributed to participants other than 
the Director or Secretary may be challenged and altered. 
Nevertheless, these minutes are available to you, as draft 
minutes, should you wish a fuller impression of the nature of 
the meeting than was conveyed by my very brief summary of 
November 30. The draft minutes should be destroyed. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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DRAFT 

MJ:NUTES 

Faculty Meeting, November 30,1965 

Present: The Director, Professors Alf8ld.i, Borel, Cherniss, Clagett, Gilbert, Gilliam, 
G8del, Harish-Chandra, H8rmander, Kennan, Meiss, Meritt, Montgomery, Regge, Selberg, 
StrBmgren, Thompson, Weil, Whitney and Yang. 

Not Present: Professors Beurling and Dyson 

1. On motion made, seconded, and accepted without objection, Professor Kennan was 
selected to serve as Professor G8del's successor as Secretary of the Faculty. 

2. The Director welcomed Professors Gilliam and Regge and noted, as a matter of 
record, that Mr. Bailyn had declined the professorship offered him in the School 
of Historical Studies. 

3. The minutes of the meeting of January 15, 1965, were approved. 

4. The Faculty had before it, as it met, the following: 

a. Recommendations of the Faculty in Physics for 

the offer of five-year memberships, explicitly without tenure, to Messrs. 
Stephen Adler and Roger Dashen; 

the offer of a ten-year membership, identical in terms and purposes to 
that offered to Professor Milnor, to Mr. M. L. Goldberger; 

the offer of a professorship at the Institute to Mr. Murray Gell-Mann. 

b. The recommendation of the School of Historical Studies for the offer of 
a professorship at the Institute to Mr. Robert R. Palmer. 

c. The statement of intention of Professor Weil to submit to the vote of the 
meeting the following motion: 

"At a time when the whole policy and the future orientation of the Institute 
is under review, and a special Committee of the Trustees has undertaken 
a thorough study of these problems in connection with the selection of a 
new Director, the Faculty does not think it proper to pre-judge such 
matters by hearing any proposals for permanent appointments. 11 

In the course of the meeting Professor Weil amended this proposed motion to 
read as follows: 

"At a time when the whole policy and the future orientation of the Institute 
is under review, and a special Committee of the Trustees is supposed to 
have undertaken a thorough study of these problems in connection with the 
selection of a new Director, the Faculty does not think it proper to pre
judge such matters by hearing any proposals for long-term appointments." 

d. A statement of intention on the part of Professors Harish-Cbandra and 
Selberg to place before the Faculty the following motion: 
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"The Faculty welcomes the pro_posal to offer a professorship to M. 
Gell-Mann. It feels, however, that no other proposal for permanent 
appointment, unless it is unanimous, should be considered this year. 

Moreover, the proposal to offer long-term memberships to promising 
young men, at salaries far above their current "market value," should 
be reexamined." 

After an exchange between the Director and Professor Weil, in which the 

latter questioned the propriety of certain of the Director's actions in 

connection with proposals for Faculty appointments, the Director suggested 

that the contents of a recent letter from Mr. Barklie Henry, Chairman of the 

Committee on the Future of the Board of Trustees, to Professor Weil should be 

known to the Faculty before discussing the motion. Professor Weil said he 

did not have the letter, and saw no reason to reveal its contents. The 

Director then asked the Secretary to read the letter, which is attached. 

This was done. 

A discussion then ensued over the general subject of the proposed appoint-

ments and the motions introduced by Professors Weil and Harish-Chandra/Selberg. 

The authors of the two motions gave explanations of their reasons for proposing 

them. Professor Weil found it remarkable that a "lame-duck Director" should 

come forward with such initiatives as the proposals now before the Faculty. In 

the eighteen years of his directorship, the Director had failed to assure the 

stability of the School of Physics and had brought it to a state of collapse. 

He was now attempting to cover up this collapse by making four appointments at 

once. In view of the collapse of the School of Physics the question should be 

examined whether or not to drop physics entirely from the subjects treated at 

the Institute; he himself rather favored its retention but felt that a careful 

study should be made. The appointment of Gell-Ma.nn would in itself be a good 

one; but he was opposed to the two long-term appointments. He questioned the 

motives of the Director in making similar appointments at an earlier date. The 

proposed appointment of Mr. Goldberger was meaningless and that of Palmer--
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the reflection of an improper initiative on the part of the Director. He felt 

that consideration should also be given to the question as to whether modern 

history and political history should be pursued at all at the Institute. There 

was ample support for these subjects at other institutions. The Institute for 

Advanced Study should concentrate on fields where it could make a real contribu

tion. There was no reason to bring mediocrities to this place for the study 

of modern history. The appointment of Palmer would in no way enhance the 

reputation of the Institute. His own motion, he concluded, coincided essentially 

with that of Professors Harish-Cbandra/Selberg, and he was prepared to withdraw 

it if the latter motion was ruled in order. 

To this the Director responded that the Selberg/Harish-Chandra resolution 

had three parts. The third, dealing with the appropriateness of the grants 

proposed for Adler and Dashen, was clearly a suitable subject for discussion. 

The physicists should explain their reasons and listen to contrary arguments. 

The first pa.rt of the resolution, approving the nomination of Gell-Mann, was 

clearly in violation of the rules drafted by a faculty committee and approved 

by the faculty, and he would have to rule it out of order. The second pa.rt of 

the resolution, about the nominaticm of Palmer, would certainly be in order if 

it dealt with purely procedural matters. On the basis of these rulings, 

Professor Weil withdrew his resolution. 

Professor Yang said first that as to Professor Weil's statement that the 

work in physics at the Institute had been a failure for the last eighteen years, 

he wished to disagree. Professor Weil said that he had been misunderstood. 

Professor Yang said further that Professor Weil had not explained his criteria 

for stability; that it was not clear that the continuing presence of members of 

the Faculty beyond their most productive years was a desirable form of stability, 

either in physics or in mathematics. He was not proposing any changes, but he 

thought the matter should not be foreclosed. 
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Professor Selberg expressed the view that restraints should be shown in 

proceeding with recommendations for professorial appointments at this time. He 

did not consider that the dossier on Palmer was complete. It contained no 

letters. It was true that letters had not always been required in other in

stances, but they should have been provided in this one. He doubted that the 

bibliography was complete, though he also considered that it contained some 

things that should not be there. 

Professor Gilbert explained why letters had not been requested. He stated 

that the objections to the candidacy had related to questions of the priority of 

various fields and not to personal qualifications. 

Professor Montgomery expressed the view that only such recommendations for 

faculty appointments as represented the unanimous opinion of the nominating 

group and enjoyed strong support in the Faculty as a whole should be made at 

this time. 

7. At the request of the Director, Professors Gilliam and Alf'8ldi explained the 

reasons for their unwillingness to associate themselves with the majority of the 

members of the Historical School in recommending the appointment of Palmer. 

Professor Gilliam referred first to the difficulty in which he had found 

himself when the proposal for the appointment of Palmer came before the Historical 

School. He had not wished, as a new member, to exercise a veto, yet he had 

hesitated on several grounds to support the proposal. He had been doubtful 

about the procedure. No alternatives had been offered. He had feared that this 

appointment would, for budgetary reasons, preclude further appointments in other 

fields. Beyond this, he questioned whether modern history was the area we ought 

to emphasize in our appointments. Finally, he had reservations about Palmer's 

qualities: he doubted his distinction and importance as a scholar. He also had 

doubts relating to his present personal position. He questioned the extent to 
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which Pal.mer could be said to have made an original contribution to historical 

scholare:hip. He questioned in particular the value of Palmer's second volume 

on The Age of the Democratic Revolution, a.nd expressed doubt that specialists 

would get much out of it. 

Professor Gilbert observed that Pal.mer was known precisely for the origi

nality of his interpretation of the era of the French Revolution. 

Professor Clagett noted that at the last meeting of the Historical Group 

no objections had been raised to the Palmer appointment from the standpoint of 

his competence as a historian; questions had been raised only as to the appro

priateness of an appointment in this field at this time. Professor Gilliam con

ceded that in this respect the remarks he had just made to the Faculty went 

beyond those he had made at the last School meeting, although he had raised 

similar questions at an earlier meeting of the School. 

Professor Alf8ldi said, concerning Pal.mer, that he agreed with Professor 

Gilliam in the matter of his personal qualifications. His real concern, however, 

wa$ not this but the future of the whole Historical School. Even those colleagues 

who gave priority to individual excellence a.nd rejected systematical planning 

did have a preference in the sense of their general outlook. There were two 

main trends. One was to build up a team around the Greek and Roman world with 

its continuation down to the Renaissance. The other was in favor of a concen

tration around modern history. These two were divergent in method and approach. 

The first belonged to those who proceeded by analysis of the sources, arriving 

at a synthesis by induction. The second, i.e., modern history, was unable to 

follow this line, being overburdened by the enormous mass of source evidence. 

Professor Kennan had shown in a recent lecture that analysis is useful for them 

but it is feasible only for details. This situation involved the danger of an 

arbitrary selection of data in the sense of personal inclination, political. 
) 
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theory, and ideology. And modern history needed other helpers than did classical 

scholars. It relied rather on sociology, psychology, modern economics and finance, 

and on actual politics. These collateral sciences were well represented in the 

great universities but could not be found on our small faculty. It had to be 

stressed in all fairness that Dr. Oppenheimer had done everything possible to 

promote Greek studies at the Institute and had also recently made a fundamental 

contribution to Roman studies in the United States by sponsoring the acquisition 

of the archives of the Thesaurus Ll..nguae Latinae; but his heart belonged to the 

other group. He, Al.f8ldi, realized that modern history attracted more people 

and could also bring in more money than classical studies. But modern history 

could never surpass the corresponding teams at the great universities, whereas 

classical studies had a far greater chance to bring the Historical School to a 

leading role in the whole world. Since Greek and Latin studies were being 

gradually wiped out in the middle schools, and Roman law discarded from legal 

training, what institution other than the Institute for Advanced Study could have 

the decisive role to be a refuge for the study of the historical fowidations of 

our culture? 

Professor Al.f8ldi added, in conclusion, that instead of a student of the 

French Revolution, Professor Gilliam and he intended to propose the world-famous 

student of the Roman Revolution--Sir Ronald Syme, and with him the leading 

papyrologist, Eric Turner, of London University, as full professors for half a 

year each. Both bad a higher qualification for this than a.oy other historian 

in a.oy other field. 

Professor Kennan asked whether he was correct in his impression that the 

names of Syme and Turner, just mentioned by Professor Alf8ldi, had not at a.oy 

time been placed before the fllistorical School as candidates for appointment to 

professorships at the Institute and had not been mentioned as alternatives to 

the appointment of Palmer when this last was discussed. Professor Al.d8ldi 
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confirmed that this was the case. 

Further discussion ensued on the question of Professor Palmer's present 

personal position and on the question of whether other alternatives had been 

discussed. 

Professor Kennan said that Palmer's nomination had not been solicited by 

him or from him; that he was an outstanding modern historian, and that it was his, 

Kennan's, understanding that an appointment of Palmer would definitely not preclude 

other appointments in t he field of historical studies in the coming period. 

Professor Cherniss called attention to the fact that there were members of 

the Historical School concerned with earlier periods of history who bad spoken 

enthusiastically in favor of the appointment. 

Professor Weil reported it as the opinion of a man with whom he had spoken 

in France- -a man who had deepest understanding of the French Revolution but whose 

name he did not think i t right to reveal--tbat Palmer was not a first-rate 

scholar and that his work was superficial. The man in question he wished to 

explain was not a Marxist historian. Palmer, he added, had spent little time in 

France and had not gone deeply into the sources. 

Professor Selberg then reworded his motion as follows: 

"The Faculty finds that the proposal to nominate Professor Palmer 
for a permanent appointment lacks sufficient preparation and should 
therefore be recommitted to the School of Historical studies for 
further study. " 

This motion was put to a vote by show of hands, with the result that 7 votes 

were cast in favor of it and 8 votes against, with 5 abstentions. 

The Di rector said he would like to interpret this vote as indicating that 

further information on the nomination of Palmer would be welcome. 
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8. The Director then took up the question of the five-year appointments. He 

had discussed with others the question of these grants and it was generally the 

feeling that the salaries mentioned would not be exorbitant. A general discussion 

ensued as to the adequacy of these salaries. Both Professor Selberg and Harish

Chandra felt that they were considerably too high. Professor Harish-Cbandra said 

that the two young men proposed for long-term appointments had made no lasting 

contribution in physics. 

The Director said he ~ould not agree with this statement concerning the con

tribution the two men had made. He would, however, take seriously into considera

tion the various statements that had been made with regard to these appointments. 

9. Professor str8mgren referred to the observations that had been made with 

regard to the School of Physics at the outset of the meeting and said that he 

considered it important that the study of physics be continued here at the same 

extremely high level it had previously enjoyed. What had been done at the 

Institute in physics within the chosen field of the activity pursued here had bad 

a great effect on the study of physics throughout this country. 

Professor str8mgren then said that he had followed as closely as he could 

the work of Gell- Mann, Adler and Dashen. He thought it important that they be 

invited to come to the Institute, and he hoped that they would accept. He thought 

that the grants to the younger men were justified by the quality of their ~ork 

and the value that their coming would have to the Institute's program in physics. 

10. The Director suggested that the School of Ml.thematics be divided into two 

schools, the new one being called the "School of Natural Sciences." Professor 

Montgomery suggested that it be called the "School of Physics." Professor Wei.l 

thought it should be called the "School of Natural Philosophy." The Director 

said that this bad been his preference, but not that of some colleagues. 
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ll. Professor Selberg commented on the Goldberger candidacy, stating that this 

type of arrangement bad been accepted by many faculty members only with reluctance, 

and that in Goldberger's case it was undesirable. He criticized the action of the 

Director in discussing this case behind the faculty's back. 

The Director replied that he did not wish to bring before the full Faculty 

a proposal whose nature, proportions and even feasibility were wholly unknown. 

12. Professor Regge expressed full concurrence with Professor Str8mgren's 

remarks. 

13. Professor Kennan then observed that rome very harsh things had been said at 

the outset of this meeting and that he was shocked at the offensiveness of a 

number of aspersions that had been case on individual members as well as groups 

of members and fields of study at the Institute. In all his experience in 

government and academic life, and at other institutions, he could not recall 

any instance of such intemperance of language. He considered certain of these 
insofar 

observations to have been particularly unfair and improper/as they related to 

the person of the Director who was also Chairman and was thus not in a position 

to call the speaker in question to order. He gave it as his opinion that this 

manner and spirit of discussing matters before the Faculty, if not corrected, 

could do serious damage not just to the ability of the Faculty to pursue 

successfully the responsibilities that rested upon it but, in the ultimate sense, 

to the Institute itself'. 

14. The meeting adjourned at 1:15 p.m. 

George Kennan, 
Secretary 
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P~of essor Andre Weil• 
Institute for AdvAnced Study 
Princeton, N.J. · 

Dear Profes&or·weii: 

24 Novernbe?" 1965 , 

" 

This is 'in. re.sponse- to your letter c.ri tic i z inr, the 
Director .• and to your tele?honc call urp,inr me as .. 

· Chairman 'of the' .T{'u~tees' Committee 'to taJc;e steps towards 
· p.os.tponing the App't"oa~hing faculty :Meeting until next a . 
-semester . . · 

· ·Qur Committee has no praccpt ·to interfere in th~ 
condu:t o f dcademic b~~in~s~ , ~ri~ as lonr ~s T ~m 
Ch a i rn an , t his w i 11 be it .s po l i c y • 

. 
It is ir:1portant that you sl'lo~ld plainly u·nc!erstand 

~he content of my earlier converoation with Dr. 
Oppenheimer: concerning some of the appo'intments now 
under discussion . When he had these in mind, nc came 
to me as a .matter of ~ourtesy to ask me whether t he 
appointments in que&ticin would conf l~ct with any 
policy or ~rams present:ly ~nvisaged by ~he Commi tte'c, 
makine·it clear th.at he was not se~kinP, det~iled 
comments on the propos.als. I stated -our po lie? 
concerning interference, and I said that I could see 
nothing in our deliberatio~s w~ich secMed inharmonious 
with the nature of the · proposed actions. Our answer 
to pr,Oppehheim.er's ql.)estion would ·be substant~a.lly 
the same now. · 

May r ex~res.s disapp~intmcnt · that . I· should have 
been ~ubjected ~6 ~uch a savage·att~ck from you, whose 

·earlier visit to this. house in our ~oinmon cause had 
seemed.constructive, helpful and f~iendly . I am sorry 

: to be writing you about these matters, when . all.. I had 
. ~ookcd forward . t.o • until ;1our letter reached me• ·was ... 
· telephoninv, you on your ~eturn to offe~ you =y· deepest . , ~ .. 
iympathy in . yo ur bereayea~n~. · · 

..!-t ~/ Si?\cerely yQurs, ·· 

F ... ~~ &b.1,:c. ~Cf(ee ~u-fJ· ·• 
r · · '! BARKLIE HCKEC hf •IRY : 

: ' Ch.airman, the Tr•1.'i tees' CoTftrnittte r .; 
on the fnture of the tn.st'i tute. 

/; :: ; _ - Cop'y to !)r, Opp~nh-ei.mer, . ~ 
L. J . • . 
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THE INSTITt1I'E FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, New Jersey 

Office of the Director 30 November 1965 

Memorandum to the members of the Board of Trustees: 

The Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study met for two and a half 
hours for a prolonged discussion, primarily of the recommendations de
scribed in the attachments which accompany this. I should have from 
Professor Kennan, the Secretary, dra~ minutes of that meeting before the 
Bo_ard meeting. 

Before the meeting, Professor Andre Weil had circulated a resoluti on 
in which the Faculty declared that it would not hear any recommendations 
for permanent--which he later changed to long-term--appointments while the 
Trustee Committee on the Future was pursuing its studies. I explained that 
both in the case of Professor Palmer and in the proposed a~tions in Physics 
there was an urgency of timing which made it seem right for me to act even 
though mY term as Director was about to end; and that I had discussed on 
more than one occasion the nature of these proposals with Mr. Henry, in order 
to make sure that nothing we were doing conflicted with the intentions and 
conclusions of the Committee on the Future. Mr. Henry ' s letter to Professor 
Weil, which re-affirmed this, was read. Subsequently Professor Weil withdrew 
his motion. 

There had also been circulated before the meeting a complex resolution, 
signed by Professor Selberg and Professor Harish-Chandra, approving the 
nomination of Gell-Mann, and rejecting the nomination of Palmer on the ground 
that no action recommended without unanimity by the school should be considered 
at this time; and further recommending that the grants proposed for the two 
young physicists be re-examined. I ruled that the approval of Gell-Mann ' s 
nomination was contrary to the regulations dra~ed by and accepted by the 
Faculty, not to vote on the nomination of a school. ,After prolonged discussion, 
in which there were many arguments against ·an appointment in modern history, 
and some doubts cast on Professor Palmer ' s adequate eminence, a vote to request 
the School to re-inforce its recommendation was defeated, but rather narrowly. 
The School's recommendation is, in fact, weaker than the real case, and I hope 
to have more to lay before you at the time of our meeting. 

Arguments for lowering the grants offered to the two young physicists, and 
for keeping them at the proposed figure, were then made, with the Faculty in 
Physics re-aff'irming its intention. 

It was generally agreed that the membership proposed for Professor Goldberger 
should leave us with the understanding that such memberships would indeed be 
ver:y rare, and should not constitute a further precedent. 

The Director then announced that, with the approval of all members of 
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the Faculty, the School of Mathematics would now be divided into two Schools. 
He suggested a School of Ma.thematics and a School of Natural Sciences. 

Professor Kennan ended the meeting by expressing his serious concern over 
the tone in which certain observations had been made at the outset of the 
meeting, and over the fact that the meeting i:;hould have been used as a 
platform for remarks derogatory to the integrity of the Director and the 
competence of other members of the Faculty. 

I am bringing before you, as a principal item of business, the matters 
which were discussed at this Faculty meeting. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICB OF THE DmECTOll 12 Uovember 1965 

Memorandum to the Faculty: 

With the departure of Lee and Pais, and the impendL~ g departure of Yang, it 
has been clear that the group in physics needed strengthening. Last year two 
remarkably gifted and attractive young physicists, Stephen Adler of Harvard and 
Roger Dashen of Cal Tech, began a series of brilliant works and publications, and 
it seemed to me that we might revive the earlier practice of making strictly 
temporary, non-tenure, but attractive memberships in physics, quite apart from 
such additions to the faculty as we should and could make. The faculty in physics 
has now met on October 7th and November 12th, and has on each occasion unanimously 
agreed to recommend the following proposals: 

1. To offer to Adler and Dashen five-year memberships, explicitly without 
tenure, with a grant to each of $24,000 a year. The prospects of their accepting 
are in each case quite good. A brief vita, bibliography, and supporting letters 
are attached. 

2. To offer to M. L. Goldberger, Professor of Physics at Princeton Univer
sity, a ten-year manbership identical in its terms and purposes to that offered to 
Professor Milnor. This proposal has e11Erged from prolonged and unsuccessful efforts 
to negotiate, as between Goldberger, Goheen and me, a reasonable form of joint 
professorship. This is what Goldberger would have preferred. He is unwilling to 
take any steps unwelcome to the University, but does very much wish an opportunity 
for unencumbered and concentrated research in physics, and the proposed ten-year 
membership would be welcome to him, and to Goheen. Goldberger, as a colleague and 
neighbor, is known to many of us, as co-discoverer of crossing symmetry, as the 
discoverer of the connection between microcausality and dispersion relations, as 
the founder of many detailed and fruitful applications of the dispersion relations, 
the winner of a Heineman Prize, the author of the most authoritative and complete 
book on collision theory, and as a physicist of strong intuition, great breadth, 
and impressive power. Our collaboration, which has been intimate, promises to 
flourish . He was born in October, 1922. He is maITied and has two children. 

3. As the one recommendation for a professorship at the Institute, we have 
chosen Murray Gell-Mann, of the California Institute of Technology. He is one of 
the great physicists of his time, and no comprehens ive review of all that he has 
done for physics should here be necessary. He is also a co-discoverer of crossing 
symmetry, and in early work done here at the Institute he clarified, with Low, the 
meaning of relativistic wave functions and their connection with collision processes, 
and, also with Low, explored the asymptotic behavior of quantum electrodynamics for 
ultra high energies. He discovered strangeness, and predicted the pattern of the 
fundamental baryons. With Pais, he discovered the neutral K meson system; with 
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Feynman, he found the correct form of weak interactions, and discovered the 
conservation of the weak vector current. He was among the first, if not the first, 
to formulate a program of combining dispersion relations with unitarity as a 
substitute for solving the field equations in elementary particle physics. He 
disco!_ered unitary symmetry, and predicted, among other things, the~ meson and 
the ..0.: baryon. He invented the quark model of unitary symmetry, and discovered 
the commutation relations for integrals of current densities which follow from 
this quark model, and which provide a strong path to the higher symmetries 
obscurely present in particle physics. Gell-Mann is clearly interested in 
coming to the Institute; but after the tangled history of his negotiations with 
Harvard and Berkeley, we should reserve judgment as to whether or not he will 
accept. Gell-Mann would probably also have welcomed a joint appointment with the 
University, but no terms acceptable to him were acceptable to the University. He 
has asked for and will receive a letter of invitation from the University, i nviting 
him to participate, as many of us do, in the deliberations and the seminars and 
work of the department. He was born in September, 1929. He is married and has 
two children. 

These recommendations of the faculty in physics are one item for discussion 
at the meeting of the faculty called for November 30, 1965, at 11 o'clock in the 
seminar room of E building. The faculty in physics will be glad to elaborate at 
that time, in response to your questions, or to talk with you before the meeting 
on any matters which you would like clarified. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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STEPHEN L. ADLER 

Born: New York City, November 30, 1939 

A.B.: Ha.rva....-rd, 1961 

Ph.D.: Princeton, 1964 

Present position: Junior Society of Fellows, Harvard 

Married, no children 

November 1965 
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Bibliography of stephen L. Adler 

Theory of the Ra.Dge of Hot Electrons in Real Metals. Phys. Rev. 130: 
1654 (1963) 

Use of the Deuteron to Provide a Polarized Proton Target (with A. s. 
Goldhaber). Phys. Rev. Letters 10: 448 (1963) 

Polarization Effects in High Energy Weak Interactions. Nuovo Cimento 32: 
509 (1964) 

Tests of the Conserved Vector CUrrent and Partially Conserved Axial-Vector 
CUrrent Hypotheses in High Energy Neutrino Reactions. Phys. Rev. 135: 
B963 (1964) 

Calculation of the Axial-Vector Coupling... Constant Renormalization in 
Beta Decay. Phys. Rev. Letters '14: 1051 (1965) 

Consistency Conditions on the Strong Interactions Implied by a Partially 
Conserved Axial Vector CUrrent. Phys. Rev. 137: Bl022 (1-965); Phys. 
Rev. 139: Bl638 (1965) 

Sum Rules for the Axial-Vector Coupling Constant Renormalization in Beta 
Decay. To be published. 

Tests of Local Commutation Relations in High Energy Neutrino Reactions. 
To be published. 

Commutation Relations of Space and Time Components of Vector and Axial
Vector Currents (Vith c. G. Callan). CERN preprint (1965) 
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PAIMER PHYSICAL LABORATORY 
Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey 0854o 

, 

October 21, 1965 

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Robert, 

I am writing to you about Dr. Stephen L. Adler, who I 
understand is being considered for an appointment in the 
School of Ma.thematics at the Institute. 

Steve Adler was the best graduate student I have ever _ 
seen. His maturity in physics was truly phenomenal. What 
was most remarkable in him as a student was his breadth of 
interest. He was a real professional solid state physicist 
with a number of publications to his credit while working 
in elementary particle physics. 

.. 
His recent work is thoughtful, beautiful and .clean. 

He is at the peak of his powers and I think it will be 
wonderful for him to be at the Institute for a five year 
period. It will be a pleasure to have him in the community. 

Sincerely, 

/s/Murph 
M. L. Goldberger 

COPY 

Eugene Higgins Professor of Physics 

MLG:lbo 
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Dear Dr. Oppenheimer : 

PAIMER PHYSICAL LABORATORY 
Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey 0854o 

October l4, l965 

I am delighted to submit the following remarks on Stephen 
Adler, whom you are considering for a position at the Institute. 

Adler's contributions to theoretical. physics are well known 

COPY 

to you and I needn't dwell on their importance and quality. Although 
it can fairly be said that he profited from his dealings with the 
faculty here, I can also certify that his theoretical. inventions, 
which have so impressed everybody, are solely of his own creation. 
He is a very remarkable and brilliant young physicist--in my opinion 
of the~ highest promise (I say this most deliberately). What 
may be less well known to you is Adler's breadth in physics. He 
has made his public mark so far in one particular area of physics. 
It is a measure of his sense of responsibility that he is currently 
pursuing this line of research so deeply and intensively. But his 
knowledge and inventiveness extend over the whole spectrum of 
physics--particle physics generally, analyticity physics, solid 
state (on whi~h he published as a beginning student), etc. He is 
both learned and original. 

I may also add that Adler is personally an al.most unbelievably 
nice guy--cultured, pleasant, respectful (but firm), and stimulating. 
Although the department here would have wished to take Adler into 
its own ranks, I think the Institute is the right place for him. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Sam Treiman 
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ROBER F. DASHEN 

Born: Grand Junction, Colorado, May 5, 1938 

A.B.: Harvard, l96o 

Ph.D.: California Institute of Technology, 1964 

Present position: 

Married, l child 

November 1965 

Assistant Professor, California Institute 
of Technology 
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Bibliography of Roger F. Dashen 

New Approach to Low-Energy Potential Scattering. J . Ma.th. Phys. 4: 
388 (1963) 

Some Extensions of the Born Approximation for Phase Shifts. Nuovo Cimento 
28: 229 (1963) 

Bootstrap Theory of Octet Enhancement (with S. Frautschi). Phys. Rev. Letters 
13: 497 (1964) 

Bootstrap Theory and the Parity-Nonconserving Decays of the Hyperons (with 
s. Frautschi and D. H. Sharp). Phys. Rev. Letters 13: 777 (1964) 

Experimental Consequences of ¢ - w Mixing (with D. H. Sharp). Phys. Rev. 133: 
Bl585 (1964) 

Theory of Electron Backscattering. Phys. Rev. 134: Al025 (1964) 

$-Matrix Method for calculation of Electromagnetic Corrections to Strong 
Interactions (withs. Frautschi). Phys. Rev. 135: Bll90 (1964) 

Calculation of the Proton-Neutron Mass Difference by $-Matrix Methods. 
Phys. Rev. 135: Bll96 (1964) 

Unitary Symmetry and the Photoproduction of~ Mesons. Nuovo Cimento 32: 
469 (1964-) 

Experimental Restrictions on Ne'eman's Fifth Interaction (with D. Beder and 
s. Frautschi). Phys. Rev. 136: Bl777 (1964) 

Approximate Symmetry and the Algebra of' Current Components (with M. 
Gell~Ma.nn). Phys. Letters 17: 142 (1965) 

Applications of' the Algebra of Current Components (with M. Gell-Mann). 
Phys. Letters 17: 145 (1965) 

General S-Matrix Methods for Calculation of' Perturbations on the strong 
Interactions (withs. Frautschi). Phys. Rev. 137: Bl318 (1965) 

Octet Enhancement in the Band 6. Supermultiplets (withs. Frautschi). 
Phys. Rev. 137: Bl331 (1965) 

The Baryon Octet-3/2+ Decuplet Reciprocal Bootstrap and the .tvBgnetic 
Moments of' the Baryons. Phys. Letters 11: 89 (1964) 

Some General Features of the Bootstra~ Theory of Octet Enhancement (with 
s. Frautschi) . To be submitted to Phys. Rev. 

Self-Consistent Determination of Coupling Shifts in Broken SU(3) (with 
Y. Dothan and S. Frautschi). To be submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters. 

Weak and Electromagnetic Interactions of the Hadrons .in Bootstrap Theory 
(with s. Frautschi). To be submitted to Phys. Rev. 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 

Department of Physics 
Revelle College 

SIR JOHN COCKCROFT 

Dear Sir John: 

COPY 

Post Office Box 109 
La Jolla, California 

92038 

March 26, 1965 

Richard F.den asked me to write a note in support of his plan to 
invite Roger Dashen to visit Churchill College next year. I have 
collected a bibliography of Dashen's papers so far as I know them. 
You will see from this that his scientific l ife began only a year ago 
and is already extremely impressive both in quality and quantity. My 
own opinion is that Dashen is the best of all the young theorists of 
his generation. He is, moreover, quite free from the arrogance which 
often goes with precocity. We had him here l ast week to talk about his 
work, and he gave a performance which was brilliant but quite free from 
unnecessary showmanship. 

I . would call your attention particularly to Item 2,* in the bibliog
raphy, which was written by Dashen alone and is an edited version of 
his Ph.D. thesis. He here calculated the mass difference between proton 
and neutron from first principles, using only the known facts about 
electromagnetic interactions and the masses of mesons. He obtains an 
answer which is free from arbitrary parameters and agrees with observa
tion. The calculation is not lengthy, and the principles upon which it is 
based are not difficult to understand. I feel rather sure that this 
piece cf work will come to be accepted as a landmark in the history of 
physics . It is the first time that any mass difference between funda
mental particles has been explained qualitatively and convincingly. 

I think there is a good chance that Dashen will go on to do even 
better things in the future . If he only continues as he has begun, he 
will be an exciting person to have working at Cambridge, and I am sure 
you will not regret having invited him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Freeman J. Dyson 

Y Calculation of the Proton-Neutron Mass Difference by S-Matrix Methods. 
Phys. Rev. 135: Bll96 (1964) 
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Alfred P. Sloan I.a.boratory of Ma.thematics and Physics 
Pasadena, California 9ll09 

COPY 

Physics October 2l, 1965 

Professor Robert Oppenheimer 
Director 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Robert : 

I am writing in reply to your request for information about Roger 
Dashen. I can be very brief, since my impressions are favorable without 
qualification. 

Dashen is, in my opinion, the most impressive theoretical physicist 
under thirty years of age anywhere in the world. Furthermore, he is a 
congenial person and an agreeable collaborator. 

Dashen has developed, with Steven Frautschi, a detailed and highly 
successful theory of SU(3) symmetry violations in strong interactions, 
electromagnetic mass differences, and weak nonleptonic decays, based on 
the bootstrap idea. He has made important contributions to the theory 
of the algebra of current components and also to the related subjects of 
approximate symmetries of the strong interactions. All this work in 
particle physics, and more besides, has been accomplished while Dashen 
was a graduate student and in the year that has elapsed since he received 
the PhD. What is particularly gratifying is that Dashen is eqµally at 
home in any of the techniques current today, including abstract field 
theory, dispersion relations, and IJ.e algebras; he is not prejudiced in 
favor of one method as so many of our colleagues seem to be. 

I cannot imagine that you could find a better young physicist than 
Dashen to add to your staff. 

MG-M/jr 
Enclosure 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Murray 
Murray Gell-Mann 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Of'f ice of the Director 
Princeton, New Jersey 

19 November 1965 

As a supplement to my memorandum of November 12, 
1965. 

/s/ Robert Oppenheimer 
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MURRAY GELL-MANN 

Born September 15, 1929, New York, N. Y. 
Married, two children 

Education: 
B.S. 1948, Yale University 
Ph.D. January 1951, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Academic experience: 
Member, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J., calendar 1951 
Research Associate, University of Illinois, Summers 1951 and 1953 
Instructor, Assistant Professor, and Associate Professor, University 

of Chicago, 1952-1955 
Visiting Associate Professor, Columbia University, Fall 1954 
Member, Institute for Advanced Study, 2nd term 1954-195) 
Associate Professor, California Institute of Technology, 1955-1956; 

and Professor, 1956 -
Visiting Professor, College de France and University of Paris, 1959-196o 
Visiting Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Spring 1963 

Memberships and Honors: 
National Academy of Sciences (196o) 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1964) 
Sc.D. (hon. causa), Yale University, 1959 
Dannie Heineman Prize of .American Physical. Society, 1959 

November, 1965 
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PUBLICATIONS - Murray Gell-Mann 

1. Bound States in Quantum Field Theory (with F. E. Low), Phys. Rev. 84, 350 (1951). 

2. On the Damping of Virtual Nucleon-Pair Formation in Pseudoscalar Meson Theory 
(with K. A. Brueckner and M. L. Goldberger), Phys. Rev. 90, 476 (1953). 

3. Con~equences of Charge Independence for Nuclear Reactions Involving Photons 
(with V. L. Telegdi), Phys. Rev. 91, 169 (1953) . 

4. Formal Theory of Scattering (with M. L. Goldberger), Phys. Rev. 91, 398 (1953). 

5. Isotopic Spin and New Unstable Particles, Phys. Rev. 92, 833 (1953). 

6. The Giant Nuclear Resonance (with M. Ferentz and D. Pines), Phys. Rev. 92, 836 
(1953). 

7. Quantum Electrodynamics at Small Distances (with F. E. Low), Phys. Rev. 95, 1,300 
(1954). 

8. Use of Causality Conditions in Quantum Theory (with M. L. Goldberger and W. E. 
Thirring), Phys. Rev. 95, 1612 (1954). 

9. The Scattering of Low Energy Photons by Particles of Spin 1/2 (with M. L. 
Goldberger), Phys. Rev. 96, 1433 (1954). 

10. On the Scattering of r-Rays with Nucleons (with M. L. Goldberger), Proceedings 
of the Glasgow International Conference on Nuclear Physics, pp. 267 (1954). 

11. Theoretical Views on the New Particles (with A. Pais), Proceedings of the 
Glasgow International Conference on Nuclear Physics, pp. 342 (1954). 

12. The Interactions between Pi-Mesons and Nucleons (with K. M. Watson), Annual 
Reviews of Nuclear Science, pp. 2l9 (1954). 

13. The Behavior of Neutral Particles Under Charge Conjugation (with A. Pais), 
Phys. Rev. 2J., 1387 (1955). 

14. The Interpretation of the New Particles as Displaced Charged Multiplets, Nuovo 
Cimento Suppl. ~' 848 (1956) • 

15. Change of Isotopic Spin in the K~2 Decay, Nuovo Cimento .2_, 758 (1957) . 

16. Correlation Energy of an Electron Gas at High Density (with K. A. Brueckner), 
Phys. Rev. 106, 364 (1957). 

17. Specific Heat of a Degenerate Electron Gas at High Density, Phys. Rev. 106, 
369 (1957). 

18. Model of strong Couplings, Phys. Rev. 106, 1296 (1957). 

19. Heavy Mesons and Hyperons (with A. H. Rosenfeld), Annual Reviewsof Nuclear 
Science, pp. 407 (1957). 

20. Elementary Particles, Scientific American 197, 72 (1957). 
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PUBLICATIONS - Murray Gell-Mann 2. 

2l. Theory of the Fermi Interaction (with R. P. Feynman), Phys. Rev. 109, 193 (1958) . 

22. Test of the Nature of the Vector Interaction in ~-Decay, Phys. Rev. 111, 962 
(1958). -

23. Problems of the Strange Particles (with R. P. Feynman), Proceedings of the 
Second Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (1958). 

24. Electromagnetic Corrections to the B12 - ~2 ~-Spectrum Ratio (with S.M. Berman), 
Phys. Rev. Letters _2, 99 (1959). 

25. Status of Weak Interactions, Revs. Modern Phys. _2!, 834 ( 1959) • 

26. On the Renormalization of the Axial Vector Coupling Constant in ~-Decay (with 
J. Bernstein and L. Michel), Nuovo Cimento 16, 56o (196o). 

27. The Axial Vector CUrrent in Beta Decay (with M. r..evy), Nuovo Cimento 16, 705 
(196o). 

28. On the Decay Rate of the Charged Pion (with J. Bernstein, s. Fubini, and 
W. Thirring), Nuovo Cimento 17, 757 (196o). 

29. The Reaction )' +- ')/ - v + v, Phys. Rev. Letters _§, 70 ( 1961) • 

30. Broken Symmetries and Bare Coupling Constants (with Fredrik Zachariasen), 
Phys. Rev. 123, 1065 (19,61)

1
• 

31. Form Factors and Vector Mesons (with F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 124, 953 (1961). 

32. Gauge Theories of Vector Particles (with Sheldon L. Glashow), Annals of Physics 
15, 437 (1961) . 

33. Symmetry Properties of Fields, Proceedings of Solvay Congress (1961). 

34. Symmetries of Baryons and Mesons, Phys. Rev. 125, 1067 (1962). 

35. Experimental Consequences of the Hypothesis of Regge Poles (with S. c. Frautschi 
and F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 126, 2204 (1962) 

36. Decay Rates of Neutral Mesons (with D. Sharp and W. G. Wagner), Phys. Rev. 
Letters~' 261 (1962). 

37. Factorization of Coupling to Regge Poles, Phys. Rev. Letters~' 263 (1962). 

38. High Energy Nuclear Scattering and Regge Poles (with B. M. Udgaonk.ar), Phys. 
Rev. Letters~' 346 (1962). 

39. Experimental Consequences of' the Hypothesis of Regge Poles (with s. C. Frautschi 
and F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 126, 2204 (1962). 

4o. Elementil.ry .Particles of Conventional Field Theory as Regge Poles (with M. L. 
Goldberger), Phys. Rev. Letters 2, 275 (1962). 
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PUBLICATIONS - Murray Gell-Mann 

41. Elementary Particles of' Conventional Field Theory as Regge Poles II .(with 
M. L. Goldberger, F. E. Low, and F. Zachariasen), Physics Letters 4, 
265 (1963). -

42. Elementary Particles of' Conventional Field Theory as Regge Poles III (with 
M. L. Goldberger, F. E. Low, E. Marx, and F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 
133, Bl45 (1964). 

43. Elementary Particles of Conventional Field Theory as Regge Poles IV (with 
M. L. Goldberger, F. E. Low, V. Singh, and F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 
133, Bl61 (1964). 

44. Strongly Interacting Particles (with G. F. Chew and A. H. Rosenfeld), 
Scientific American Feb., 74 (1964). 

45. A Schematic Model of' Baryons and Mesons, Physics Letters~' 214 (1964). 

46. Nonleptonic Weak Decays and the Eightfold Way, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 155 (1964). 

47. A Vector-Spinor Bootstrap as an Identity (with F. Zachariasen), Physics Letters 
10, 129 (1964). 

48. The Symmetry Group of' Vector and Axial Vector Currents, Physics_!, 63 (1964). 

49. The Vacuum Trajectory in Convent-ional Field Theory (with M. L. Goldberger and 
F. E. Low), Revs. Modern Phys. 36, 64o (1964). 

50. Current-Generated Algebras (with Yuval Ne 'eman), Ann. Phys. 30, 36o (1964~ 

51. Octet Enhancement (with R. F. Dashen, S. c. Frautschi, and Y. Hara), Interna
tional High Energy Conference at Dubna., USSR (1964). 

52. The Eightfold Way (with Yuval Ne'eman), (W. A. Benjamin, Inc. publishers, New 
York, 1964). 

53. The Group U(6) x U(6) Generated by Current Components (with R. P. Feynman and 
G. Zweig), Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 678 (1964). 

54. Angular Momentum and the Algebra of Current Components, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 
77 (1965). 

55. Approximate Symmetry and the Algebra of Current Components (with Roger Dashen), 
Physics Letters 17, 142 (1965). · 

56. Application of the Algebra of' Current Components (with Roger Dashen), Physics 
Letters 1]_, 145 (1965). 

57. Series of' Hadron Energy Levels as Representations of' Non-Compact Groups (with 
Y. Dothan and Y. Ne'eman), Physics Letters 17, 148 (1965). 
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Excerpt from the minutes of the meeting of the School 
of Historical Studies held on November 15, 1965 

The School r esolved to nominate for appointment as 

professor in the Historical School, Professor Robert 

Roswell Palmer, now Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 

Washington University, St. Louis. The vote was seven yes, 

wi th Professor Alf8ldi voting no, and Professor Gilliam ab-

staining. The grounds for the negative vote and abstention 

will become clear from the correspondence between Professor 

AlfBldi and Professor Gilbert attached. 

The executive officer of the School was requested to 

submit the dossier on Professor Palmer to the Director, 

with the request that it be made available to the remainder 

of the Faculty and the matter further pursued at the meeting 

of the Faculty called for November 30. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, New Jersey 0854o 

School of Historical Studies 

Professor Felix Gilbert, Executive Officer 
School of Historical Studies 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Dr. Gilbert: 

COPY 

November 12, 1965 

You have now kindly sent us a number of papers concerning the proposed 

appointment of Robert Palmer. But the preparations for considering such an 

action, I think, will be incomplete until the outlines of a general policy of 

our School concerning appointments have been discussed and laid down in writing. 

My reasons for this conviction must be briefly stated. 

The first 30 years of existence were for the Historical School an unavoid-

able epoch of experiment. For that epoch it was a natural way to begin: to hire 

outstanding historians, disregarding the fields, and see how this method worked. 

By now the second generation is beginning, and growth and experience point to 

the necessity of a different approach, i.e., to build up an organically cormected 

group. such a coherent group alone can constitute a stable frame for the future. 

Our needs and possibilities are fundamentally different from those of the 

mathematicians and physicists. In their School the selection of candidates can 

never be quite arbitrary, because mathematics and physics provide a solid basis, 

and those who don't belong to these disciplines are~ priori excluded by defini-

tion. The structure of our School is not defined simply by the term "Historical." 

~ School could remain "Historical" and still appoint, for instance, specialists 

in historical linguistics, representatives qf the social sciences, political 

science, psychology and behaviorism, general philosophy or, again, branches of 
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the history of any pa.rt of the world. Economics, military history, prehistory, 

and Iranian studies have already been taken up and then dropped, because they 

did not fit within a circle of well connected fields. Changes of such kind 

are harmful to a sound evolution, harmful to the library and other facilities 

of research. A coherent group of scholars can not only produce more, go deeper 

and cover broader aspects of human history, but they can attract much more the 

best research workers and constitute a unique focus of historical studies for 

the whole world. 

As I have o~en stated, an example of the ideal solution under the circum

stances existing here is provided already by Greek studies. These need their 

Roman complement, and point to the necessity for their mediaeval continuation, 

and with their renewal in the Renaissance. The most urgent task of our School 

is, therefore, to fill the lacuna between Antiquity and the Renaissance. The 

priority belongs, at least in my mind, to a chair in Roman law, to a second 

chair for Roman cultural history with its many branches, and to a third chair 

for mediaeval studies. 

The 18th century, i.e., the field of Robert Palmer, is already represented 

in our midst by Felix Gilbert; its duplication should be considered in the 

tight frame of our financial possibilities only a~er that great lacuna has 

been filled. 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Andrew Alf8ldi 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, New Jersey 0854o 

COPY 

School of Historical studies November 13, 1965 

Dear Professor Alf'8ldi: 

I appreciate the frankness with which you have written me 

your views about appointments in the School of Historical Studies, and 

I would like to explain to you with equal frankness my opinion about the 

Palmer appointment. 

Palmer is one of the most distinguished historians of this 

country, a scholar of international reputation; it would be most desirable 

to have Palmer as a member of our Faculty. 

I cannot agree that his field of specialization overlaps with 

my field of interest. It is true that I have written a book on eighteenth 

century history but I was concerned with a general problem, that of the 

role of ideology in foreign affairs, and the birth of the American Republic 

seemed to me to offer a particularly interesting and enlightening "case 

study" for this problem. Thus: I am not a "specialist" in the eighteenth 

century; if I am a specialist at all, I am a specialist in the Renaissance 

and in the history of the 19th and 20th centuries. Moreover, Palmer's 

appointment should be particularly helpful because of his intimate 

knowledge of French historical scholars. Kennan is particularly interested 

in Russian and American history; I hope that I am relatively well informed 

about what is going on in Britain, Germany and Italy in historical 

scholarship, but unfortunately my contacts with French historians are 

rather limited. We have had few modern or early modern French historians 
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here at the Institute. Palmer's appointment will help to overcome this 

"deficiency". 

I fully agree with you about the desirability of having a coherent 

group of scholars here at the Institute but it seems to me that we lack 

this kind of coherence in the field of modern history almost more than 

in any other field. Palmer's presence would establish a coherent group, 

working in the area from the Renaissance to the present. 

I believe that I would be in favor of Palmer's appointment even jf 

his appointment would exclude the possibility of further professorial 

appointments in the near future. But in the last meeting of the School 

it was clearly stated that Palmer's appointment would not close the door 

for future professorial appointments. You mention the need for a mediaevalist 

and for a historian of Roman Law, and I am in full agreement with you about 

the desirability of appointments in these fields. However, I think that 

a theoretical discussion of establishing priorities would not be especially 

fruitful because any practical action which we could take will always be 

dependent upon the availability of scholars whose work exhibits the 

desired degree of excellence. 

I have given some thought to the question of possible candidates 

for the fields in which you are particularly interested but since several of 

m:y colleagues are closer to these fields than I am, it does not seem to me 

that I should take the initiative. What I can say is that I would certainly 

be very much interested in any suggestions which you, Clagett, Gilliam or 

Meiss would make for mediaeval history or Roman Law. 

Yours sincerely, 
Felix Gilbert /s/ F.G. 
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ROBERT ROSWELL PAIMER 

The case for offering Professor Robert R. Palmer a professorship in the 

School of Historical Studies at the Inst itute for Advanced Study is so strong 

that it hardly needs an extended justification. 

Professor Palmer has been a scholar of remarkable productivity. His 

curriculum vitae shows that he is recognized as one of the leading historians 

of this country. His works and ideas are extensively discussed in European 

scholarly circles; he enjoys a high international reputation . 

From the time of his graduate work on, the focus of Professor Palmer 1s 

research and writing has been the history of the eighteenth century and of the 

French Revolution. In the last years Palmer has published a two-volume work, 

entitled The Age of the Democratic Revolution, in which he has summarized his 

previous researches. Embedded in a brilliantly written narrative is a new and 

original interpretation of the entire period. Its salient points are that the 

French Revolution has to be seen as the special manifestation of a conflict 

which had developed within the entire Atlantic Civilization, and that, in its 

fundamental features, this movement of opposition against the Ancien Regime was 

"democratic." The establishment of these theses required a thorough investiga

tion of the European political structure, and the result has been a penetrating 

and comprehensive analysis of the political forces in 18th century Europe--more 

penetrating and more comprehensive than any we have had. 

Although most of Professor Palmer's publications concern the Enlightenment 

and the era of the French Revolution, it would be wrong to conclude that he is 

limited in his interests . He has demonstrated his wide grasp of history in his 

History of the Modern World, and in various articles he has taken an active part 

in discussions on the t heoretical problems of history. 
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For many years members of the School of Historical Studies have 

thought of Profess or Palmer as a desirable colleague but his position 

at Princeton University made his nomination impossible. When Professor 

Palmer left Princeton University to take up an administrat i ve post at 

Washington University in St. Louis this suggested the possibility of his 

being open to an invitation to join the School of Historical Studies at 

some time in the future. Professor Palmer's presence at the Institute will 

complement the work in the School of Historical Studies in a most desirable 

manner. In t he Report of the Joint Faculty-Trustee Study Committee of 1955 

it was stated that there are many periods and many aspects of the European 

tradition 11whose history is not represented on the present Faculty; and 

whenever eminent scholars are available, we should certainly wish to r ep

resent the history of Europe from the 15th through the 18t h centuries. 11 

Pr ofessor Palmer's appointment will give an opportunity to fill one of 

the important gaps which was recognized by this Report. 
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ROBERT ROSWELL PAI.MER 

Date of birth : Chicago, January 11, 1909 
Married; three children. 

Education: 

1931 Ph.B. , University of Chicago 
1934 Ph .D. , Cornell University 

1962 Litt.D., Washington University 
1963 L.H.D., Kenyon College 

Professional Career: 

1936-63 

1963-

Member of the faculty, Princeton University; professor 
of history, 1946-63; Dodge professor of history, 1952-63. 

Dean, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, professor of history, 
Washington University, St . Louis 

1947 (summer) 
1951 (summer ) 
1962 (summer ) 

visiting professor, University of Chicago 
visiting professor, University of Colorado 
visiting professor, University of California at Berkeley 

1943-45 served in Historical Division, Army Ground Forces 

Honors and Societies: 

1960 AClS Special Prize 
1960 Bancroft Prize 

member, American Acadenzy- of Arts and Sciences 
American Philosophical Society 
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ROBERT ROSWELL PAIMER 

Bibliography 

Books: 

Catholics and Unbelievers in Eighteenth-Century France, Princeton, 1939 

Twelve Who Ruled• The Committee of Public Safety durin the Terror, 
Princeton and London, 19 

Robert R. Palmer, Bell I.Wiley and William R. Keast , Washington 
Historical Division, Dept. of Army, The ?ro8urement and 
Training of Ground Combat Troops, 1948 

A History of the Modern World, New York (Knopf), 1950 

The A e of th~ Democratic Revolution· A Political Histo of Euro e 
and AmerLca, 17 0-1 00, 2 vols.; Vol. I: The Challenge, 
Princeto~, 19S9; Vol . II: The Struggle, Princeton, 1964 

Translator of George Lefebvre, The Coming of ~he French Revolution, 
Princeton, 1947 

Editor of Rand, McNally and Company, Atlas of World History, Chicago, 1957 

Articles : 

"Posterity and the Hereafter in Eight eenth Century French Thought," 
Journal of Modern Hist ory 9 (June 1937), pp. 145-168 

"French Jesuits in the Age of Enlightenment, 11 American Historical Re
view 45 (October 1939), pp. 44-58 

"The National Idea in France before the Revolution,n Journal of the 
History of Ideas I (1940 ), pp . 95-lll 

11Fifty Years of the Committee of Public Safety, 11 Journal of Modern 
History 13 (September 1941), pp. 375-397 

Chapter J, "Frederick the Great, Guibert, BUlow: From Dynastic to 
Nat::.onal War'' in Makers of Modern Strategy, ed. Edward M. Earle, 
Princeuon University Press, 1943; pp. 49-74 

"A Marxi st View of the First French Republic, 11 Journal of Modern 
History 19 (December 1947) , pp . 324-333 

11Reflections on T.he French Revolution," Political Science Quarterly 
67 (March 1952), pp. 64-80 
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"Notes on the use of the word 'democracy' 1789-1799,u Political 
Science Quarterly 68 (June 1953), pp. 203-226 

"Much in Little: the Dutch Revolution of 1795, 11 Journal of Modern 
History 26 (March 1954), pp. 15- 35 

"World Revolution of the West: 1763-1801," Political Science 
Quarterl y 69 (March 1954), pp. 1-14 

"Early American Radicals," Nation 180 (June 1955), p.487 

' ' "Le Probleme de 1 1Atlantique du XVIIIeme au :X.Xeme Siecle," V Storia 
Contemporanea, Xth International Historical Congress, 1955, 
pp. 175-239 (with J. Godechot) 

"Manpower for the Army," Infantry Journal 61 (July), pp. 6-12; 
(August), pp.27-32; (September ), pp. 39-43; (October), pp. 40-
43; (November), pp. 39-45; (December ), pp . 38- 45 

"Dubious Democrat: Thomas Jefferson in Bourbon France, 11 Political 
Science Quarterly 72 (September 1957), pp. 388-404 

"George Lefebvre ; the Peasants and the French Revolution," Journal 
of Modern History 31 (December 1959 ), pp. 329-342 

"Generalizations about Revol ution: A Case Study," in Generalization 
in the Writing of History, ed. Louis Gottschalk, Chicago 1963, 
pp. 66-76 

"The Great Inversion: America and Europe in the Eighteenth- Century 
Revolution," Ideas in His tory, 1965, pp. 3-19 
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THE INSTITUTE FDR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

24 March 1965 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees 

Gentlemen: 

As it was decided at the fall meeting of the Board, t he 
Annual Meeting of the Corporation and the Regular Spring Meeting 
of the Board of Trustees will be held in Princeton on the weekend 
of April 23- 24. 

I enclose the following: 1) a schedule of events and agenda. 
2) a brief questionnaire regarding your arrival time and sleeping 
accommodations, and 3) two resolutions that will be presented to 
the members of the Corporati on, amending the Certificate to provide 
for an increase in the number of members and amending the by- laws 
to provide for a greater flexibility in the membership of the 
various committees of the Board. 

You will note that the final event on the schedule. for which 
invitations will shortly be sent, is the celebration of the opening 
of the new library, followed by luncheon in the library. Dr . 
Oppenheimer joins me in hoping that you will plan to stay with us 
until af'ter luncheon. 

MCM:cn 
Enclosures 

Cordially yours, 

~c. ~r· 
Minot C. Mor gan, J r . 
Assistant Secretary 
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THE INSTITUTE FDR ADVANCED STUDY 

Annual Meeting of the Corporation and Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees 
Friday, April 23, and Saturday, April 24, 1965 

Friday, April 23: 

11:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.mo 
2:15 porno 

Princeton, New Jersey 

Schedule of Events and Agenda 

Meeting of the Finance Committee, Director's Office 
Luncheon, Board Room, Fuld Hall 
Annual Meeting of the Corporation, Seminar Room, E Building 

Minutes of the meeting of April 17 an::i 18, 1964 
Election of Trustees 

Immediately following: Regular Meeti ng of the Board of Trustees 

Minutes of the meeting of November 16, 1964 
Reports of Standing Committees: 

Nominations 
Budget 
Finance 
Buildings and Grounds 

Director's Report 

Other business 

7:00 porno Dinner, Olden Farm 

Saturday, April 24: 

10: 00 aomo Trustees meeting continued, Seminar Room, E Building 
11:30 aomo Celebration of the opening of the new library 
12:00 noon Reception, followed by luncheon, library 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. I plan (am unable) to attend the Annual Meeting of' the Board on 
April 23rd and 24th. 

2 . I shall (shall not) be accompanied by my wife. 

3. I expect to arrive _____ Frid.ay luncheon, 1:00 P.M. ____ Friday a:fternoo¥• 

4. I shall (shall not) spend Friday -night in Princeton. 

5. Please reserve a room :for me ,__ __ in the Institute Housing Project ____ at 
a hotel no preference. 

Name 
~-------------------

Date 
~------------------
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SUGGEST.E:D AMENDMENT OF CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION 
OF THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANC.E:D STUDY. - LOUIS 

BAMBERGER AND MRS. FELIX FULD FOUNDATION 

ARrICLE 4 of the Certificate of Incorporation shall be amended to 
read as follows: 

114. The business. of the corporation shall be conducted by 

Trustees in number not less than fi~een (15) nor more than 

eighteen (18). The Trustees shall be members of the corporati on 

and they shall be elected by the members in such manner and 

for such terms of office as the By-Laws may prescribe. Any 

Trustee ·ceasing to be a member of the corporati on shall 

thereupon cease to be a Trustee •••• 11 

SUGGEST.E:D AMENDMENT TO THE BY-IAWS: 

ARrICLE V. COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, SEC. 1, shall be 
amended as follows: 

Add: 
11 (f) The number of membeI'.s of the Finance Committee, the 

Budget Committee and the Committee on Buildings and Grounds 

shall be fixed by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees at 

the time of appointment of the Committeesat the annual 

meeting of the Board." 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED S'IUDY 
Office of the Director 

To the Members of the Boar d of Trustees 
of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

13 January 1965 

On December 11, 1964 I transmitted to the Faculty of 
the Institute the minute of the School of Historical Studies 
nominating Bernard Bailyn to a professorship, and the supporting 
documents which I am now sending to you. On the 13th of 
January the Faculty met to hear about this nomination. As agreed 
at our last Board meeting, I am asking you for a vote on the 
nomination, so that I can proceed with it if you approve. I 
should repeat that Bailyn's acceptance, should we invite him, 
does not seem to me assured. I am wholeheartedly for trying. 

Robert Oppenheimer 

---

attachments 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Office of the Director 

11 December 1964 

Memorandum to the Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

A minute of the meeting of the School of Historical Studies 
held December 7, 1964 reads: 

The Executive Officer reported that the faculty . of 
the School had unanimously approved, Qy written vote, 
the nomination of Professor Bernard Bailyn as professor 
in the School, The Director said that since ~he first 
term ended on December 18th it would not be possible to 
call a meeting of the full Faculty, to acquaint it with 
this nomination, before the beginning of the second 
tenn. He would, he said, endeavor to call such a meet
ing at some time during the week of January 11, 1965. 

I am asking the School Secretaries to explore the best time for 
a meeting after January 11, 1965. 

P.obert Oppenheim~r 

Attachrnents 
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The letters on Professor Bailyn, :particularly those by Douglass Adair 

and Frederick Tolles, provide a detailed description and evaluation of Bailyn's 

achievements. It may be worth mentioning that Adair and Tolles are recognized 

scholars in those areas of American history in which Bailyn has been working. 

Adair, for ten years editor of the William and .Mary Quarterly, has been in

terested in the history of New England's and Virginia's political and intel

lectual elite. Frederick Tolles is certainly the greatest living authority on 

the early hi~tory of American Quakerism and its influence on social and economic 

life. These topics - New England in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

century, the impact of religious thought on social and economic developments, 

the ruling group of colonial Virginia - have been Bailyn's chief interests. 

Bailyn is a "Harvard product" and I think that traces of the influence of 

the scholars who taught American history at Harvard in the last twenty or 

thirty years can be recognized in Bailyn's work. It is likely that Bailyn's 

interest in the history of American education was stimulated by Morison's 

writings on Harvard College. Bailyn's concern with the English pattern of 

early American institutions and how they functioned owes much to Mcilwain; and 

Bailyn' s general view of the nature of intellectual life in New England is in

fluenced by the works of Perry Miller, who was Bailyn's principal teacher. 

While in a way Bailyn's studies stem from the works of these teachers, he has 

constantly refused to limit his studies to aey of the compartments into which 

history is frequently fragmented - institutional history, economic history, in

tellectual history. Bailyn's attention bas been focussed on interrelationship 

of the various historical forces. He aims at an understanding of and a 
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description of American society in its entirety. 

In his attempt to arrive at a comprehensive picture of early American 

society Bailyn uses a thoroughly sophisticated approach. His writings testify 

to his acquaintance with modern sociological thought and the concepts of the 

social sciences. Bailyn seems particularly interested in what at the present 

moment might be considered to be one of the liveliest fields of modern histor

ical scholarship: comparative history. In consequence, Bailyn is wholly 

successful in striking a balance between the traditional scholarly views which 

consider the American experience as unique and the recent studies which empha

size the "European" character of American history. He is remarkably precise 

in distinguishing between what is common to all Western societies and what is 

peculiar to American history. 

So far Bailyn has concentrated on two periods of American history. In 

order to explain the transformation of the theocratically centered life of 

Massachusetts into a secular society, he has investigated the end of the 

seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century. And he has worked 

on the last decades of the eighteenth century 1 contributing to the much dis

cussed question whether the American Revolution was chiefly an external struggle 

or a social revolution. Briefly, Bailyn has studied the beginnings of a new 

stage in American social developments at the beginning of the eighteenth century 

and he has studied those factors which brought about the end of eighteenth

century colonial society. It is generally recognized that between the period 

of the colonial foundations in the seventeenth century and the beginnings of 

the struggle for independence a most important and decisive transformation 

took place in American society. It is also frequently cmrih:• ~ I ;-.•-11 t.h'lt: t.h•• 

- - -- - - ·---·-- ------- ---
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factors which determined the character of the new society need closer study 

and investigation. Judging from the work which Bailyn has done it can be 

expected that he will be the foremost scholar in satisfying this need. More

over his broad outlook on the entire field of early American history and his 

willingness to explore new areas and to employ new methods are sound reasons 

for assuming that his scholarship will be a seminal influence in American 

historiography. 
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CLAREMONT GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER 

Claremont, California 

Profess or Felix Gilbert 
School of Historical Studies 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Felix: 

November 2, 1964 

Your letter of October 29 reached me this morning and I reply to your 
questions on the return mail! 

Bailyn, I think, is the best American historian in the 38 years to 45 
years age bracket that I know of, writing in the profession today. I say 
11 know of, 11 because although I have met him casually a couple of times, I don 1t 
really know him personally, have never met his wife, etc., so cannot really 
tell what sort of colleague he would make at the Institute or whether he is 
so committed to teaching that he would be unwilling to leave his Harvard job. 
So what follows is an estimate based on his writings, and everything of his 
that I 1ve read is superlatively good. 

His New England Merchants (originally his doctor rs thesis) was firs t 
rate, and gave promise of what everything hers done since has shown: that he 
has the capacity of seeing the specialized microcosmic work hers doing in its 
macrocosmic aspect. His essay on the Virginia aristocracy published in the 
collection of essays called 17th c America (edited by Jim Smith at Williams
burg) corrected for the 17th and lBth c. Berthoffrs fine piece on the social 
unstructuring and re-structuring of American society, so that now with the 
11Bailyn corrollary11 to the Berthof f thesis we have t he first new and meaning
ful organizing idea for telling the whole story of American history since 
Turner and Beard offered their theses two generations ago . In the same way 
his piece on early education in the Williamsburg 11needs and opportunities 
series, 11 is an epoch-maki ng escape from the deadly rut in which all discussion 
of early education had been channeled for half-a-century or more. And though 
his statistical study of Boston shipping is not 11 original11 in the same way as 
his other studies, it shows that he is not frightened like many of the his
torical profession at the idea of using mathematical symbols along with his 
elegantly fashioned studies presented in the conventional verbal symbols. 

To sum up anyone who in the first 15 years of his writing career can 
say something fresh and new about such banal old-hat topics as 11 the Virginia 
aristocracy, 11 11 the New England merchants, 11 and 11American education11 and say 
it so it has significance for the over-all view of American history is, I 
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feel, quite terrific. Nor is Bailyn 's writing just a swimming with the cur
rent, for his superb analysis (and by-the-way comparison with Adams) of 
Thomas Jefferson's career and character through 1790 that came out in the 
New England Quarterly is one of the most beautiful, fair, and damning dis
sections ever done on my Virginia hero and demi- god. 

From reports I got in London last year, Bailyn is currently working on 
the American Revolution, but I'm not entirely sure whether it is an editing 
job with interpretive introductions or not. 

Certainly from the work published one can say without contradiction 
that this is a fresh original talent, for all the writings have the intel
lectual energy and the liberating suggestive quality that is so damned rare 
in most American historical publications. Among the historians one generaticri 
older, David Potter, it seems to me, has the same quality, and the same stimu

lating range, as does Oscar Handli n some of the time. Of Bailyn 's contempor
aries I think that Ed Morgan at Yale is very bit as good a scholar and perhaps, 
book by bo'ok, has written as good specialized monographs, but I don ' t think 
that Morgan's books have as high a sense of philosophic range and r eaching 
outside of his specialized study as Bailyn's, though item by item they are as 
good or perhaps better as monographs. My dear friend, Page Smi th, has the far
ranging suggestiveness of Bailyn, but his books are not as carefully dbne and 
thought through as either Morgan's or Bailyn 1s . There is every indication 
that Bailyn will be a steadily productive scholar, so I'd guess that he will 
write more than Potter before his career is over, but perhaps less than 
Handlin. And I see no reason to believe that he won't get better, all the 
while teaching and stimulating the whole profession to look at old topics 
and hoary generalizations that we've snored over for year s with his fresh 
sharp eyes'. 

The very best, 

/s/ Douglass Adair 

Dk ct 
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THE ADAMS PAPERS 
L. H. Butterfield, Editor in Chief 

Massachusetts Historical Society 
1154 Boylston Street, Boston 15 

Professor Felix Gilbert 
School of Historical 3tudies 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Gilbert : 

November 10, 1964 

I remember you very well, and I am glad to try to answer your "difficult 
question." 

My estimate of Bernard Bailyn, based on a fairly close but scarcely intimate 
acquaintance with him and a pretty good but not complete knowledge of what he 
has written, squares with your impressions. He has a razor-sharp and very 
orderl y mind, is tremendously diligent, and writes and speaks with great flu
ency and charm . He is also a mighty agreeable man in personal contacts. 

It is true that he has not settled down to a particular line of scholarly 
activity within his broad field. This in my opinion should not be held 
against him in any way. There were times, some years ago, when he seemed 
to be experimenting on the perimeters of his field rather than truly extending 
the frontiers . Perhaps this is not a logical distinction, but my point is 
that the work he has done lately has struck me as extraordinarily able and 
perceptive, while for a time he was lured a little by certain prevailing 
scholarly fashions. For the past little while he has been immersed in his 
tremendous task of editing Revolutionary pamphlets, and while I have not di
rectly seen any of the work itself, it is clear beyond question that he is 
going to make a very large -- I was about to say revolutionary contribution. 

I do not enter here into details, though I would be glad to do so if asked 
further. But I am willing to say flatly that Bailyn is a man of as unlimited 
intellectual potentiality as any I know of in his field, and perhaps, because 
he is younger, a little more so than some who have built more impressive 
reputations. 

Sincerely yours, 

/ s/ L. H. Butterfield 

LHB:sfr 
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Dear Professor Kennan: 

AMHERST COLLEGE 

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 

Department of Americe.a Studies 

Nov. 4 1964 

Forgive this tardy reply to your letter of last week; your inquiry was 
something I wanted to think about. I am delighted that you now propose, at 
the Institute, to add a scholar primarily in American histor;Y. I do not know 
whether you have in mind a particular area or field of American history or 
whether you prefer to select a first rate man, and allow that selection to de
termine the area of concentration. Bailyn is of course first rate. He has 
not written a great deal but what he has written is scholarly and penetrating. 
Three volumes of Revolutionary tracts and pamphlets under his editorship are 
to be published this fall by the Harvard University Press; when these are 
available we will be in a somewhat better position to judge his achievements. 
I am confident that you would not make a mistake in selecting Bailyn for member
ship in the Institute. He is young, vigorous, scholarly, intelligent. 

Having said all this I add what is perhaps irrelevant, and perhaps even 
uncalled for. It is this, that if you have, in fact, a free choice in the 
country you could, I think, do even better than Bailyn. But perhaps you do 
not have a free choice, or perhaps you want someone just in Bailyn's field, or 
of his age. I am, e.g. inclined to think that John Blum of Yale - a somewhR.t 
(though not greatly)older man has more vitality, a more incisive mind, broader 
interests, than Bailyn. If he were available I should prefer him. I say the 
same of William Leuchtenberg of Columbia--a young man in his early forties, 
vigorous, intelligent, with large interests and large i deas. In some ways I 
think Daniel Boorstin has a more interesting and original mind than Bailyn, 
and possibly than Leuchtenberg as well; he has ranged over various fields of 
history, from law to twentieth century intellectual history, and whatever he 
has written is provocative; he has, too, a wide acquaintance with European 
scholars. 

What I am in effect saying is that while the Institute will not make a 
mistake with Bailyn, it might find a more energetic and imaginative scholar 
among those I have mentioned, and others who will, I have no doubt, be com
mended to your attention. 

With all best wishes 

/s/ Henry Commager 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Madison, Wisconsi n 

Department of History 187 Bascom Hall 

Dear Marshall, 

I do not know Professor Bailyn personally . But I do 
know some of his work and have a high regard for it. He is 
a thorough scholar and one of considerable originality . He 
is highly regarded by specialists in American colonial his
tory; and he has had some interest in the history of Ameri
can education. I should suppose he would make a distinguished 
addition to the staff . 

At the moment I am trying to decide whether to accept 
an invitation to become a permanent member of the research 
staff of the Huntington, along with Nevins, Billington, etc. 
The freedom from academic routine and the chance to just do 
my own work appeals to me; I am eager to be getting on with 
my long term and major book, a study of the American dis
cussion of "human nature . n But California despite jet planes 
seems a long way from all my friends and family in New York 
and New Hampshire . 

With every good wish, 

Dr. Marshall Clagett 
Institute for Advanced Study 

As ever 

/ s/ Merle Curti 
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SWARTHMORE COLLEGE 

Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 

Department of History 

·Dr. ·Felix Gilbert 
School of Historical Studies 
The Institut e f or Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Felix: 

31 October 1964 

You ask hard questions. Your inquiry about Bernard Bailyn as a possible 
appointee in American History at the Institute for Advanced Study is very 
difficult for me to answer--not because I have any doubts in my own mind about 
his achievement and his potentialities as a historian, but rather because I 
have some nagging doubts in the back of my mind about the wisdom of Bailyn 1s 
going at this point in his career to an ins titution like the Institute and 
devoting the rest of his life to research alone. I'll come back to these 
doubts later. 

But first I must tell you what a high opinion I have of Bernard Bailyn . 
Frankly, if anyone were to a sk me what younger historian in the American 
field bids fair to become a great name, his is the firs t name that would come 
to my lips. I can't say that I know him well: I wish I did. I know him 
chiefly as the author of The New Eng1and Merchants in the Sevent eenth Cen
tury, of Education in the Forming of American Society, and of several articles 
which so far have appeared mostly in learned journals. I have also taken part 
i n several his torical conferences with him. 

His book on the New England merchants is superb. I only wish that a book 
which I once wrote on the Philadelphia Quaker merchants were half so good. It 
was a t once clear from a reading of this book that he unders t ands economic his
tory but tha t he is also at home in intellectual history, social history, 
imperial history, and political his tory. His essay on the needs and oppor tuni
ties in the his tory of American educat ion wa~ first of all, devastating in its 
attack upon the poor and limited work that has been done in this field by gen
erations of "educationists." But then he went on to set out a rather grandiose 
but persuasive scheme of what might be done and ought to be done by s ocial and 
intellectual historians with a broader view of history and a deeper understand
ing of its meaning and importance. Let me quote the final words of a review of 
this book which I wrote in The His torian: rr .. . the whole performance bears in 
my eyes the unmistakable mark of having been produced by the most powerful, 
penetrating, perceptive, and promising intelligerice now at work in the field 
of early American history." 

In 1957 for a conference held at Williamsburg, Virginia, he wrote a paper 
entitled 11Politics and Social Structure in Virginia, 11 which i n my mind can only 
be described as spectacularly brilliant. Here he presented an analysis of early 
Virginia 's political history in relation to the successive groups of plantation 
aristocrats that was so new and so persuasive that everyone in the conference 
immediately recognized it as a masterpiece. This essay has been published in a 
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volume entitled Seventeenth-Century America, edited by James M. Smith and pub
lished a t the University of North Carolina Press in 1959. I believe that this 
essay will form part of a book which Bail yn is planning and perhaps writing on 
the socio-political his tory of all the colonies; when completed, it will, I 
am convinced, be a great book. 

What makes all of Bailyn's work so good? It would be presumptuous for me 
to try to say, but I shall try . He is thorough and accurat e in all his research. 
He writes clearly-- not with a high degree of literary grace, but always logically, 
lucidly, smoothly. He understands the other social sciences, and knows when in
sights and methods from those fields can be usefully applied to the writing of his
tory; he also knows when they cannot. Above all, he has a clear and powerful mind, 
which can see through the mountains of historical details which his research un
covers to the real truth and significance of it all. Almost always he comes through 
with conclusions which seem on the surface simple but which are really the result 
of long and painstaking wrestling by a sophisticated mind with the facts of his
torical experience. 

When Samuel Eliot Morison retired at Harvard, some years ago, the History 
Department had a hard task deciding who should follow him. The two leading 
candidates, I understand, were the two men usually considered first among Ameri
can colonial historians. The Department divided evenly over these two candidates 
and remained for months in deadlock. Then it was announced that Bernard Bailyn 
was its final choice. Over the years since that decision--though I had and have 
the highest opinion of the two rivals--I have come to feel that the right decision 
was made. You can see what I meant earlier in this letter when I said that I have 
an extremely high opinion of both the accomplishment and the promise of Bernard 
Bailyn. 

Why not appoint him, then, to the staff of the Institute ? Probably there 
is every good reason for doing it. I know of no historian who does not share my 
opinion of his talents. Nevertheless, with all my high respect for the quality 
of ~he .work done at the Institute, I cannot but wonder whether for Bailyn at his 
present age this is the best place for him to be. He is in pretty good company 
where he is now. Shouldn 't he teach for a few more years? I'm not sure I know 
precisely what my hesitations are on this point, but I do recall that, ten years 
ago, when I had the chance myself to s tay on at the Huntington Library as a member 
of the Research Group, I finally decided that somehow Swarthmore College was the 
right place for me. Perhaps Bernard may feel quite differently. 

Well, there you have my divided mind set before you. If the question were 
just: is Bailyn a sufficiently distinguished and promising historical scholar 
for this appointment, I should have a simple and clear answer: YES. 

Sincerely your friend, 

/s/ Frederick B. Tolles 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Office of the Director November ll, 1964 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees: 

On November 11, 1964, the Faculty of the Institute met to 
discuss the appointment of Professor Gilliam to the School of 
Historical Studies. The documentation which I am sending to you 
was sent to all members of the Faculty on October 27th. The 
meeting was attended by all professors in residence. It was 
brief, and no adverse opinions of the appointment were expressed. 

I shall ask for your approval of the appointment, which 
has a high urgency, at our meeting on November 16th. 

Robert Oppenheiner 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, New Jersey 

SCROOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES 

EXCERPI' from the Mi.nm.es of the meeting of the School 
of Historical Studies held on Octocer 27, 1964. 

By unanimous agreement of those present, and supported 

by a favorable written opinion from Professor Millard Meiss, 

the School r esolved to nominate for appointment as professor 

in the Historical School, Professor James Frank Gilliam, now 

of Columbia University. The executive officer of the School 

was requested to submit the dossier on Professor Gilliam to 

the Director, with the request that i t be made available to 

the remainder of the Faculty and the matter further pursued 

in accordance with established procedure. 
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JAMES FRANK GIIJ.L4M 

James Frank Gilliam was born March 14, 1915 into a family which has been 

established for many generations in America. He received his B.A. at San Jose 

State College in 1935, his M.A. at Stanford University in 1936, and his Ph.D. 

at Yale University in 1940. Since then he has taught at Iowa State University, 

University of Oregon, and, since 1962, he has been Professor of Greek and Latin 

at Columbia University in New York and Chairman of the Department since 1964. 

Everyone who met him at the Institute for Advanced Study, where he was a temp

orary member in 1958-59 and again in 1963-64, knew him as a very honest and 

modest man. I know all of you will enjoy his company. 

Much the most important direct influence in forming Gilliam as a scholar 

was that of M. Rostovtzeff, the leading scholar in Hellenistic, Roman and Eura

sian history and archaeology of the past generation, and professor at Yale, whose 

pupil and assistant he was for several years. From him, to mention only one or 

two points, Gilliam could gain an appreciation of the complexities and wide hori

zons of Ancient History and of the need in studying any problem both to examine 

each piece of evidence as closely as possible and to make use of all available 

kinds of materials as widely as possible: literary, documentary, and archaeological. 

In taking up Gilliam's own studies, I will begin with Latin documentary papyri. 

These texts present great difficulties. The hands of the scribes are usually quite 

cursive and rapid, and there is a relatively small body of comparable palaeographi

cal material . Furthermore, one must nearly always deal with documents - often 

fragmentary - in which the contents, procedures, and formulae have few or no 

parallels. It is fair to say that Gilliam has made himself an outstanding 

authority on Latin documentary papyri, for official documents at least perhaps 

the most competent expert. As the bibliography shows, he has edited or reedited 

a considerable number of Latin papyri, notably those found at Dura-Europos of which 

he was one of two co-editors. I expect that he will wish to do something more with 
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Latin papyri. Last year he wrote a long article on Dura military rosters - texts 

which he had not previously studied closely - ir. which he reached important con

clusions concerning both cavalry in the Imperial Army and the extension of citizen

ship. He has already published a preliminary study on a most important Latin text 

from the Lower Danube (the Moesian pridianum) in which he established for the first 

time its form and clarified several points of its contents . I know that he has a 

good deal more to say about this document and plans to come back to it later. 

Gilliam has been working on the Roman army for many years and has already 

published a series of articles on this subject. There is no need to point out 

how basic the army was in the Empire and how broadly involved in its structure 

and development. His research for some time has been concentrated on the auxilia, 

which made up approximately half of the army. These were units drawn originally 

from provincials without citizenship, usually from the more primitive and war-like 

population. The monograph that he is writing now will consist of detailed unit 

histories of close to a thousand cavalry and infantry regiments, with general 

introductory sections. The part covering cavalry units (the alae) is now ready 

for print. This book will be very useful in itself and will be regularly con

sulted as a reference work. It will also provide a firm foundation for investi

gations of many aspects of imperial history, not simply those directly concerning 

the army, its movements, and constantly changing composition but also those concern

ing for example questions of the Romanization of the Empire . Some of these addi

tional investigations Gilliam will doubtless carry out himself. 

I might add that several scholars have begun such a work but gave up when 

faced with the task of bringing together evidence so widely scattered, extensive, 

and often difficult to interpret. The most important part of the evidence is 

epigraphic. 
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The army was the instrument, to a very large extent, through which the Empire 

was governed. Thus, it is natural that Gilliam should be interested in imperial 

administration and related matters . He has been collecting material on the relation 

between taxation and Romanization, specifically fiscal consequences of extensions of 

citizenship . His paper on the vicesima hereditatium established for the first time 

the fact that this inheritance tax on Roman citizens affected very small estates. 

He is also preparing a study of the military origins of much of the bureaucracy of 

the Late Empire - one of the fruits of his sojourn at the Institute. 

Several articles have concerned Syria, part l y on the basis of evidence from 

Dura-Europos. I know that he has promised Henri Seyrig an article dealing with 

various Syrian topics. 

Though not a narrow specialist in prosopography, his art icle on the governors 

of Syria Coele is a valuable contribution. He has i n press a short paper on a 

praef ectus vigilum whom he has identified as the first Greco-Egyptian to reach such 

a high equest rian post and as the founder of a family of equestrian officials. 

His paper on the plague under Marcus Aurelius is the most valuable and compre

hensive study of this catastrophe, to which far-reaching consequences have been 

attributed by some historians. It is a good example of his command and utilization 

of sources of quite varied kinds. 

Finally, to mention ano t her area close to one of my own interests, Gilliam has 

read widely in fourth century writers, including the Church fathers . His small paper 

on Sin and Scylla connects a passage in St . John Chrysostom with one in Milton's 

Paradise Lost. His paper on Cicero ' s Pro Caelio in Jerome's Letters is the s ort 

of analysis that provides a basis f or general s t atements about the complicated re

lations of Christianity and pagan culture in that period . He has for several years 

been interesting himself in the Historia Augusta, participated in the Bonn Collo

quium this year, and should soon be making a contribution of his own. Specifically, 

he has undertaken an examination of military terminology in the Historia Augusta 
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which may provide fresh evidence for the sources and date of composition of the 

work. 

In short, Gilliam has a broad and solid knowledge of Roman history, especially 

of the Empire, and of the sources and methods. The work that he has done provides 

the basis for promising investigations along several lines . His work on the 

auxilia, which will comprise three or four volumes, is r eady as far as the collec

tion of primary mater ials and of modern contributions is concerned. This work, 

the first volume of which will go to the printer after I have read it, assures 

him a place among the leading authorities of the world in Roman military and social 

history. I expect a good deal more of him. 

As I have reported already to the School of Historical Studies, there is no 

other American schola r among the mature professors available or desirable in the 

field of Roman his tory and culture who could match the ability, erudition, and 

achievement of Gilliam. He also is as good as any of the European scholars of 

his generation. I r ecommend his appointment most heartily to the School of His

torical Studies, to the Faculty, to the Director, and to the Trustees. 

Andrew Alf'oldi 
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Brasenose College 
Oxford 

October 19, 1964 

My dear Alfoldi, 

I reply at once - hoping that my remarks will be legible. 

(1) Gilliam has rank and authority. His work has neces-

sitated patient study and the full mastery of learned techniques, 

notably inscriptions and papyri. Alertness and sound judgment are 

conspicuous. Moreover, the study of the Roman Army opens avenues 

everywhere into social history - and Gilliam is a historian with 

a wide range. I see nobody to touch him in the United States. 

(2) Gilliam's personality suits him admirably for an 

administrative post - firm and steady, cheerful but not boisterous, 

tolerant and friendly. 

If he were the choice, the Institute could not go wrong. 

Yours ever, 

/s/ Ronald Syme 
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Confidential and Personal 

Oc~ober 23, 1964 

My dear Alfoldi, 

You have invited me to .-1rite to you confidentially and express 
an opinion about the work of J. F. Gilliam. I do so -rith great 
pleasure . for I r ate it very high. 

His most significant published work so far is on the Latin 
military archive from Dura. the exploitation of which has added almost 
a ney; dimension to studies of the Roman army. I a.m on public record 
as saying in a critical discussion (JRS 196o, 244) about Excavations 
from Doura- Europos , Final Report V 1-:--T°he Parchments and Papyri: "These 
Latin papyri are terribly mutilated and no praise is too high for the 
skill and penetration of the restorers and decipherers, R. o. Fink and 
J, F. Gilliam. or (in so far as I have tested it on the plates) their 
certainty of reading'·. It is not alwG.ys easy to differentiate between 
the work of joint editors . both of whom reach a high standard. Fortunately 
it i s not necessa""'Y to do so in this case, for Mr. Gilliam has published 
many other papers over his own name. in several of ~hich he has corrected 
in a masterly manner readings established bJ others and o~en radically 
altered the interpretation of an important text, 

When I was last in the U.S.A. I made a special trip to Iowa in order 
to visit Mr. Gilliam and -..,ras not disappointed. From both personal 
knowledge and familiarity '•itb his work I am sure he has both the passion 
for accuracy of detail and s.oility to relate detail to a larger vhole which 
are essential to creative original scholarship. 

Yo~rs since.rely_, 

/s/ Eric G. Turner 
(University of London) 
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SEMINAR FU°R ALTE GESCRICH'IE LER JOHANN WOLFGANG GOFI'HE-UNIVERSITAT 

Prof. Dr. K. Kraft FRANKFlTRI - MAIN, Den 20. 10. 1964 
r.ra;fstrasse 76 
Ruf 77 07 41, App. 361 

For many years, J.F . Gilliam has be:n ~nl~rging our knowledge of Roman 
milii:.ary history quite considerably. Unlike the majority of hist.orians who 
specialize in this subject, Gilliam no~ only has a masterful knowledge of 
available inscriptions but is himself in a position to interpret and evaluate 
papyrus material. The editions prepared by Gilliam :i.re of an excellent quality 
and 'the commentaries offered are of a thoro...ghness tha.._ can hardly be surpassed. 
Gill~am 1 s paper "Some Latin Milhary Papyri from Dura", Ye.le Class. Studies 11, 
1950, 171-152 is only one of numerous exa.m~les demorurtra~ing these qualities. 
Ir.. addi~ion, his keen observations :=i.nd ccn.binaticr·s, which have always led to 
new and often astonishing results, deserve special mention. Nearly all of 
Gilliam's works could be cited as evidence for this; here are a few examples: 
The Veterans and Praefectus Cas~rorum of the II Traiana, Amer. Journ. of 
Philology 77, 195~; The Appointment of Au..xiliary Centurio~s, TAPA 88, 1958; 
Severan ~itles and an Inscription from P'.;teoli, Class.Phil. 58, 1963. Regarding 
t::ie result£ of his work as a whole, we are st.ruck by i:.he fact that Gilliam has 
always concent~ated his efforts on the exploration of new aspects. Because he 
avoids superfluous embellishments and repetitions, his papers o~en do not have 
the length commonly expected; they are, however, all the more thorough and to 
the point. He prefers careful and sound reasoning to mere speculations and 
hypotheses. It is worth noting here that Gilliam's hitherto largest work on 
'the subject of auxiliaries is to be published in -r.he very near future. Judging 
from the superior qualities of Gilliam's wri~t~n outpui:; in the pasi:. and also 
from personal impressions gained from Qiscussions and the lectures delivered in 
Frankfu.r't in the spring of 1964, I have nc doubt -:hat the nev book, to vhich 
-:he s.ul.hor devoted the work of severc.1 years, will become one of the great 
standard works in the field of -:-lassieal scien'!e. 

Military history occupies a central ~osition within the history of antiquity. 
I:. is ,:,bv10°1.S that in order to gain new and important insights into this 
s:pecia..Liz-:=d field one must have ar. inriIIa-:e knC'wledgE of tr~e entire field of 
Roman history. Gilliam has given abundant evidence "t;t.at he has the necessary 
basis of an enensive knowledge and wide interests. 

Taking everyr.hing into account , J.F. Gilliam may be regarded as a superb 
research scientist of a high and int~rnationally recognized reputation who, in 
the best sen&e, i3 carrying on the grea~ +raditions of Molllmsen and Rostovtzeff. 

/ s/ K. K.:'aft 
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UNI V1"2SITY OF DURHAM 

EB/wH. 

My dear Alfoldi, 

Department of Archaeology, 
The Old Fulling Mill, 
The Banks, 
Durham. 

22nd October, 1964. 

Thank you very much for your kind letter of 16 October , just received. 
I am delighted to know that you have thought of Frank Gilliam as a man 
qualified to succeed you in the School of His torical Studies. I cannot think 
of anyone on either side of the Atlantic whom I should be hanpier to see 
taking over your place. I have never had the good fortune to meet him in 
t he flesh, but I have read the great majority of his publications, and have 
the highest regard for them. He is not only an outstanding scholar, but 
also has a natural gift for understanding and interpreting the Roman Army 
as a working organism. He is just the sort of person that I would have 
given my right hand to get in my U.S./British Military Intelligence Research 
Section in World War II. I know that his appointment, if he should be 
appointed, would be warmly welcomed by all students of the Roman Anny and 
the Roman Empire. 

There is a l ot more that I could say if time permitted, but tine is 
obviously very short before your deadline date; I hope this letter may be 
helpful. 

Prof. Andrew Alfoldi, 
The Institute for Advanced Study, 
Princeton, 
New Jersey, 
U.S.A. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Eric Birley 
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ATTESTATION 

Eleve apprecie d 1un illustre maitre, j ai en vue Hichael Rostovtzeff , 
monsieur J. Fo Gilliam s 1est consacre depuis de longues annees, puisque ses 
premiers articles datent de 19u0-1941, a la recherche de 1 1histoire du 
Haut-Empire romaino Ses nombreuses obligations d 1enseignant a Iowa 
University, a Oregon University a Eugene, e~ a Columbia University a New 
York ne l'ont jamais empeche de publier tous les ans de nombreux et 
importants articles et notes concernant pour la plupart l'administration 
et surtout l'armee romaine des premiers trois siecles de notre ereo Toutes 
les productions de Monsieur Gilliam se distinguent par leur clarte, par 
1 1 elegance et la slirete dans l'emploi des methodes de recherche et par une 
tres heureuse invention qui assure le reussite des efforts que ce savant 
intrepide investit sans compter dans ses travaux. Il est actuellement un 
des meilleurs connaisseurs de l'histoire du Haut-Empire remain et surtout 
un eminent specialiste auquel au~un detail de l 1organisation militaire du 
Haut-Empire n 1est etrangero Aussi le monde savant attend-il avec impatience 
ses monographies sur les troupes aux~liaires dont celle sur les ailes est 
termineeo Elles vont remplacer avantageusement les deux articles ala et 
cohors que Conrad Cichorius a fait jadis paraitre dans la Real-Enzyklopadie 
de Pauly-Wissowa, mais qui vieux de 70 ans sont depuis longtemps depasses 
par de nouvelles trouvailles. beul, Monsieur Gilliam est en ce moment 
suffisamnent bien arme et assez dynamique pour nous donner cette etude 
exhaustive et monumentale sur l'armee romaine d 'Auguste a Gallien, dont 
nous avons tous tant besoin. En cooptant cet excellent savant , ce chercheur 
averti et experiment€, tout Instiuut scientifique ne s'agregerait non 
seulement un el ement de haute valeur, mais il rendrait encore le plus grand 
service a la science en garantissant ainsi dans la mesure du possible 
l 1 achevement de travaux qui feraient grandenent avancer notre connaissance 
d 1un secteur crucial de l'histoire romaine imperiale. 

Fait a Paris, le 22 octobre 1964 

Hans-Georg Pflaum 
Directeur scienuifique au Centre 
Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique 
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Prof. Dr. Herbert Nesselha1..i.f 
Freiburg/Br., Lugostrasse 13 

Dear Mr. Alf~lni, 

20. Oct. 64 

I wish to tell yoQ, ~alking no~ only for my opizuon tut for the general, 
that in J. F. Gilliam the History o~ rhe Roman Empire has one of the very few 
excellent scholars, a scholar whose name is known and highly es~imated 
everywhere in Europe. This high esteem i5 based on ~he following scientifi c 
virtues. 

Gilliam masters all disciplines needed for a complete and successful study 
of Ancient History, philology as well as epigraphy, papyrology, numismatics 
and archaeology. Everybody revie~ing ~he modern research is aware how 
irremissible but also how seldom this is. We have a lot of specialists but 
nearly no one with such a comprehensiveness as Gilliam. In this he is the 
very pupil of the great M. Rostovtzeff. 

Secondly Gi lliam is a scholar of admirable methodical consciousness and 
discipline. Working myself in the same field as he and pursuing since 
many years his scientific work I have never marked the slightest super
ficiality or looseness. Every line he writes stands as he urites it. 
Unnecessary to cite examples where the whole mass of papers does show the 
mentioned fact. 

Finally Gilliam is a scholar with wide historical horizon. To be sure, 
he likes to pick up the detail and to investigate it thoroughly, but doi ng 
so he is always conscious of the great historical perspective in which the 
single result must be seen. A master-piece of this kind is his illuminating 
investigation of the plague under Marcus Aurelius, 

Speaking of the great qualities of Gilli9.m I feel obligated to mention, 
lasi: but not least, his overwhelming working-rower of which he has given us 
a striking example when he was researching in i:he Romisch- germanische 
Kommission in Frankfurt during the la.st spring, The object was his voluminous, 
nearly completed work on the auxilia of the Roman army. I think to be able to 
judge the value of this forthcoming work n~t only on account of the already 
published preparatory studies but also of my correspondence with him. We 
are sure to obtain a stand.a.rd vork which notody couJ.d perform better than 
Gilliam. 

To sum up: I believe tnat the Instit:ute for Advanced Study could not 
find a more able successor fer you. On - he oi:her side, choosing him and 
giving him the opporttIDity to exclusive research i::te Institute would gain 
the thankful acknowledgement or· all of us who admire the outstanding capacity 
and the work of J. F . Gilliam. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Herbert Nesselhauf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED S'IUDY 
Pr inceton, New Jersey 
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Office of the Director 15 June 1964 

To the Board of Trustees of 
the Institute for Advanced Study 

This letter to our Chairman sets £orth some of the 
innnediate uses for which we need further funds. It is wri t ten 
more to r emind you than to persuade you of what these needs are. 

I would welcome your comments, and I would welcome your 
help or suggestions in reformulating and amplifying the statement 
so that it may be meaningful to those who have not been as long 
associated with the Institute as you. 

With good wishes, 

/s/ Robert Oppenheimer 

Robert Oppenheimer 

cc: Mr . Leidesdorf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOll 
June 9, 1964 

Dear Mr. Leidesdorf: 

At the meeting of the Board of Trustees on April 17, 1964, the 
Director was asked to provide :for the Board a compact account of the 
purposes for which the Institute needs :further :f"unds. I am making this 
report in the form of a letter to youo Each of the items is a reflection 
of the policy and program outlined in the Report of the Joint FacuJ.ty -
Trustee Study Committee of the spring of 1956. This report was discussed 
at the time by the Institute facuJ.ty, and some changes were made in it. It 
was then formally accepted by the Board of Trustees in the autumn of 1956. 

l. The most concrete and immediate purpose for which we need 
funds is the Institute library, recommended in the 1956 
report and now within months of completiono The cost of 
the building, architects' fees, landscaping, equipment, 
furniture, and incremental annual expenses for maintenance 
and acquisition mean that this new building has a claim of 
some $2,000,000 on the Institute's capital funds. 

2. In the 1956 report, there were projections for the size of 
the facuJ.ty in pure mathematics, in physics and related 
sciences, and in historical studies. Only in mathematics 
have these projections been fuli'illed or exceeded. In 
physics and in history, in part because of death, resignation 
or retirement, the present numerical strength of the facuJ.ty 
is barely more than half of th.at projected. It is important 
for the health of our work in these fields that we make new 
appointments. Money alone cannot assure that we make th.em; 
but since we are talking of the creation of some eight new 
chairs, and since our salaries have risen to such a point 
that a $1,000,000 barely capitalizes the direct costs of a 
new chair, and makes no adequate provision for the temporary 
members the chair implies, the financial problem is clearly 
not trivial. We are now spending a.bout what, on the basis 
of our portfolio, seems justifiedo (This is not the place to 
list candidates for Institute chairs in physics or history; 
but they do indeed exist.) 

3o In physics and mathematics, government funds make it possible 
for us to bring here the temporary members who seem to us 
appropriate, gifted, and hope:f'ul. This is not true in 
historyo Although the stipend budget for the School of 
Historical Studies has been doubled in the last decade, we 
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Mr. Leidesdorf 2 June 9, 1964 

still f'ind ourselves turning down men vho ought to come 
here, and failing to search adequately for younger men who 
might well prof'i t from and contribute greatly to the 
Institute, because we do not have the funds to support 
them. Both the number of members and the size of thr 
stipends are more limited than they should be or would be 
if' we could devote more money to the.mo 

4. If the growth implicit in itema 2 and 3 really occurs, we 
shall probably find that our facilities are very cramped, 
and that we shall need some more buildings, though not on 
the scale of the housing project or the library. 

The report on which this letter is based is eight years old. There 
have been rapid changes in the world of the sciences and important changes 
in historiography. I am confident that in the next decade new areas will 
ask for and reward the Institute's attention. 

With warm good wishes, 

Mr. Samuel D. Leidesdorf 
125 Park Avenue 
New York 17, New York 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

6 March 1964 
OFFICE OF THE DlllECI'Oll 

To the Board ot Truatees ot the InP.t itute tor Advanced Study: 

As many ot you know, General Greenbaum has for m&ny years 
been concerned tl!.a.t we make adequate use of tke facilities ot 
tke Institute, particularly in tke summer time. On February 19th, 
I wrote to General Greenbaum of the modest . steps tl!.a.t we sre taking. 
I sent a copy to the CB.airman of the Board, suggesting that at the 
April meeting we might discuss tkese questions briefly, and am now 
sending a copy to you. On my return from South America, I :bad a 
respo!U5e from General Greenbaum, which I enclose. The second 
sentence ot the first paragraph refers to &n attached letter, 
which I also enclose. 

Robert Oppenlleimer 

P.S. It is surely more than tlrlrty-five years since I have skat ed. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, P~in~eton, New Jersey 
O~ice of tile Director 

Dear Eddie: 
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19 February 1964 

I .lmow tl!&t you kave for years been eoacented tA&t we make ma.xi.mum use 
during tke summer montas of tile Institute facilitiee. Some cllanges in this 
direction llave now been ma.de. 

1. In tlle ease of pllysi~ists, ~~ept tllose wao are on limited le~ve trom 
tlleir Ulrl verd ties, we make prevision for supplementary montlllly grants to 
e!lcou:rage tll.em to stay and work llere. We believe tilt in most c~u,es tAis will 
be better tor tll.eir developnent tllan. for tllem to move to l!!pecial summer jobs, 
as tll.ey have often done in tae :pa.st. We enclose s 3&m:ple of a now t~ical 
invitation to membership. 

2. In tlle case of matl!!.ema.tics, tile matlllematicia.ns l!ave agreed to encourage 
botll. prolonged residen.ce of member15, and visits by !lummer visitors. In order to 
keep thiEgs Ul'lder control, tllere will probably be :n.o public &?mowieement of tllis, 
but word is being spread, and we will live, i'll consequenee, more vi!!itors tllis 
summer than we ll.ave laad before. Wl!.en necessary, t:fte matllematiciarus will also 
give sII11l.ll grants-in-aid to visitors. 

3. In lrlstorlca:!. studies I do not tllink that we can do muck wita most of 
our members, wllo are typically on limited leave, and a great number or waom 
take off in April because tlley must. Some few stay, but even our enlarged 
budget for stipends in llistory does not give us very muea freedom to make 
supplementary grants. We do, however, custa~&rily have five to ten scholars 
l!ere v:!.siting during tl!!.e summer :ir.o:n.tll~. 

4. As for the faculty itself, tAe fxeedom to spend the summer waere it ia 
best for his work il!I probably as higllly ;rized as a.rry otaer aspect ot an 
Irustitute ?ro!esscrshi~; and that freedom is written into every letter of 
ap:pointJLen:~ that I have made. It i!I obvious th~t: in some easel!! ~ .. !Aeias, Stromgren, 
Thompson, Yang--they skould 1'0t be here in tl!!.e etmmer; and tlrls is ~:rue '!or the 
majority, i~ not all, of tlle faculty. Ckernise and Godel "!" epend the summer 
aere, but I lat.ow tkat it is in tke hope of bei!!g less disturbed than they are 
during term time. When tae mathematicians diecu!l~ed the possibility of summer 
salaries to supplement taeir Institute salariea, tlrle was i~ no way coupled with 
any commitment to stay aere, or to modi~y tke activities th.a.t they nAve in the 
pa.st adopted. 
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My impreasion is tut tllere will be some improvement in. t1'1e extent to wlrlcll 
tlte Institute ia uaed, and tll&t we m&y l!la.ve to buy quite & few air conditioners 
tc cope wita it. I believe tut tlle real and basic resource of tlle Institute 
is its faculty, u.d tut it would be a miat&ke to impair or jeopardize tl\at in 
order to make fuller uee of the buildings. 

With good wisaea, 

Gen. Edward s. Greenbaum 
285 Madison. Avenue 
New York 22, New York 

ce: Mr. Leideadorf 

Robert Oppenaeimer 
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Office of the Director 

Dear Dr. Wortis: 

February 13, 1964 

With the concurrence of my colleagues in Physics, I sm 
pleased formally to notify you tllat you have been admitted to 
memberglrl.p in the School of Mathematics or the Inetitute for 
Advanced study for the academic year 1965-1966. We can make 
available to you a grant-in-aid of $6,500 to defray the expenses 
of your membership. It you find it possible, as we hope you 
will, to stay t1'lrough May and tft.e following three months, we 
will be glad to extend your gr&J!!t by $900 a month. 

We all look forward with plea!!lure to having you with ~ 
for a visit. 

Dr. Mickael Worth 
Department ot Blyeics 
University of California 
Berkeley 4, California 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert Oppen.Aeimer 

c 0 p y 
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GREENBAl1M, WOLFF & ERNST 

285 Madison Avenue 

New York, N.Y. 10017 

February 26, 1964 

Dr. Robert OJ>peM.eimer 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Robert: 

Thanks for your letter of February 19th. I am enclosing for 
your information a copy of a letter I got from Professor 
Gerstenhaber dated February 4, 1964. 

I was very sorry to read in a gossip column that you had a 
ska.ting accident. I do hope tll.at you're better and will 
soon be all rigat. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Eddie 

Edward s. Greenbaum 

encl. 
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General Edward s. Greenbaum 
104 Mercer Street 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Dear General Greenbaum: 

64 Clover L&ne 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
February 4, 1964 

At tae request of Professor Deane Montgomery, I am writing to 
express to you my concern over what I understand to be the present 
financial condition of the Institute for Advanced Study, and to offer 
such assistance in improving that condition as I am able to give. In 
my opinion, the Institute for Advanced Study should promulgate an overall 
plan to increase the general interest and public support for the Institute. 
To initiate tAie, the following steps could be taken by tae Trustees and 
Director of the Institute. 

l. TAe :to:rma.tion of an alumni organization: While tae Inl!titute 
grants no degrees, it m&y count as alumni tae non-pe:nnanent members and 
others wao kave in tae past enjoyed its hospitality and benefited from 
their stay -- in many instances, as much as or more tl!a.n from any prior 
fo:rme.l education. Tkese alumni :have a moral obligation to the Institute 
whica, however, tkey kave never been asked to recognize or assume. I:t 
earnestly solicited :tor funds, m&ny would surely respond favorably. 

2. Tft.e encouragement o:t tae alumni organization to promote interest 
in the Institute: The unique position of the Institute in American 
intellectual life has frequently been publicized, but unfortunately, most 
laymen are unaware tkat it is not a part of Princeton University and that 
it ii! entirely depel'l.dent on a diminishing endowment for income. Such an 
alumni organization, besides being a direct l!Ource o:t funds, should be 
encouraged to stimulate public interest in and support :tor tlte Ineti tute in 
local communities. 

3. Most import&nt, the solicitation o:t endowment funds :trom 
individuals and foundations: The Trustees and Director, either directly, 
or t1'.rougk persons designated by them, should solicit funds :trom individuals 
of me&l'l.S, from companies, and from foundations, setting specific goals for 
these solicitations and making every effort to accumulate thereby an 
endowment adequate to meet the needs of the Institute in the foreseeable 
future. Despite increased governmental support of the physical sciences, 
the Ill8titute's unique endeavor is still, I believe, best maintained by 
private funds. 
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February 4, 1964 

The Institute has for years been tae foremost center for pure 
lll&thematics in this country, &nd a leading institution for research in 
varioul!I other fieldl!I. No group of t&len:ted men could individually have 
created the intellectual fe!"Illent which the collective presence of the 
Institute's faculty has produced. There is hardly a university ms.thematics 
faculty of note which has not been stimulated by the sometime prel!lence 
o! one of its members at the Institute for Advanced Study. The imports.nee 
o! the Institute as a continuing l!IOurce of stimulation and as a breeding 
ground for new ideas makes it essential that financial difficulties not be 
allowed to pol!le any threat, prel!le~t or remote, to the qualities o! 
excellence with wlrlcn the Institute l\a.s for many years been associated. 

Witll the earnest kope tft&t tlte Iruititute shall long remain. its 
intellectual leaderslrlp, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Murray Gerstenl\a.ber 

Murray Gerstenhaber 
Professor of M!!.thematics 
University of Pennsylvania 
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Office of the Director 9 March 1964 

To the Hembers of the Board of Trustees 
of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

At a meeting on February 10th, the physicists at the 
Institute put the name of Tullio Regge in nomination for a 
professorship in the School of Mathematics. At a meeting of 
the full Faculty on March 9th, this nomination was discussed, 
with further description of Regge ' s work , and his place in 
physics, and in response to questions from several mathematicians , 
in relating his work and qualities to that of other possible 
candidates . 

With the approval of the Chairman of the Board, I am 
asking for your vote authorizing an offer of a professorship 
to Tullio Regge. Although I have had some discussions with 
Regge, I am completely uncertain whether he will accept our 
invitation, or prefer to return to spend his life in Italy. I 
believe that we would have the best chance if we could make the 
offer as soon as possible . 

/s/ Robert Oppenheimer 

Robert Oppenheimer 

enclosures 
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Dr. Robert Oppenheimer -2- March l8, i963 

I feel quite strongly, however, that meetings of the full faculty 
should be held in the future, if only for discussion of questions of 
general interest. I should hope that any special arrangements made to 
help solve the present problems in connection with the proposal to appoint 
H8rmander and Harish-Cha.ndra wduld not set a pattern. 

3. The fact that the letter containing the appointment proposal 
in question was addressed to "The Director and the Trustees of the Institute'' 
bas worried me a great deal. The principle that the faculty members take 
their problems to the Director, and address their proposals to the Director 
is to me a very important one. 

Let me add a few words i.n this connection. The conditions for 
my work that I enjoy at the Institute are almost ideal, and the problems 
that I have taken to you from time to time have not perhaps been big ones. 
I would however like to tell you how very much I have appreciated the way 
in which you have handled them. 

To: Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 
From: Bengt Str8mgren 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Bengt 

Bengt Str8mgren 
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School of Mathematics March 18, 1963 

Dear Robert : 

I should like to write to you regarding the proposal to appoint 
HBrmander and Harish-Chandra to professorships at the Institute. 

First, I would like to sa.y that I am sure that both H8rmander and 
Harish-Chandra are very fine mathematicians, and that their appointments 
would considerably strengthen Mathematics at the Institute. 

However, I am concerned. about the situation that has arisen 
following the mathematician ' s proposal. 

I am aware of the great concern with which our colleagues in 
the School of Historical studies view the situation, and as you well know 
our colleagues in Physics and I are also worried. In this connection 
I should like to comment on some specific points: 

1. The fact that the pro~osal for the appointment of H8rmander 
and Harish-Chandra came from a group of mathematicians rather than from 
the School of Mathematics means, of course, a departure from previous 
procedure. I do not like this departure, the Institute faculty being 
still organized with a division into the two Schools. However, for myself 
I am quite willing to accept this without protest in the present case. I 
should like in this connection to say that I would welcome a discussion 
some ti.me in the :future of the problems of the organization of the Faculty, 
should you decide that the whole question ought to be reconsidered. I 
like the idea of the two Schools very much, but I can see that in the future 
a division into three groups might have advantages. 

2. Regarding the question of' a meeting of the facuJt y for dis
cussion of the proposal to a:p:point H8rmander and Harish-Chandra, let me 
first reply to the question raised in your letter of February 20, 1963, to 
the faculty of the Institute. I myself do not feel that there are points 
regarding the qualifications of H8rma.nder and Harish-Chandra that are in 
doubt and which should be clarified at a meeting of the faculty. I am 
somewhat concerned over the fact that an appointment proposal which means 
an increase in the number of mathematics professorships might not be 
discussed by the full faculty, but I appreciate the advantages of not 
holding a faculty meeting now. 

If' you should feel that your consultations with the members of 
the faculty regarding the proposed appointments can be carried out in an 
adequate way without the benefit of a meeting of the full faculty, then 
such a meeting would in my opinion be unnecessary now. 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

School of Mathematics March 18, 1963 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer: 

In response to your memorandum of February 14, 1963, I want to 
state explicitly my opinion on the following points. 

(1) The first and most important point, in my opinion, concerns 
the formal step taken by our mathematician colleagues in their nomination 
for two new professorial appointments. It is unfortunate that the recom
mendation was made directly to the Director and the Trustees of the Institute 
by the mathematicians, in violation of both the letter and the spirit of 
the bylaws of the Institute. Should such procedures be allowed, the 
authority of the office of the Director would be seriously undermined 
and the stability of the organization of the Institute would be en-
dangered. For the good of the Institute, I hope the mathematicians 
will withdraw their previous memorandum and will resubmit the two 
nominations in a letter to you, requesting your recommendation to the 
Trustees of the two appointments. 

(2) Aside from procedural matters, I am for both of the nominations: 
th.at of Professor H8rmander and that of Professor Harish-Chandra. 

(3) As a faculty member in the School of Mathematics, I must say 
I was completely taken by surprise to find that the Faculty was not 
consulted on the implicitly proposed change of procedure to bypass the 
School meeting and the Faculty meeting, required in the past of pro
fessorial nominations. I keep an open mind on the question whether 
such changes of procedure are desirable or not, but I believe th.at in 
a small institution like ours, it is important that the whole Faculty 
be consulted in any matter that affects the future of the Institute. 

Professor R. Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 

cc: Professor A. Selberg 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ C. N. Yang 

C. N. Yang 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 0 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Robert : 

p 

April 2, 1963 

In recent weeks I have, through conversations with some of the 
physicists and historians on the Faculty, become aware that there i s 
considerable concern about the break in established procedure which 

y 

the presentation of the nominations of HBrmander and Harish- Chandra 
represents . I am writing this letter t o cla rify certain aspects of this 
which I believe may not be sufficiently known or properly understood by 
many on the Faculty. 

1 . The procedure followed in connection with these nominations is 
entirely my responsibility. It was neither a subject of discussion nor 
was it voted on by the mathematicians at any time . The old way had, as 
I see it, clearl y proved itseil unworkable, and the time was not right 
for effecting an orderly change in procedure through Faculty discussion 
and vote. In order to prevent things from coming to a standstill (or 
worse), I therefore chose to improvise something for this occasion, 
something that would avoid the worst pitfalls of the old procedure and 
which, therefore, could work. 

2 . It ought to be clear that it was never my intention to establish a 
precedent by this. Future procedure in such matters will have to be 
discussed and agreed upon by the Faculty sometime during the next academic 
year, preferabl y in the fall before any new nominations would come up . I 
have an open mind concerning the details of such procedure, with one 
exception: I am convinced that the vote on nominations by the f'ull Faculty 
ought to be retained only for the exceptional case where a nomination is 
considered that does not clearly belong in one and only one of t he three 
areas of study now established at the I nstitute: History, Ma.thematics and 
Physics . 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Atle Selberg 

Atle Selberg 
AScdu 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

School of Mathematics March 18, 1963 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer : 

In response to your memorandum of February 14, 1963, I want to 
state explicitly my opinion on the following points. 

(1) The first and most important point, in my opinion, concerns 
the formal step taken by our mathematician colleagues in their nomination 
for two new professorial appointments. It is unfortunate that the recom
mendation was made directly to the Director and the Trustees of the Insti tut e 
by the mathematicians, in violation of both the letter and the spirit of 
the bylaws of the Institute. Should such procedures be allowed, the 
authority of the office of the Director would be seriously undermined 
and the stability of the organization of the Institute would be en-
dangered. For the good of the Institute, I hope the mathematicians 
will withdraw their previous memorandum and will resubmit the two 
nominations in a letter t o you, requesting your recommendation to the 
Trustees of the two appointments. 

(2) Aside from procedural matters, I am for both of the nominations: 
that of Professor H8rmander and that of Professor Harish-Chandra. 

(3) As a faculty member in the School of Mathematics, I must say 
I was completely taken by surprise to find that the Faculty was not 
consulted on the implicitly proposed change of procedure to bypass the 
School meeting and the Faculty meeting, required in the past of pro
fessorial nominations. I keep an open mind on the question whether 
such changes of procedure are desirable or not, but I believe that in 
a small institution like ours, it is important that the whole Faculty 
be consulted in any matter that affects the future of the Institute. 

Professor R. Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 

cc : Professor A. Selberg 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ C. N. Yang 

C. N. Yang 
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School of Mathematics 

Dear Robert : 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

March 18, 1963 

I should like to write to you regarding the proposal to appoint 
H8rmander a.nd Harish-Cha.ndra to professorships at the Institute. 

First, I would like to say that I am sure that both H8rmander a.nd 
Harish-Chandra are very fine mathematicians, and that their appointments 
would considerably strengthen Mathematics at the· Institute. 

However, I am concerned about the situation that has arisen 
following the mathematician 's proposal. 

I am aware of the great concern with which our colleagues in 
the School of Historical Studies view the situation, and as you well know 
our colleagues in Physics and I are also worried. In this connection 
I should like to connnent on some specific points: 

1. The fact that the proposal for the appointment of H8rmander 
and Harish-Chandra came from a. group of mathematicians rather than from 
the School of Mathematics means, of course, a departure from previous 
procedure. I do not like this de:pa.rture, the Institute faculty being 
still organized with a division into the two Schools. However, for myself 
I am quite willing to accept this without protest in the present case. I 
should like in this connection to say that I would welcome a discussion 
some time in the future of the problems of the organization of the Faculty, 
should you decide that the whole question ought to be reconsidered. I 
like the idea of the two Schools very much, but I can see that in the future 
a division into three groups might have advantages. 

2. Regarding the question of a meeting of the facuJt y for dis
cussion of the proposal to appoint H8rmander and Harish-Chandra, let me 
first reply to the question raised in your letter of February 20, 1963, to 
the faculty of the Institute. I myself do not feel that there are points 
regarding the ~ualifications of H8rma.nder a.nd Harish-Chandra that s.re in 
doubt and which should be clarified at a meeting of the faculty. I am 
somewhat concerned over the fact that an appointment proposal which means 
a.n increase in the number of mathematics professorships might not be 
discussed by the full faculty, but I appreciate the advantages of not 
holding a faculty meeting now. 

If you should feel that your consultations with the members of 
the faculty regarding the proposed appointments can be carried out in an 
adequate way without the benefit of a. meeting of the full faculty, then 
such a. meeting would in my opinion be unnecessary now. 
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Dr. Robert Oppenheimer -2- March 14, 1963 

In more than 16 years of association with the Institute I have never known 
a moment at which, for several reasons, the status of this Institute has looked 
as dark to me as it does today. The best thing at this stage is to do something 
constructive. Let us see if these appointments can be handled in an atmosphere, 
if perhaps not of brotherly love, then at least of increased mutual trust and 
free of ambiguity. 

There exists no copy of this letter, except for my own carbon. If you think 
it useful, please show this letter to anyone you like. However, I want to ask 
specifically that you show this letter to my mathematics colleagues. 

This letter is signed by me alone. This does not imply a divergence of 
views between me and my friends Dyson, Str8mgren and Yang. However, I feel 
that a personal expression of views is called for and I am tired of manifestos. 

As ever, 

/s/ Bram 

Abraham Pais 

AP:jp 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

School of Mathematics March 17, 1963 

To the Director of the Institute 

In the matter of the appointments of H8rmander and Harishchandra to 
Institute professorships, I consider that your actions should be guided by two 
purposes only: 

(a) to offer appointments to these two men as rapidly as possible, 

(b) to alleviate anxieties left by many of us as a result of the 
unusual procedure whichbas been followed in nominating these two men. 

It seems to me that both these purposes could be achieved by action 
along the following lines. I as a member of the School of Mathematics hereby 
formally nominate H8rmander and Harishchandra for Professorial appointments in 
our School, and I request you to transmit this nomination to the Trustees at your 
earliest convenience. I have not attempted to collect the signatures of my 
colleagues in support of this nomination. I believe you will find that a 
su:fficient number of them will support it, so that yor ca.n reasonably regard 
the nomination as expressing the wish of the faculty as a whole. 

It is my hope that the Trustees will approve these appointments promptly. 
In taking this action, the Trustees will not need to decide the explosive 
question, whether they are acting in response to this nomination alone, or 
to the nomination submitted by my mathematician colleagues, or to both 
nominations together. 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Freeman Dyson 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

School of Historical Studies 

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 
Director, 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer : 

March 4, l963 

On February l4th, l963 you sent to the Faculty of the Institute a copy 
of a letter addressed by Professor Selberg on February 13th to the Director 
and the Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study, accompanied by curricula. 
vita.rum and bibliographies of Lars H8rmander and Harish-Cha.ndra signed respectively 
by Professor Beurling and Professor Borel. With these copies and copies of 
letters addressed to you by Professor G8del and to the Director and Trustees by 
Professor Whitney you sent a covering letter to the Faculty in which you say 
that you will welcome any comments, questions or views concerning Professor 
Selberg "s memorandum. and the supporting documents and that Y,OU would be pre-
pared to call a meeting of the Faculty if any members of the Faculty desire 
one. 

Professor Selberg's letter of February ljth states that "the mathematicians 
on the Faculty ••• , at a meeting on December 17, l962, voted to recommend that 
faculty ap:pointments be offered. to Professor Lars H8rma.nder ••• and to Professor 
Harish-Chandra ••• ". Since this letter is addressed "To the Director and the 
Trustees", it is presumably to them directly that "the mathematicians on the 
Faculty" intended to make this recommendation; and this inter::prei;ation is 
supported by Professor Selberg's letter of Feb1uary 20th addressed to you, a 
copy of which you have sent to members of the Faculty, for there he says that, 
if "other parts of the Faculty" should wish to express their views on these 
matters, they should do so nby statements directed l!tt (sic) yourself and the 
Trustees". --

During the la.st fifteen years at least it has been the invariable 
practice and, as we thought, the established rule that recommendations for nom
ination to professorships are made by one of the Schools to the full Faculty, 
which after discussion and favorable action requests the Director to submit 
them to the Trustees as nominations of the Faculty of the Institute, not as 
nominations of one School only or a part of one School. No alteration of this 
procedure has been adopted or even discussed by the full Faculty; and this of 
itself is sufficient reason why Professor Selberg's memorandum should not be 
considered by the Director or the Trustees as a. valid nomination, for the action 
taken or envisaged by the mathematicians as represented in this memorandum. 
is an arbitrary attempt on the part of a minority of the Faculty to alter the 
established procedure at many points. 
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Besides the arbitrariness of the action, moreover, many of the procedural 
changes implied by this memorandum and its presentation are objectionable in 
themselves and potentially pernicious. 

1) It is desirable that all nominations for professorial appointment 
go to the Board of Trustees as nominations of the Faculty or a majority of 
the Faculty. 

2) According to the Bye-laws of the Institute it is the Director who 
organizes the Faculty and reconnnends to the Trustees appointments to it. Nomi
nations made by the Faculty--or even by any part of the Faculty--should be sub
mitted to the Director with a request th.at he recommend them to the Trustees. 
It is inconsistent both with the Bye-laws of the Institute and with the pro
cedure of American universities, established for the protection of the facul
ties themselves, for individual members of the faculty or groups of faculty
members not officially representing the whole faculty to treat directly with 
trustees or groups of trustees in matters concerning the institution of which 
they are members. The Director is the only responsible representative of the 
Faculty before the Trustees, and he is supposed to represent the Faculty as 
a whole and all of its interests; and no partial group should presume to 
replace him as the representative of the Faculty before the Trustees. 
Professor Selberg's memorandum, addressed as it is to "the Director and the 
Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study" is a violation of this principle; 
and the danger implicit in it is ma.de evi1ent by the statement in his letter of 
February 20th th.at "other parts of the Faculty" should direct any views which 
they wish to express on these matters to the Director and the Trustees. 

3) Besides the fact that the memorandum appeals directly to the 
Trustees, ignores the full Faculty, and attempts to circumvent the Director, 
it presents as nominations decisions ta.ken at meetings in which only a part 
of the School of Mathematics was present. One of the members present, 
Professor G8del, has himself refused to recognize as a formal meeting of the 
School of Mathematics the session of December 17th, that at which the vote to 
present the nominations in question vas taken. If these recommendations made 
by a fraction of the School of Mathematics are to be treated as valid nomin
ations, there is no reason why other fractions of this School or fractions of 
the School of Historical studies, taking this as a precedent , should not in 
similarly exclusive meetings choose candid.ates of their own and present them 
as nominees to the Trustees of the Institute. The result would quickly be 
fractiona.lization of the Institute, faction, and chaos, such as even the 
mathematicians represented by Professor Selberg's memorandum must wish to 
prevent though at the inconvenience of discussing their recommendations with 
all their colleagues in the School of Mathematics and on the full Faculty. 

In view of all this we hope that you and the Trustees will refuse to 
recognize as nominations any recommendations made by self-constituted ad hoc 
groups of the Faculty. - -

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Millard Meiss 
/s/ Harold Cherniss 
/s/ Homer A. Thompson 
/s/ Ernst Kantorowicz 
/s/ Benjamin D. Meritt 
/s/ Felix Gilbert 
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School of Mathematics 

Dear Robert: 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

March 14, 1963 

I wish to convey to you some observations in connection with the proposals 
ma.de by the mathematics faculty members of the School of Mathematics concerning 
appointments for HBrmander and Harish-Chandra. 

First and foremost I would like to express my hope that a procedure can 
be worked out which will make it possible to extend appointment offers to 
these two men at the earliest opportunity. I hope, specifically, that these 
offers could be made right af'ter the fothcoming April meeting of the Board of 
Trustees. 

I would like to state, however, that on one point the procedures followed 
so far in this instance are in my view unsatisfactory. (There are important 
questions concerning the role of the School of Mathematics and concerning the role 
of the Faculty as a whole. Important as they are, I wish to leave them aside 
for a moment and to return to them later.) This concerns the role of Trustees 
with regard to Institute activities. 

I am gravely concerned about the fact that the mathematicians' proposals 
are addressed to the Director and the Trustees. This is in direct conf'lict 
with our bylaws which state that the Director shall be responsible for communi
cating to the Trustees views of the Faculty on all matters affecting the 
Institute. 

Now first of all this rule exists, and we have to live with it until 
:further notice. But secondly, on this point I would not wish to see the bylaws 
changed. For to do so would mean potential interference of Trustees in matters 
where such interference is not called for. 

I therefore urge that a consultation be held to clarify and modify the 
proposal to the effect th.at it be addressed to the Director. This, to my mind, 

. is a necessary condition for establishing a procedure that is free of ambiguity 
and that is acceptable to me as a Faculty member. 

I would like to add that to me it is for the moment also a sufficient 
condition. I would have welcomed very much a full school meeting in which I 
might have learned more and also more easily about these proposals. But I am 
not prepared to make a production out of this. The institution of :full 
:faculty discussion is on the rocks at the moment, as everybody concerned knows. 
I regret this. I hope this will change. In fact it has to change. But I am 
not prepared to say that the time for change has arrived yet, 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton 
New Jersey 

February 11, 1963 

Professor Atle Selberg 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Selberg: 

I wish to make it clear that although on the merits of the case 
I am in fa-vor of an appointment of Lars V. H8rmander to a professor
ship in the Institute , I do not, as of now, concur in any faculty 
p~oposal to this effect. 

-
My reason is that a large majority of the faculty has been 

refusiJ;lg to consult with 'the Director about the nomination while such 
consultation is explicitly required in the By-Laws of the Institute. 

If the proposal is based on the meeting of December 17 I wish 
that rrry letter .to you of December 21 about this meeting be appended 
to the minutes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kurt GBdel 

IIDcdu 
CC : Dr. Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton 
New Jersey 

School of Mathematics February 20, 1963 

Dear Robert: 

You mention in your letters to the Faculty of February fourteenth 
the possibility of calling a faculty meeting for discussion of the Hormander -
Harish-Chandra proposals or the Milnor proposal. 

It was my impression from our conversations last fall about pro
cedure in such matters, that we were essentially in agreement concerning 
the unfortunate effects in the pa.st of the debate and vote by the full 
Faculty on proposals for appointments, and also agreed that this ought to 
be avoided in the future. 

The purposes you may have in mind for the meeting suggested in 
your letters are not clear t~ me. If the function of such a meeting would 
be one of providing further information to the Faculty, I can see its 
usefulness and have no objections. If it should go beyond that, I fear 
that the results would only be to renew frictions and tensions between 
the various parts of the Faculty, which I think -have lessened _during the 
period of "disengagement" since last spring. I should personally have no 
wish to participate in a faculty debate and vote on these matters. 

What I have said above does , of course, not mean that I think 
that other parts of the Faculty should not have the opportunity to express 
their views on these matters if they wish to do so, but this s4ould then 
rather be done by statements directed at yourself and the Trustees. 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Atle Selberg 

Atle Selberg 

AS:MMM 

P.S. Concerning the distribution of Godel's last letter to you of 
February eighteenth, it might mystify people less if his letter to me 
of February eleventh (of which I believe you have a copy) were also dis
tributed. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

Oll'l"ICJ! OF THE DI&ECTOJr. 

February 20, 1963 

To the Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

This letter from Professor Selberg should be regarded as a 
further attachment to my memorandum of February 14th. Lest there 
be misunderstanding, I should repeat what I said in this memorandum: 
that I am not planning to convene a meeting of the Faculty1 but 
that I would convene such a meeting if members of the Faculty de
sired to discuss any problem with all their colleagues. 

I should also add that I told Professor Selberg before 
writing the memorandum that I would include in it a statement 
to this effect. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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School of Mathematics 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Director Oppenheimer: 

c 0 p y 

February 18, 1963 

I wish to note that the statement contained in the memo
ora.ndum submitted by Professor Selberg on February 13, 196), to 
the effect that in a letter of February 11, 1963, I have withdrawn 
my support of the nomination of Hormander is not in agreement 
with my own interpretation of my actions. I stated already in 
my letter of December 21st to Professor Selberg that I did not 
consider the meeting of December 17th to have been a formal 
meeting of the School of Ma.thematics and for this reason refused 
to approve the minutes . By this statement I meant to imply that 
I did not wish my vote to be interpreted as a vote in favor of a 
formal nomination but only as an informal expression of opinion. 
Nor did I at any time between now and December 21st give my con
sent to a faculty proposal. 

In my letter of February 11th to Professor Selberg I 
only reaffirmed this position and stated my reason for it , which 
is that a large majority of the Mathematics Faculty has refused 
to discuss the nominations with the Dir~ctor. 

Sincerely yours, 

/ s/ Kurt Godel 

Kurt Godel 

.KG:MMM 
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As a suppl ement to the papers transmitted with my memorandum 

of February 14, 1963 . 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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TH!i; INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Office of the Director 

To the Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

14 February 1963 

The memoranchµn from Professor Selberg, Executive Officer 
of the School of Mathematics, dated February 13, 1963, is addressed 
to me and the Trustees of the Institute. I should like to have you 
all see it and the supporting documents, and shall welcome any 
comments, questions or views that you may wish to give me, either 
in writing or in discussion. I should also be prepared to call a 
Faculty meeting should any of you desire that. 

As to the meetings gt which these recommendations were 
developed, I was asked not to attend them, although Professor 
Selberg. told me of their outcome in mid-December. I therefore 
know little more than is contained .in these papers, and in the 
dissenting views of Whitney and GOdel on the wisdom of making a 
second appointment at this time, and GOdel's dissent from the 
procedures used in reaching these conclusions. 

You will note that Harish-Chandra has been a member of the 
Institute on more than one occasion, and that H~rmander was here 
two years ago. 

Robert Oppenheimer 

P .s. I hope to hear from you before the 6tl'l of March. 
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Office of the Director 

Dear Atle : 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

11 A:pril 1962 

Thank you for your handwritten letter of A:pril 10th. 

The :procedures you suggest would :probably not work very 
well in general, nor for the long term. For those matters which, 
as I understood it, are to come before the A:pril 16th meeting, 
I am quite willing to try them, and will do my best·. 

With good wishes, 

Professor Atle Selberg 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Robert Op:penheimer 

P. S. About the Loeb gift, I shall do what you suggest. 
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Office of the Director 

Dear Atle: 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

December 14, 1962 

Since the matters which we will be discussing next 
week are likely to be of some importance, surely for next 
year, and perha:ps for the remoter future, I should like to 
have G8del and Whitney meet with us. You know that I would 
also welcome any other colleagues whose presence would seem 
t o you possible and helpful. You also know how much I ap
preciate the patience and thoughtfulness that you are giving 
to the affairs of the School. 

With good wishes, 

Professor Atle Selberg 
Institute for Advanced Study 

cc: Professor G8del 
Professor Whitney 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 
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School of Mathematics December 21, 1962 

Dro Robert Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer: 

I would like to make it quite clear that my attending the 
meeting of the mathematicians held on December 17 in no way implies 
that I place no value on your advice which I believe would have 
been important for some of the questions discussed in the meeting. 
I regret that your letter to Professor Selberg, dated December 14, 
was disregarded by the Mathematics Faculty. When I received this 
letter last Monday morning, I proposed a postponement of the 
meeting, but was turned down. 

I attended the meeting only because in our telephone 
conversation of Monday morning you said you did not want to inter
fere with the proceedings of the mathematicianso 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Kurt GOdel 

Kurt Godel 

KGcdu 
CC: Professor Selberg 

c 0 p y c 0 p y 
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School of Mathematics 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Profespor Atle Selberg 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Professor Selberg: 

December 21, 1962 

Since, in accordance with the view of the Direct or, 
I do not consider the meeting of December 17, 1962, to have 
been a formal meeting of the School of Mathematics, I am 
not in a position to approve the Minutes for inclusion i n 
the file of meetings of the School of Mathematics . 

If I did consider the meeting to have been a formal 
one I would have to request certain changes in the Minutes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kurt GBdel 

IIDcdu 
CC: Dr. Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY p 
P R INCET O N, NEW JERSE Y 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Professor Robert Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Oppenheimer: 

February 1, 1963 

y 

I have expressed my view on the meeting of the mathematicians of 
December 17, 1962 already on December 21 in two letters to you and to 
Profes sor Selberg. As far as the questions voted on in this meeting are 
concerned I can summarize my opinion as follows: 

1. I agree with my colleagues in the choice of Lars V. H8rmander as 
replacement for Professor Morse. 

2. I am strongly opposed to a second professorial appointment now, for 
the following reasons. 

a. An appointment of Milnor is still within the range of possibility. 

b. Two candidates, Smale and Grothendieck, have been excluded 
largely because of circumstances prevailing now, which may change in one 
or two years. 

c . A second appointment may freeze the School of Ma.thematics for a 
considerable length of time. Therefore a decision should not be made too 
soon. 

d. The abnormal situtation prevailing at present in the School of 
Ma.thematics is, by itself, suff'icient reason for not making any long-range 
decisions now, except in cases where it is important that action should 
be taken soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

/ s/ Kurt G8del 

Kurt G8del 

KGcdu 
CC: Professor Selberg 
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HARISH-CHANDRA 

Barish-Chandra was born in Cawnpore, India, on October 11, 1923. He got 

the B.A. degree at the University of Allahabad, India, in 1941, the Ph.D. degree 

in theoretical physics at Cambridge University, England, in 1947. Soon after, 

he turned to mathematics, went to the Institute for Advanced Study (1947-1949), 

to Harvard University as Jewett Fellow (1949-1951), and then began teaching at 

Columbia University, where he was successively assistant professor, associate 

professor and, from 1956 on, professor. He spent 1952-1953 at the Tata 

Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India, 1955-1956, 1961-1962 at the 

Institute for Advanced Study, and 1957-1958 in Paris. In 1955 he received the 

Cole Prize in Algebra, which is awarded every fif'th year for an outstanding 

memoir in algebra published during the five preceding years in the United States 

or Canada. 

The major part of Harish-Chandra 1 s work in mathematics centers around 

infinite dimensional representations of semi-simple Lie groups. The finite 

dimensional representations of groups, i.e . , roughly speaking, the realizations 

of groups by means of linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector space, 

were studied extensively during the first part of this century, both from analytic 

and algebraic points of view. This allowed one, among other things, to extend to 

compact and to commutative locally compact groups certain essential features of 

harmonic analysis. However, it became clear that in order to carry this over tO 

some other classes of groups, it would be necessary to investigate representations 

by unitary operators of infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Their study was 

initiated in the forties by a number of mathematicians and als,o by two physicists 

(Bargmann, Dirac). Up to 1949-1950 two main lines of approach had been followed: 

(1) explicit constructions in some important special cases; (2) general considera

tions, in the framework of functional analysis, often valid for quite general 

groups, but far from including the results of (1). 

From the start, Harish-Cbandra 1 s goal bas been to develop a theory general 
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enough to be valid for all semi-simple Lie groups, and precise enough to yield 

essentially all the desired information in any special case. This program, 

not yet fully realized, met with enormous difficulties, which Harish-Charrlra 

surmounted in a series of long papers which are amazing by their consistently 

very high level, the difficulty of the proofs, the power and generality of the 

results. The nature of the problems he faced led him to broaden systematically 

and to adopt successively radically new methods of attack. His first papers, 

in which he gave a procedure to construct essentially all irreducible repre

sentations in Banach spaces, were predominantly algebraic, and reduced the main 

problems to algebraic questions pertaining to the left-invariant differential 

operators on the group. But in the next stages analysis also came to the fore

ground, side by side with the algebra. In particular, in order to determine 

the characters of the unitary representations, which are only distributions 

in the sense of Schwartz, and to get information on the behavior of certain 

functions with singularities, Harish-Chamra had to study the asymptotic 

behavior of solutions of certain systems of partial differential equations, to 

make a deep investigation of Fourier transforms on Lie algebras, and to develop 

what JlOW seems to emerge as a theory of invariant tempered distributions on a 

semi-simple IJ..e group. As announced in the last item of the bibliography, this 

has allowed him to determine all irreducible representations occurring in the 

space of square integrable functions on the group (the discrete series), and 

it seems quite like1.y tllat he is about to reacn one o'f the clrl.e-r goals of the 

theory, the explicit description in the general case of the so-called Plancherel 

formula. 

It is of course not possible to do justice in a few lines to the work of 

Barish-Chandra in that area, which takes up more than 700 pages. Many special 

cases were treated first by others, and were often an inspiration to him, but 

he has been quite unique by his ability to see how the general problems should 
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be formulated and by the mathematical power ctisplayed in solving them. More or 

less as by-products5 he has obtained many very interesting new results on the 

structure of Lie groups and Lie algebras o Even more important, however, is the 

existence of close connections between his theory and a broad area in which there 

is considerable activity at present, which P..as it3 roots in the classical theories 

of automorphic functions and of quadratic forms, and which ties up automorphic 

functions, harmonic analysis on semi~simple groups or symmetric spaces, analytic 

and algebraic rmmber theory, differential geometry and topology. Harish-Chandra 

himself is acutely aware of this , and in fac t hl.s present attitude is to consider 

his work on infin:i.te dimensional representations not as an end in itself', but 

rather as a tool and a framework to study some of these other topics, on which 

it is likely that he will concentrate in the near future. During these last 

years, he has already made two important contributions in that area: he has 

introduced a notion of automorphic for m, more general than those considered 

before, and has proved a finiteness theorem on them which had been previously 

obtained only in some special cases; he has also generalized the Hermite reduc

tion theory of quadratic forms and proved that a wide class of arithmetic groups 

has fundamental domains of finite volume. This latter work was subsequently 

generalized and completed in various ways by the undersigned 1 and the whole has 

been published jointly. Nevertheless, the initial breakthrough is due to 

Harish=Chandra. 

Harish~Cha.ndra is mainly attracted to very ctifficult questions, long~ 

range projects , in some central parts of mathematics which involve complicated 

techntques. He aims high, proceeds very systematically j guided by a strong 

sense of the structures of the theory he works in, and served by an exceptional 

power which allows him to master the most intricate techni~al difficulties . 

His papers are written in a clear and complete manner , and his lectures are 

carefully planned, but all this is chjefly aimed a t the expert ~ As a result, 
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for many years Harish-Chandra has pursued his way in a rather solitary fashion, 

far ahead; his work has appeared to many as an imposing, but rather inaccessible, 

huge, monolithic structure, and has not had as much impact as it should have. 

However, this is changing. On the one hand, his results and methods are more and 

more used by others; on the other hand he is himself much more eager to communi

cate with other mathematicians than in the past. His present and prospective 

fields of interest attract much attention in Princeton, and this is likely to 

remain so for a rrumber of years. At the Institute, Harish-Chandra would there

fore have a "postdoctoral 11 audience, best suited to his way of lecturing, on 

which he could exert a considerable influence. He himself, by his gifts and 

his background, is in a very favorable position to bring many further out

standing contributions to these fields. 

Armand Borel 
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Har ish-Chandra 
PUBLICATIONS 

On the removal of the infinite self-energies of point-particles. Proc. Roy. Soc. 
London. Ser. A. 183 (1944), 142-167. 

(With H. J. Bhabha) On the theory of point-particles. Proc. Roy. Soc. London. 
Ser. A. 183 (1944), 134-141. 

On the scattering of scalar mesons. Proc. Indian Acad. Sci. Sect. A. 21 (1945), 
135-146. 

Algebra of the Dirac-matrices. Proc. Indian Acad. Sci., Sect. A. 22 (1945), 30-41. 
A note on the a-symbols. Proc. Indian Acad. Sci., Sect. A. 23 (1946), 152-163. 
(With H. J. Bhabha) On the fields and equations of motion of point particles. 

Proc. Roy. Soc. London. Ser. A. 185 (1946), 250-268. 
an the equations of motion of point particles. Proc. Roy. Soc. London. Ser. A. 

185 (1946), 269-287. 
The correspondence between the particle and the wave aspects of the meson and 

the photon. Proc. Roy. Soc. London. Ser. A. 186 (1946), 502-525. 
On relativistic wave equations. Physical Rev. (2) 71 (1947), 793-805. 
On the algebra of the meson matrices. Proc. Cambridge Ptlilos. Soc. 43 (1947), 

414-421. 
Infinite irreducible representations of the Lorentz group. Proc. Roy. Soc. 

London. Ser. A. 189 (1947), 372-401. 
Motion of an electron in the field of a magnetic pole. Physical Rev. (2) 74 

(1948), 883-887. 
Rel a ti vis tic equations for elementary particles. Proc • Roy. Soc. London. Ser. A. 

192 (1948), 195-218. 
Faithful representations of Lie algebras. Ann. of Math. (2) 50 (1949), 68-76. 
On representations of Lie algebras. Ann. of Math. (2) 50 (1949), 900-915. 
Lie algebras and the Tannaka duality theorem. Ann. of Math. (2) 51 (1950), 

299-330. 
On the radical of a Lie algebra. Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 1 (1950), 14-17. 
On faithful representations of Lie groups. Proc. Am.er. Math. Soc. 1 (1950), 

205-210. 
Representations of sem.isimple Lie groups on a Banach space. Proc. Nat. Acad. 

Sci. USA 37 (1951), 170-173. 
Representations of sem.isi.mple Lie groups. II. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 37 

(1951), 362-365. 
Representations of sem.isimple Lie groups. III. Characters. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 

USA 37 (1951), 366-369. 
Representations of sem.isimple Lie groups. J.V. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 37 (1951), 

691-694. 
Plancherel formula for complex sem.isimple Lie groups. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 

31 (1951), 813-818. 
On some .applications of the universal enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie 

algebra. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 70 (1951), 28-96. 
Plancherel formula for the 2 x 2 real unimodular group. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 

USA 38 (1952), 337-342. 
Representations of a semisimple Lie group on a Banach space. I. Trans. Amer. Math. 

Soc. 75 (1953), 185-243. 
On the Plancherel f ornru.la for the right-invariant functions on a semisimple Lie 

group. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 40 (1954), 200-204. 
Representations of semisimple Lie groups. V. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 40 (1954), 

1076-1077. 
Representations of semisimple Lie groups. VI. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 40 

(1954), 1078-1080. 
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Harish-Chandra, continued, page 2 

Representations of semisimple Lie groups. II. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 76 (1954), 
26-65. 

Representations of semisimple Lie groups. III. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 76 (1954), 
234-253. 

The Plancherel formula for complex semisimple Lie groups. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 
76 (1954), 485-528. 

Representations of semisimple Lie groups. IV. Amer. J. Math. 77 (1955), 743-777. 
On the characters of a semisimple Lie group. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 61 (1955), 

389-396. 
Integrable and square-integrable representations of a semisimple Lie group. 

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 41 (1955), 314-317. 
Representations of semisimple Lie groups. V. Amer. J. Math. 78 (1956), 1-41. 
Representations of semisimple Lie groups. VI. Integrable and square-integrable 

representations. Amer. J. Math. 78 (1956), 564-628. 
On a lemma of F. Bruhat. J. Math. Pures Appl. (9) 35 (1956), 203-210. 
Invariant differential operators on a semisimple Lie algebra. Proc. Nat. Acad. 

Sci. USA 42 (1956), 252-253. 
A formula for semisimple Lie groups . Proco Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 42 (1956), 538-540. 
The characters of semisimple Lie groups. Trans. Amer. Math. Seo. 83 (1956), 98-163. 
Representations of semisimple Lie groups. Proc. of the Internat. Cong. of Math., 

Amsterdam, 1954, Vol. 1, pp. 299-304. 
Differential operators on a semisimple Lie algebra. Amer. J. Math. 79 (1957), 

87-120. 
Fourier transforms on a semisimple Lie algebra. I. Amer. J. Math. 79 (1957), 

193-257. 
A formula for semisimple Lie groups. Amer. J. Math. 79 (1957), 733-760. 
Fourier transforms on a semisimple Lie algebra. II. Amer. J. Math. 79 (1957), 

653-686. 
Spherical functions on a semisimple Lie group. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 43 

( 1957), 408-409 • 
Spherical functions on a semisi.mple Lie group. I. Amer. J. Math. 80 (1958), 

241-310. 
Spherical functions on a semi simple Lie group . II. Amer. J. Math. 80 (1958), 

553-613. 
Automorphic forms on a semisimple Lie group. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 45 (1959), 

570-573. 
Some results on differential equations and their applications, Proc. Nat. Acad. 

Sci. USA 45 (1959), 1763-1764. 
(With A. Borel) Arithmetic subgroups of algebraic groups, Ann. of Math. (2) 75 

(1962), 485-535. 
Invariant eigend.istributions on semi-simple Lie groups, to appear in the Bull. Amer. 

Math. Soc. 
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LARS H8RMANDER 

During the last decade the theory of linear partial differential 

equations has undergone a rapid expansion making it one of today' s most active 

fields of mathematics . It has been cultivated particularly by American, French, 

Russian and Scandinavian mathematicians . Some of the names prominently con

nected with this development arej in this country: Calderon, Friedrichsj 

John, Lewy and Nirenberg; in France g Leray , Lions, Malgrange and Schwartz; 

in Russia: Ladyzenskaja , Petrowsky, Sobolev and Visik; in Scandinavia: 

G§.rding and H8rmand.er . 

The youngest in this group is Lars H6rmander , born in Sweden in 1931 

and professor at the University of Stockholm since 1957. He received his basic 

scientific education at Illnd University with supplementary studies pursued at 

Sorbonne and other European mathematical centers . He visited the University of 

Chicago and New York University in 1956 and was a member of the Institute for 

Advanced Study in 1960-1961. 

H8rrnander ' s thesis, his first major work on differential operators, 

appeared in 1955 in Acta Mathematica. It was exceptionally ri~h in new ideas 

and results. Instead of adhering to the traditional trend of studying only 

special types of equations, H6rrnander set forth a new and broader goal: to 

develop a general theory for linear differential operators. At least some of 

his results ought to be mentioned here in spite of their technical nature • One 

of the fundamental problems was to determine the relative strength of two 

operators and to trace this and similar concepts back to their algebraic origin 

hidden within the operator polynomials . This project was brilliantly carried 

through in Chapter II for the case of constant coefficients . The results were 

partly extended to the case of variable coefficients later in the paper . The 

analytic core of his method consisted of a systematically developed algebra of 

quadratic integrals. With this technique H6rmander obtained a far =reaching 
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extension of the energy integral method , previously used in special cases by 

Lewy, Friedrichs and Leray. Guided by this method H8rmander introduced the 

notion of operators of principal type, a concept which in a further developed 

form became of great importance in his research o His results included the 

first and only existence theorem valid for a general class of non=elliptic 

operators with smooth but not analytic coeffici ents. 

H8rmander ' s thesis gave rise to a rich liter ature , with himself as a 

frequent contributor . In a series of subsequent papers he gave valuable 

contributions to a great variety of problems on differential operators including 

existence and properties of fundamental solutions, uniqueness of the Cauchy 

problem, inner regularity and boundary regularity of solutions, to name a few. 

This part of his production is characterized by the same skill and power pre

viously shown in the thesis . Two of these papers contain outstanding accom

plishments to which we shall return later . 

Outside his main field of interest, H6rmander has to his credit signifi

cant achievements particularly in harmonic analysis and the theory of distribu

tions. In 1958 the Polish mathematician tojasiewicz and H8rmander shared the 

credit of solving a difficult problem raised by Lo Schwart z concerning the 

divi~ibili ty of a distribution by a polynomial of several variables. H6rmander 

base:i a skillfully organized proof on Wbi tney1 s extension theorem combined with 

an algebrai c lemma by Seidenberg and Tarski, earlier used in the thesis . - A 

major paper is devoted to translation invariant operators in Lebesgue spaces 

and to the real variable method introduced by Calderon and Zygmum. His approach 

admitted a unified treatment of the problems in this field and it gave simplified 

proofs and significant extensions of previous results . The paper is of great 

value although some of the r esults still leave room for further studies. 

In 1957 Hans Lewy constructed an example showing that a linear 

inhomogeneous equation with highly regular coefficients nevertheless might fail 
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to have a solution in any open set. This disturbing fact spurred H8rmander to 

a renewed investigation of operators with variable coefficients. He extended 

the concept of operators of principal type and discovered, after a penetrating 

analysis, that one term in the so- called connnutator was the deciding factor for 

the existence of solutions . His deep- going study resulted in a new and more 

sophisticated kind of existence theorems , answering the questions brought to 

light by Lewy' s example. For this achievement Htlrmander received in 1962 the 

Fields Medal, the most distinguished international award in mathematics. 

H8rmander is also the author of the first major monograph on the 

modern theory of partial differential equations. The book is announced to 

appear during February 1963 . 

HBrmander's flawless production bears testimony to a well-organized 

scientific mind of great creativeness and power. His work has made him one 

of the leading younger mathematicians in the world today. In his main field 

he is unquestionably the leading figure. 

Arne Beur ling 
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HBrmander 
PUBLICATIONS 

Uniqueness theorems and estimates for normally hyperbolic partial differential 
equations of the second order. XII Scand. Congress of Math. Lund, 1953, 
105-1150 

A new proof and a generalization of an inequality of Bohr. Math. Scand. 2 
(1954), 33-45 0 

On a theorem of Grace, Math. Scand. 2 (1954), 55-64. 
Sir la fonction d 1appui des ensembles convexes dans un espace localement convexe. 

Ark. Mat. 3 (1955), 181-186. 
La transformation de Legendre et le theor~me de Paley-Wiener. C. R. Acad. Sci. 

Paris 240 (1955), 392-395 0 
Some inequalities for functions of exponential type. Math. Scand. 3 (1955), 

21-27. 
On the theory of general partial differential operators. Acta Math. 94 (1955), 

161-248 . 
(With J. L. Lions) Sur la completion par rapport A une integrale de Dirichlet. 

Math. Scand. 4 (1956), 259-270. 
Local and global properties of fundamental solutions. Math. Scand. 5 (1957), 

27-39 0 
Differentiability properties of solutions of systems of differential equations. 

Ark. Mat. 3 (1958), 527-535. 
On the division of distributions by polynomials. Ark Mat. 3 (1958), 555-568. 
On the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. Math. Scand. 6 (1958), 213-225. 
Definitions of maximal differential operators. Ark. Mat. 3 (1958), 501-504. 
Oh the interior regularity of the solutions of partial differential equations . 

Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 11 (1958), 195-218 . 
on the regularity of the solutions of boundary problems. Acta Math. 99 (1958), 

225-264. 
On the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. II. Math. Scand. 7 (1959), 177-190. 
Null solutions of partial differential equations. Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal. 4 

(1960), 255-261. 
Estimates for translation invariant operators in LP spaces. Acta Math. 104 

(1960), 93-140. 
Differential operators of principal type. Math. Ann. 140 (1960), 124-146 . 
Differential equations without solutions. Math. Ann. 140 (1960), 169-173. 
Hypoelliptic differential operators . Ann. Inst. Fourier Grenoble, 11 (1961), 

477-492. 
On the existence of solutions of partial differential equations. Partial Diff. 

Equ. and Continuum Mechanics, Madison, 1961, 233-240. 
Weak and strong extensions of differential operators . Comm. fure Appl. Math. 

14 (1961), 371-379 . 
On the range of convolution operators . Annals of Math. (1) 76 (1962), 148-170. 
Differential operators with non- singular characteristics. Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 

(1962), 354-359. 
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THE INSTI'IUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 
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School of Mathematics February 1, 1963 

Professor Robert Oppenheimer 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Oppenheimer: 

I have expressed my view on the meeting of the mathematicians of 
December 17, 1962 already on December 21 in two letters to you and to 
Professor Selberg. As far as the questions voted on in this meeting are 
concerned I can summarize my opinion as follows: 

1. I agree with my colleagues in the choice of La.rs V. Hormander as 
replacement for Professor Morse. 

2. I am strongly opposed to a second professorial appointment now, for 
the following reasons: 

a. An appointment of Milnor is still within the range of possibility. 

b. Two candidates, Smale and Grothendieck, have been excluded 
largely because of circumstances prevailing now, which may change in one 
or two years. 

c. A second appointment may freeze the School of Mathematics for a 
considerable length of time. Tb.ere~ore a decision should not be made too 
soon. 

d. The abnormal situation prevailing at present in the School of 
Mathematics is, by itself, sufficient reason for not making any long-range 
decisions now, except in cases where it is important that action should 
be taken soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Kurt Godel 

Kurt Godel 

KG: edu 
CC: Professor Salberg 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

ICBOOL 01' MATHUl.ATICS February 15, 1963 

To the Director and Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

I wish to explain the reasons for my manner of voting at the meeting 
of the Faculty in Mathematics on December 17, 1962, and state. my present 
feelings on the matter. 

At the time of that meeting, I had two principal reasons for opposing 
a recommendation for two appointments to the Faculty in Mathematics, due to the 
fact that this would clearly preclude the possibility of further appointments 
for some time to come . First, the situation in regard to Milnor, though 
seemingly at a complete standstill, was nevertheless of a nature which might 
be expected to change with the passage of time. To rule out so completely 
the possibility of further consideration of Milnor at this time seemed to me 
to imply a lesser regard for him than was in fact the case. Second, there 
are young men such as So Smale and M. Atiyah who show great promise, and 
might within a few years appear to be most desirable Faculty Members; I felt 
the decision ruling them out also for a long period was too hastily undertaken. 

At the present, the Milnor affair is entering a new phase, and I can 
now discount my opposition based on this. My second objection remains, but 
with less force. I think there is some reality in the supposition that if 
we are to ask Harish-Chandra at all.9 it should be in the near future. W'i t~ 
further acquaintance with his work, I agree that it is becoming of broader 
significance; I have always had a high regard for him, both scientifically 
and personally, in any case. 

To summarize, my present personal preference would still be to wait 
for a period before making a second nomination (if H8rmander should be asked 
and should accept). However, a group of Faculty Members cannot be expected 
to be in full agreement on all points, and since I am sure that both 
H8rmander and Harish-Chandra would be very sound Faculty Members, I now wish 
to go on record as approving -the nomination of both men. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVAN CED STUDY 
P RI NCETON , NEW JERSEY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS February 13, 1963 

To the Director and the Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

The mathematicians on the Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study 
have, at a meeting on December 17, 1962, voted to recommend that faculty 
appointments be offered to Professor Lars H8rmander of the University of 
Stockholm, Sweden, and to Professor Harish-Chandra of Columbia University, 
New York. 

The nomination of H~rmander was voted unanimously. The second 
nomination, that of Harish-Chandra, was made with the explicit understanding 
that the nomination of HBrmander would have priority if the Trustees should 
find that only one appointment could be made at this time. The vote on this 
second nomination was split, five in favor and two (~del and Whitney) 
opposed. It should be noted that those who were opposed did not raise any 
objections to the qualifications and competence of Harish-Chandra, but 
expressed opposition on the grounds that they did not favor two nominations 
at this time. (Note: ~del has later in a letter of February 11, 1963, 
withdrawn his support of the nomination of HBrmander. He will presumably 
give his motivation for his views in a separate statement.) 

These nominations were arrived at after the whole field of leading 
younger mathematicians that might be available was looked over thoroughly 
and first at an earlier meeting narrowed down to five names. Among these 
five in our opinion none surpass H8rmander and Barish-Chandra as mathe
maticians, although possibly some may equal them. 

But secondary considerations make the choice of these two almost 
inevitable. Both of these men work in areas of ma.thematics that are now, 
and promise to be for many years to come, areas of great activity where develop
ments of vital importance for mathematics are ta.ki.ng place. H6rmander• s field 
of interest, the study of general partial dif£erential operators and equations, 
is one of greatest importance not only for mathematics itself but for its 
applications to other sciences as well. It is a field that has not been 
represented on our faculty, nor is it represented in the Mathematics Department 
of Princeton University. During some years in the past this was partly remedied 
by the arrangements made with Leray and with Garding. The appointment of 
Hl5rmander would tlm.s cover a most important area hitherto left uncovered. 

In the case of Barish-Chandra, his work and interests have nuch more 
contact and connection with the interests of several of those already on the 
Faculty, but it is not a case of overlapping, rather of supplementing and 
completing. The study of semi-simple Lie groups and their discrete subgroups 
and the various analytic objects that relate to these is likely to be a 
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focal point of interest of mathematicians for a long time to come. It is 
noticeable that among our younger members the interest in these questions 
and particularly in Harish-Chandra' s work has been growing. The appointment 
of Harish-Chandra would therefore also seem most appropriate at this time. 

The priority given to the nomination of H8rmander if, what we fervently 
hope will not be necessary, a choice has to be made between the two nomina
tions, is motivated by his field and by the fact that he is quite a bit 
younger than Harish-Chandra, rather than by any difference in merits. 

The majority, in recommending these two appointments, is convinced 
that a second appointment is needed and would anyway have to be made shortly, 
to maintain the Institute 1 s place as a center for mathematical research and 
particularly its role as a center for postdoctoral training. The increasing 
demand for mathematicians and the strong increase in recent years in the 
annual number of new American Ph.D. 1 s in mathematics make this latter function 
of the Institute one of growing importance, which it is essential that we 
should be staffed to handle adequately. We see no merits in waiting a few 
years. It is most unlikely that the field of prospective candidates should 
undergo much of a change in this time, while there is a danger that some of 
them, in particular Harish-Chandra, would be less likely to accept appoint
ment at a later time. It is a fact that the development in recent years has 
gone in the direction of making a faculty appointment at the Institute less 
of the unique opportunity it once represented for a mathematician. Several 
universities today can offer positions with a high degree of freedom from 
formal obligations and the same or greater economic compensations. There is 
no reason to believe that this development will be reversed in the near 
future. The argument that two appointments now would be harmful by pre
venting further appointments for a long time, seems to us to have little 
value. Rather would it seem, in view of the age distribution of the mathe
maticians now on the Faculty, of which four were born in the years 1905-07 
and a fifth in the year 1909, that we might otherwise run the risk of having 
too many appointments to make over a short span of years. There is, by the 
way, no guarantee that two offers would result in two appointments since 
there is, with regard to both the nominees, considerable uncertainty as to 
whether they would accept an offer. 

This strengthening of the Institute Faculty at this time is also made 
desirable by the recent loss of three key members in the field of analysis 
(Kodaira, Hunt and Spencer) of the Mathematics Department of Princeton 
Uni ver si ty. 

A final point, that may be mentioned here, though admittedly a minor 
one and one that has played no part in our arriving at these nominations, is 
that HBrmander would seem an ideal candidate for the "von Neumann Professor
ship" which the IBM Corporation has offered to subsidize for five years in 
honor of von Neumann's memory. The actual added expense if two appointments 
were made might therefore be substantially reduced for the first five years. 

Atle Selberg 
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Office of the Direct or 

Dear Professor Milnor: 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

27 August l962 

You must surely have known of the desire of your colleagues here 
at the Inst itut e t o off er you a professorship. Within my mathematical 
limitati ons, I have understood and appreciated their reasons, and shared 
their desire. 

In considering this appointment we came upon firm evidence of a 
commit ment, made some thirty years ago to the then president of Princeton, 
not again to offer a chair to a member of the Princeton Faculty. Opinions 
ca.n and do differ as to the wisdom of making the commitment at that time; 
they can and do differ as to the wisdom of continuing this policy today; 
but to me there i s little doubt that we cannot honorably unilaterally 
abrogate our commitment. Although only the president of the University 
made a formal request of me that we not offer you an appointment, I 
learned of many others who hoped that we would not. 

I also learned from President Goheen that he was attempting to make 
arrangements for you at the University which would give you some measure 
of the freedom which an appointment here would have provided, and I have 
read with pleasure that something has been accomplished to this end. I 
hope that, should you ever wish us to re-open the question of your appoint
ment, you will let me know. 

My congratulations f or the Field medal, as merited as any; and my 
warm good wishes, 

Professor John Milnor 
6o College Road 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Office of the Director 

To the Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

14 February 1963 

Two weeks ago, in response to a letter that I had written to him during 
the summer, and a copy of which some of you have seen, John Milnor came to 
call on me. He told me that he was in general happy to have remained at the 
University. He added that from time to time his teaching and administrative 
duties seemed burdensome, and that perhaps a connection with the Institute 
would prove helpfulo 

I told him of the varied arrangements that we have had in the past with 
Bohr, Pauli, Leray, Serre, Neugebauer, and Miss Wedgwood, among others, and 
he seemed pleased and interested, and encouraged me to discuss the matter 
with Goheen. I have just heard from Cbheen that, after talking with Milnor, 
he warmly approves. The arrangements would involve: 

L a long-term membership for Milnor, perhaps ten years, with explicit 
recognition of the desirability of amending or extending the arrangement in 
the light of experienceo 

2. an explicit encouragement of Milnor to take a leave from the 
University and come to the Institute for a year or a semester whenever he 
could. 

3o a budgetary provision which would ensure Milnor's financial situation 
as no less favorable than his professorship o 

4. a welcome to arry counsel that Professor Milnor might give us as to 
the Institute members and policy, -with a complete absence of obligation to 
give such counsel. 

I would welcome from all of you any question or comment you may wish to 
make, either in writing or in discussiono Should any of you desire to 
d±seuss this matter in a meeting of the Faculty, I shall call such a meeting. 
T would hope to hear from you before March 6th. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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School o~ ~.11.thematics 

INSTITl'TE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

To the Director of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

March 5, 1963 

The mat.hema.ticians on the Faculty of' the Institute at a meeting on 
February 26, 1963, discussed the proposal of a long-term membership f'or 
Professor John Milnor. The following statement expresses the opinion of 
everyone exaept Professor G8del (whose dissent is given in the appended 
letter) and Professor Weil who was not present. 

1. Since Milnor h:irrself has now expressed the desire for some kind 
of connection with the Institute, which from time to time would serve to 
relieve him of the pressure of students and faculty af'f'airs at the 
University, we are definitely in favor of a proposal of a long-term member
ship for him such as suggested in the Director's letter to the Faculty of 
February 14, 1963. Apart from improving Milnor's situation, this would also 
bring this matter to some kind of conclusion. 

2. The advantages of this arrangement for Milnor are clear: 
increased freedom and opportunity to concentrate on his research without 
distractions. We should not, however, overestimate the value for the 
Institute. Precisely the reasons that make Milnor seek this connection 
with the Institute make it probable that he might not take a very active 
part in Institute activities when he makes use of his membership. 

3. It seems to us that the simplest, and also most natural way of 
providing the funds for this arrangement , would be to let them come from 
the stipend bud.get for mathematics. A standing reservation could be made 
of the necessary amount per year for the duration of the arrangement. 
Probably the actual expense would average less than $10, 000 per year, since 
Milnor is not likely to use his membership as often as every second year. 

4. Although we now favor such an arrangement for Milnor, we 
consider that it ought to be an isolated occurrence and not be regarded as 
setting any precedent. In fa~t, some of us might not have favored it in 
this case were it not for the past history of the case. 

AScdu 
Enclosure 
CC : Mathematics Faculty 

/s/ A. Selberg 

Atle Selberg 
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INSTITUI'E FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

School of Mathematics March 5, 1963 

Professor Atle Selberg 
Institute for Advanced study 

Dear Professor Selberg: 

I am in general agreement with point 1 of the statement 
on Milnor. I would not sign point 2. Furthermore, as far as 
the details of the arrangement with Milnor are concerned, I 
believe they should not be made the subject of a statement 
now but rather of discussions with the Director. 

KGcdu 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Kurt GBdel 

Kurt G8del 
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President 's Room 

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 

PRINCEI'ON UNIVERSITY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Director, Institute for Advanced study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Robert: 

January 21, 1963 

Following our recent discussion, this letter is to record my 
belief that the University and the Institute should have as a common 
aim, in fields where their interests overlap, the maintenance and 
development here of the strongest possible intellectual community. 
We should recognize that, generally, this common interest will not be 
advanced in the most advantageous possible manner if we seek to take 
faculty members from one another; and each institution should be 
sensitive to the fact that, in specific instances, such an effort on 
its part could prove distinctly damaging to the other. At the same 
time, in any such instances, the interests of the individual should be 
given careful and sympathetic consideration by both institutions, and 
there should be close consultation between the Institute and the Univer
sity to the end of matching the interests of the individual with the 
common interests of the two institutions to the fullest extent possible. 

If we are agreed on this broad basis of understanding, as I 
believe we are, I would urge that this agreement supplant in these 
matters any more specific or absolute prohibitions that we may have 
inherited from our predecessors. Such an amendment of the 11treaty" 
between our respective institutions will, I believe, make for the best 
relations between them in the long run and will, if we keep it in clear 
view, help to advance their corrnnon interest. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Bob 

Robert F. Goheen 

fil'G/dr 
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Office of the Director 

Dear Bob: 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
Princeton, New Jersey 

28 January 1963 

Thank you for your good letter of January 21st, in 
which you fonnulate the aims of our dealings with each other 
on behalf' of the University and the Institute in a way which 
seems j ust right to me, and with a vagueness which seems to 
me inevitable, and even desirable. I shall bring your letter 
before our Board at its next meeting, which will be not later 
than April, and hope at that time to be able to write an 
official response. 

With good wishes, 

Dr. Robert F. Goheen, President 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NE W JERSEY 

OFFJCll OF THE Dl1ECTOI. April 8, 1963 

To the Members of the Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced study: 

It bas seemed to me wise to send you in advance of our meeting on 
April 19th and 20th papers relevant to some of the questions that will come before 
us then. There are three files . 

The first is a brief correspondence with President Goheen which has 
resulted from the talks which you asked me to have with him at our meeting of 
last April . 

The second deals with the recommended ten-year membership for Professor 
John Milnor of Princeton, :for whi ch I shall ask your approval. It is almost sell 
explanatory. 

The third deals with a proposal for the appointment to the Faculty of 
two mathematicians, Lars H8rmander and Harish- Chandra. This proposal is contained 
in the memorandum addressed to you and me by Professor Selberg, the Executive 
Officer of the School of Mathematics, and dated February 13, 1963. To this 
memorandum are attached the vitae of H8rmander and Harish- Chandra. Following 
this there is a memorandum of transmittal which I sent with the above documents 
to the Faculty of the Institute, soli cit ing their views. There follows a 
rather tangled series of communications dealing with the procedures that had 
been followed, that should have been followed, or that might be followed in 
considering the appointments of H8rmander and Harish- Chandra. The procedures 
followed differ f rom past practice, and in some cases from appropriate practice, 
in four respects, each of which is noted more or less sharply in some of the 
correspondence that I am sending you. 

1. The sel ection of HBrmander and Harish- Chandra occurred at meetings 
which the Director was a sked by Professor Selberg not to _attend. Copies of the 
very meagre correspondence dealing with this are attached to my memorandum to 
the Faculty of February 14, 1963. I should be glad at our meeting to amplify 
this history, and possibly the Princeton members of the Boa.rd will be able to 
help explain i t. 

2. The group proposing the nominations is a subgroup of the School 
of Ma.thematics . It has been traditional for nominations to originate with 
the School. There could be a school comprising those who are involved in 
the s~lection of HBrmander and Harish- Chandra. There are arguments against 
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changing the past structure of the Faculty, bu~ they are, of course, not 
absolutely compelling. 

). The memorandum of Professor Selberg is addressed to the Director 
and Trustees. This has caused, as you will see, much adverse comment. Professor 
Selberg tells me that the form of the address was his own doing, not reflecting 
any decision of his colleagues; that it was indeed intended to foreclose dis
cussions in the School of Mathematics and in the Faculty; that the inclusion 
of the Trustees in the address was in part responsive to his awareness of the 
financial implications of making two professorial appointments in the School of 
Mathematics, implications which would be of particular concern to the Trustees; 
that the form of the address was not intended to alter or to set a precedent 
for altering the relations of Fa~ulty, Director and Trustees. 

4. The proposed nominations were not brought before the Faculty 
for discussion and eventual act:Lon, as has been the case in the past. With 
respect to this, I have a letter from Professor Selberg, dated April 2, 1963, 
which seems to me hel pful. In particular, the suggestions in the second para
graph are rather close to those that I have had in mind. 

(The above four paragraphs have been read and approved by Professor 
Selberg~ 

other matters that will be before the Board, but which do not seem 
to require that I send you so much paper in advance,are 

A. Proposals for dealing with pensions for Faculty members who 
join our Faculty late in life. Mr. Shanks was asked to explore this problem 
with me, · and we will report to you. 

B. Plans for the library have been in the bands of the Matthews 
Construction Company for almost a fortnight. These detailed plans and a 
realistic and reliable estimate of cost should both be available at the time 
of our meeting. 

C. I should like to discuss with you certain problems in our work 
in physics and in history, of which you should be aware, although at the moment 
I do not propose any action requiring your assent. 

D. If we have time, I shall try to arrange that one or two members 
of the Faculty who have come rather recently tell you something of their work. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
10 September 1957 

To the Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study: 

It has proved difficult to set a date in October for a meeting of 
the Board of Trustees. Many members plan to be abroad and away. We 
certainly could not have a well-attended meeting, and perhaps not even 
a quorum. The Chairman has therefore agreed that we should postpone the 
f orm.al meeting of the Board until December: possibly the second week in 
December. At that time most, if not all, members of the Board will be 
in this neighborhood. 

The new housing for Institute members is now largely complete, and 
we are planning to hold an open house for the inspection of the project 
on Friday, October 11th, from 4:30 to 6:30. I am therefore writing most 
earnestly to invite you to come to Princeton on Friday afternoon. There 
are a number of questions which it would be profitable to me to be able 
to discuss with you at that time, and which could be considered more 
form.all y in December. In our discussions on October 11th we will also 
attempt to set possible dates for the December meeting of the Board. The 
earli er you come, and the longer you stay, the more I shall be grateful. 
The Institute will be in session, and there will be much of interest to 
see and to talk of. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 28 March 1957 

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees of the Institute: 

At a meeting of the School of Mathematics on March 11th, the pure 
mathematicians proposed the election of Andre Weil to a professorship 
in the School of Mathematics. After detailed discussion, this nomina
tion was unanimously forwarded by those attending the meeting to the 
Faculty of the Institute. It was pres~nted to the Faculty at their 
meeting of March 12th, 1957, at which time there was extended discussion 
of Weil1 s mathematical achievements, his cultural interests, some 
episodes in his history, and his qualities as a man. The matter lay 
over with the Facu.l ty until its meeting of March 28th, 1957, when the 
nomination was approved without dissent by the Faculty. I am therefore 
transmitting it, and the accompanying documents , to you for consideration 
at our meeting of April 4th. If you are able to reach a conclusion at 
that time, there would be some advantages in not postponing action until 
the autumn. 

I shall want to discuss this appointment with you at the time of 
our meeting, since there are some aspects of it that have been fully 
considered by the Faculty, but are not adequately reflected in the 
papers that I am transmitting. We have included Andre Weil's article 
nscience Fran9aise?" in order to give you an impression of Weil 1 s 
style when he is writing on lay matters. 

Robert Oppenheimer 

attachments 
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January 19, 1955 

Memorandmn to the Board of Trustees: 

At a meeting of the Faculty of the Institute on December 21, 1954, 
the School of Historical Studies reported that it had voted unanimously in 
favor of the election of Andreas Alfoldi of the University of Basle to a 
professorship in the School of Historical Studies. The vote lay over, and at 
the following meeting of the Faculty, on January 14, 1955, the Faculty unani
mously voted its approval. I now transmit this vote to the Trustees of the 
Institute for Advanced Study, with a request for their concurrence. I recommend 
that Professor Alfoldi' s salary be fixed at $18,ooo a year, with the usual 
arrangements for retirement, travel and assistance. Since Professor Alfoldi 
is 60 years old, I recommend that the Director be authorized to make any sub
stitute arrangements with Professor Alfoldi which the latter may desire, am 
which have the effect of decreasing his present salary and increasing his pay
ments during retirement, so long as the total charges on the Institute sha.l l 
not exceed those which a conventional arrangement would involve. 

I enclose a brief account of Professor Alfoldi' s career and scholar
ship, and a few letters that we have had about him. 

This appointment, which is ardently desired by Alfoldi' s colleagues 
at the Institute, in some respects replaces the appointment of Professor Herbert 
Bloch, which was voted last spring. After long hesitation, Professor Bloch has 
infonned us that he prefers to remain at Harvard. We have ascertained that 
Alfoldi will accept a professorship at the Institute if it is offered to him. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE DrRECTOR 

Memorandum to the Members of the 
Board of Trustees: 

December 9, 1954 

I enclose a oopy of the minutes of the meeting of the 
Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced study held on 
Monday, December 6, 1954. 

I enclose also a copy of the memorial to Professor 
Earle which has already been forwarded to Mrs. Earle. This should 
be a ttacbed to the minutes of the meeting of the Board held on 
October 1, 1954. 

You will note that the Trustees present selected 
January 26, 1955 for the next meeting of the Board. A r eminder will 
be sent to you in early January. 

Sincerely yours, 
v-. .... · +-c> t rr~ '~·)"· 

Minot c. Morgan, J~: 
Assistant Secretary to the 
Board of Trustees 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

orncE OF THE DIRECTOR November 181 1954 

Xemorandum to the Members 
of the Board of Trustees: 

The Chairman of the Board has asked me to notify you 
of a Special Meeting of the Board of Trustees on Monday, December 
6th at the Biltmore Hotel, Madison Avenue and 43rd St., New York. 
The meeting will begin at lunch at 12:30 p.m, in Room 136. 

An important purpose of the meeting is to take necessary 
aotion with regard to the proposed Institute housing project. 

We would appreciate knowing whether you plan to attend 
the meeting. 

~ c.~. r 
Minot C. Morgan, Jr., 
Assistant Secretary to the 
Board of Trustees 
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